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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Tourism Business Case is the culmination of years of refining aspirations, developing
concepts, and planning the implementation of, the Shire of Three Springs tourism vision.
Developed in conjunction with NAJA Business Consulting Services and Associates who
were engaged to collate, and extrapolate on, all the information to date, this Business
Case will be used to support and attract funding towards two of its key projects.
In developing this document, the Shire aims to highlight the economic and social benefits
of diversifying its current tourism offerings, which centre around the wildflower trail; and
promote opportunities which provide unique experiences for residents and potential
visitors alike.
It draws inspiration from the Shire’s vision of “becoming a healthy and unified community
with a bright future”: with the knowledge that in order to achieve that vision, the Shire
needs to sustain and facilitate growth. This understanding forms the basis of the tourism
project purpose.
The primary purpose of the project is to increase the population and economic
development of the Shire through increased liveablilty/amenity, employment prospects
and diversification of tourism offerings.
The secondary purpose is to increase visitation numbers and overnight stays through the
implementation of a four-pronged tourism strategy which includes:
•
•
•
•

Restoration/development of Duffy’s Store
Silo projection project
Glyde Street caravan park development
Event activation

Project Description and Cost: This project will see the realisation of the tourism
aspirations of the Shire of Three Springs to bring life back to the oldest standing
weatherboard shop in Western Australia – Duffy’s Store; giving it new purpose as a visitor
centre, local culture and history museum with a “1909 store experience”, providing space
for a family friendly restaurant and a community meeting space. Beaming across the road,
state of the art technology will be used to project art, live-streamed events, documentaries
or movies onto the 56m x 45m decommissioned wheat silos, making it the comparable
with the 15th largest video-capable screen in the world.
•

Duffy’s Store; Officially recognised on the State Register of Heritage Places in
2005 when it had its roof replaced, this facility has not been open to the public
since the late 1990’s and is in need of restoration in order to limit further structural
damage and enable it to be utilised in a way that will be economically and socially
beneficial for the community. It will be sympathetically restored – works to include
restumping, rewiring, repainting and replacement of floorboards and panels
affected by insect damage, glazing to be reinforced, and utilities to be replaced.
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•

The adjoining building will be demolished to allow for access to a modest new
building at the rear which will house a commercial kitchen and dining area and
provide a much-needed family friendly café/restaurant for locals and visitors.
The second component of the Tourism project is the purchase of a projector
capable of projecting images and moving pictures onto the silos located across
the main street from the Post
Office, Chemist and Duffy’s
Store.
This
piece
of
equipment will be the first of
its kind in WA and will provide
a unique experience for
visitors and residents. It will
also
encourage
visitor
overnight stays, adding to the
economic benefits for the
community.

To support and augment these components of the Tourism Project, the Shire will develop
the former workers accommodation site on Glyde Street into a caravan park. Utilising
existing underground infrastructure including water, sewage and power, the Shire will
create 42 powered and 20 unpowered sites, providing a necessary alternative to the
unpowered camp ground currently available. They will also host four annual events to
draw additional visitors to town and extend visitation beyond the wildflower season.
Project Deliverables: Outputs and Outcomes

Outputs

Performance Measure

Performance Measure Method
Project Management Team: conduct regular reviews
during construction phase against budget, timing of
events and periodic and final construction review.
The Shire’s Superintendents Representative to
certify that quantity and quality of works comply with
the Council and provision of Certificate of Practical
Completion

Restoration and
development of
Duffy’s Store

Completed in accordance with
specifications, timeframes,
budget, building codes and
regulations.

2

Relocation of
Visitor Centre

Completed in accordance with
specified timeframes

Shire to oversee relocation and report on completion

3

Establishment of
an Old Store
Museum

Completed in accordance with
specified timeframes and budget

Project Management Team to oversee and report on
achievement of an operational Old Store Museum

Finalised lease
agreement for
café/restaurant

Lease signed by relevant parties

4

Shire to oversee lease agreement in consultation
with Council. Lease to presented to Council for
endorsement.

5

Ownership of a
projection unit
that can be used
on the silos

Completed within time and
budget. Silo projection
agreements between the Shire
and CBH signed

Project Management Team to ensure projector
delivered and working. Agreement with CBH to be
tabled at Council

1
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6

Glyde Street
Caravan Park
operational

Completed within time and budget

Project Management Team to conduct regular
reviews
during
development.
The
Shire’s
Superintendents Representative to certify that
quantity and quality of works comply with the Council
and provision of Certificate of Practical Completion

Outcomes

Performance Measures

1

Preservation of a
historical building

Duffy’s Store to become a
functioning, safe venue

2

Increase in paid
employment: 7direct
FTEs and 4FTE flow
on during
construction.
Creation of 3.5 FTE
when operational

3

Increase in
community
connectivity – (social
value of 9.6M over
20 years)

Performance Measure Method
The Duffy’s Store Builder to provided Certificate
of Practical Completion.

Creation of new jobs during
construction period and in the
ongoing operations of the cafe.

Contractor/sub-contractor statistics provided by
the successful contractor and the Shire.

At least one new regional event in
the 12 months following project
completion. Meeting rooms booked
by community groups

Statistics maintained by the Shire and through
booking sheets.

Increased visitations and overnight
stays in the Shire

Event registration records, Caravan Park
records, Visitor Centre records

4

Economic returns to
the Shire of Three
Springs – (Tourism
Benefits to return
$7.7M minimum up
to $31.2M over 20
years: 25% to 100%
tourism figures
achieved)
Volunteering benefits
(value of over $270K
pa)

Number of event and club
volunteers

Event and club records

5

Number of local groups who
provide goods or services when
events are held

Shire event booking records

6

Fund raising
opportunities for not
for profits and local
groups

Options Analysis: Three options were considered:
•
•
•

Option 1: Do nothing
Option 2: Implementation of only one or some of the tourism project components
Option 3: Restoration/development of Duffy’s Store, Silo Projection Project, Glyde
Street Caravan Park Development and Event Activation
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The positives and negatives of each option were considered and although there were fors
and againsts for each, the full economic and social benefits of option 3 would not be
realised if either of the other options was chosen and the positives of option 3 outweighed
any negatives (as shown in the table below).

POSITIVES

NEGATIVES

Attract increase visitation

Financial risk if not managed correctly

Attract overnight visitation

Will require effort from Shire and community

Increased spend within the town

Potential perceived competition with local food
providers

Local clubs’ benefit from fundraising activities or simultaneous
events

Potential perceived competition with nearby
towns for visitor attraction and overnight stays

Increase in community pride
Protection of local heritage
Co-location of Visitor Centre with museum gives increased
opportunities to promote the town and surrounding areas
Family-friendly café/restaurant for locals and visitors to meet
and eat – social benefits
Meeting rooms close to catering available for local groups
Creation of a unique experience to watch images on the silos
Addition of powered sites to the town may increase overnight
stays

Stakeholder Engagment: Comprehensive stakeholder engagement was carried out with
local community members and businesses, local and state government departments, peak
bodies, and other key stakeholders such as the Regional Development Officer. This
engagement included two workshops, a community survey and one-on-one consultation
to a) gauge the need and support for the project and b) gain community input for the vision
and possible inclusions of Duffy’s Store and silo projections.
In both the workshops and survey, the community responded positively to the projects.
81% of survey respondents reported that the redevelopment of Duffy’s Store is important
or very important to the community, with the top three element inclusions including a Visitor
Centre (83%), local museum (78%) and a café/restaurant (72%). The silo projection
project was also well received, with 86% of respondents believing it to be a good or very
good idea.
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Identification of need: Macro Level: The Shire, having identified an underlying need of
reversing population decline, have strategised ways to stimulate the economic
environment and, as listed in their Strategic Community Plan, have focussed on 4
foundation areas: economic development, environment, community wellbeing and civic
leadership. Themes such as landuse, housing, health, education, industry/agriculture etc
have all been identified as key drivers and have all had objectives and strategies outlined.
Tourism has also been identified as a key driver for population reversal, with the Shire
recognising that diversification in tourism offerings has the potential to create economic
and social benefits for the local and regional communities.
Micro Level needs:
•

•

•

•

•

Renovation of Duffy’s Store to protect it from further decay, make it safe and
accessible; and to utilise the building for the economic and social benefits
associated with increased visitation
Visitor Centre relocation – colocation of the Visitor Centre with an attraction such
as the “1909 store experience” in the adjoining room; incorporating it with a local
museum, selling local produce, exhibiting local art (including local Indigenous art)
and having a café on the premises would make it more appealing to visitors and
would provide opportunities for the Shire to provide more consistent service
delivery.
Local history collection – need to adequately protect and display the current
collection and provide space for new items in order to safeguard the Shire’s
historical, cultural, economic and community background.
Café/restaurant – a need for a family-friendly place to eat, as opposed to the
options currently available which cater primarily for contractors and travelers (the
hotel, the motel and the Sweetman’s Ampol café). This will cater for the needs of
the locals and will entice more visitors to stop in the town.
Silo projection – need was identified to give visitors a reason to stay overnight;
providing economic benefits to the community

Strategic alignment: All aspects of this project have been aligned with current federal,
state, regional and local, strategies.
Case Studies: Five Case studies of similar projects around Australia were undertaken to
better understand the opportunities and challenges associated with the Three Spring
project. The “take-outs” from these studies are:
•
•
•

•

Visitors are looking for a unique and authentic experience;
Art and cultural activities that change on a regular basis draw return visitation;
The increased visitation to the regions shows how adaptable the hospitality and
tourism industry can be even when challenged by a pandemic such as COVID-19
that stops international, and even interstate, tourism in its tracks;
Working stores that do not rely solely on tourism appear to be robust financially. A
mainstay operation such as a news agency, food outlet or fuel stop enables a
country business to ‘roll with the punches’ and weather economic downturns and
interruptions to tourist flow created by natural disasters or pandemics;
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•
•
•
•
•

Collectables for sale create interest for visitors who like to take home something
unique to the area;
State or regional tourism initiatives, such as a “trail”, generate visitation to regions;
Business activity will grow with visitation;
A craft/arts hub of coaligned business increase tourist spend;
Craft food and local produce increases spend and visitor enjoyment.

Financial Details: The following table outlines the high-level funding strategy for the two
components associated with this tourism project – Restoration and development of Duffy’s
Store and Silo Projection. A detailed Funding Strategy can be found in Attachment 2.

Source of Funds
Shire of Three Springs

QS $
exc GST

Funding
confirmed

Funding Details

$694,106.21

Yes

Budget, reserves, loan

Grant Funding

$1,801,952.13
$73,455.50

No

Building Better Regions Fund
REDS Grant

Total Funds Available if
completely secured

$2,569,513.84

Total Quoted Costs

$2,569,513.84

Surplus/(Shortfall)

-

The Shire has prepared an operational structure and budget to allow for the management
and operations of the building, anticipating that the Community Development Officer will
have the capacity to allocate 20% of their time to facility management if a trainee is
employed to assist with other tasks. Volunteers will also be encouraged to assist, as they
do in the current Visitor Centre. The café/restaurant will be leased to an anchor tenant for
an attractive fee of $250 per week.
Whole of life: Whole of life modelling has been assessed taking into consideration capital
expenditure, operating costs, maintenance costs and annual renewal expenditure;
indicating that the overall cost of the Duffy’s Store project is $9,430,387 at the nominal
rate (3.89X capex multiple) and the silo projection project is $217,363 at the nominal rate
(1.48X capex multiple). These costs will be accounted for in future Shire budgets and
Asset Management Plan.

Whole of Life

Duffy’s Store

Projector

Totals

Annual Costs

$110,130

$5,218

$115,348

Renewal costs

$91,821

$17,049

$108,870

$201,951

$22,267

$224,218

Combined Totals
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Cost Benefit Analysis: When looking at the benefits side of this project proposal the
analysis shows it has the potential to provide a range of quantifiable and significant
economic and social benefits for the Shire and its local community.
Benefit Area

Future Value of Benefits over 20 years
Scenario 1
100% projected
increased
Tourism figures
achieved

Employment
Gross Regional Product
Tourism (Direct & Indirect)
Social Connectedness
Volunteering

Scenario 2
75% projected
increased
Tourism figures
achieved

Scenario 3
50% projected
increased
Tourism figures
achieved

Scenario 4
25% projected
increased
Tourism
figures
achieved

$4,515,417
$4,515,417
$4,515,417
$1,368,000
$1,368,000
$1,368,000
$31,201,237 $23,319,400 $15,599,310
$9,621,688
$9,621,688
$9,621,688
$5,266,392
$5,266,392
$5,266,392

$4,515,417
$1,368,000
$7,717,474
$9,621,688
$5,266,392

Four scenarios were explored based on the projected increased tourism figures being
achieved at either 100%, 75%, 50% or 25%. Figures below are for the 50% scenario:
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$28,771,876
$23,114,539
5.09 : 1

$21,128,685
$16,384,939
4.45 : 1

$17,390,448
$13,089,835
4.04 : 1

Risk Assessment: A risk identification, analysis and mitigation chart has been
constructed for use and regular revision. It includes physical, financial, moral and ethical
and legal risks associated with the project. Operational risk management has also been
considered, and policies and guidelines, if not already in place, will be activated before
the facilities are open.

Implementation Strategy: A four-year project plan has been developed including
milestones from commencement to project completion by January 2024. The Shire will
responsible for the delivery of the project: including the tender process, project
management and budgeting, but will appoint a building Superintendents Representative
to oversee the facility renovation and development. A communications protocol and
project engagement protocol have been documented.
With the rationale of “give them a reason to stop and offer them a reason to stay”, the
Shire of Three Springs is seeking to create a unique and iconic tourism experience which
will have far-reaching social and economic benefits for the Shire and surrounding region.
The components chosen for this Business Case are deemed to be the most needed and
will have the most potential to provide visitors and the local community the attraction factor
and amenity they deliver.
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The Tourism Vision:

1. PROJECT DETAILS
1.1

Tourism Business Case Purpose

This Tourism Business Case is the culmination of years of refining
aspirations, developing concepts, and planning the implementation of,
the Shire of Three Springs tourism vision. Developed in conjuntion with
NAJA Business Consulting Services and Associates who were
engaged to collate, and extrapolate on, all the information to date, this
Business Case will be used to support and attract funding towards two
of its key projects.
In developing this document, the Shire aims to highlight the economic
and social benefits of diversifying its current tourism offerings, which
centre around the wildflower trail; and promote opportunities which
provide unique experiences for residents and potential visitors alike.
It draws inspiration from the Shire’s vision of “becoming a healthy and
unified community with a bright future”: with the knowledge that in order
to achieve that vision, the Shire needs to sustain and facilitate growth.
This understanding forms the basis of the tourism project purpose.
1.1.2

Tourism Project Purpose

Primary purpose:
to increase the population and economic
development of the Shire of Three Springs through increased
liveability/amenity, employment prospects and diversification of
tourism opportunities.
Secondary purpose: to increase visitation numbers and overnight
stays through the implementation of a four-pronged tourism strategy
which includes:
•
•
•
•

Restoration/development of Duffy’s Store
Silo projection project
Glyde Street caravan park development
Event activation

Three Springs is
the heart of the
North Midland
tourism
experience
becoming an
iconic desired
tourism
destination
achieving its full
potential by
delivering against
the State’s
tourism brand
promise.
Three Springs will
promote the arts
and culture to
those persons
who do not have
ready access to
the benefits of a
vibrant and
diverse art and
cultural centre by
showcasing
through quality
collections,
projection and
performance of
cultural heritage.
That heritage is
the heart of Three
Springs, we
recognise and
conserve our
places of
significance
cultural heritage
to the State, by
preserving and
presenting Duffys
Store and the
Silos.
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1.2

Project Description

1.2.1 Introduction: As the overriding purpose of this Tourism Business Case is to support
and attract funding towards two key projects, the project description and following
discussion will largely focus on Duffy’s Store restoration/development and silo projection
project. The Glyde Street caravan park development and the event activation, although
an integral part of the tourism project are to be viewed as contributing pillars that the Shire
will independently address. Details of these projects will be included as an adjunct to show
how the Shire is working towards a total solution.
1.2.2

Project Title:

Duffy’s Store and Silo Projection Project
1.2.3

Brief Project Description

This project will see the realisation of the tourism aspirations of the Shire of Three Springs
to bring life back to the oldest standing weatherboard shop in Western Australia; giving it
new purpose as a visitor centre, local culture and history museum with a “1909 store
experience”, providing space for a family friendly restaurant and a community meeting
space. Beaming across the road, state of the art technology will be used to project art,
live-streamed events, documentaries or movies onto the 56m x 45m silos, making it the
comparable with the 15th largest video-capable screen in the world.
1.2.4

Detailed Project Description

With the rationale of “give them a
reason to stop and offer them a reason
to stay”, the Shire of Three Springs is
seeking to create a unique and iconic
tourism experience which will have
far-reaching social and economic
benefits for the Shire and surrounding
region. With total project costs of
$2,145,011 for two key infrastructure
elements, the Duffy’s Store and Silo
Projection Project will be augmented
by a $735,000 investment for Shireled support projects: the Glyde Street
Caravan Park and town centre
beautification.
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1.2.4.1 Duffy’s Store
The first key element is the restoration and development of Duffy’s Store. The historical
value and importance of Duffy’s Store, being the oldest standing weatherboard clad
general store in Western Australia, sets this project up as something unique for the Shire
and surrounds. The heritage significance of the building was recognised when it was
registered on the State Register of Heritage Places in March 2005, the same year that
funding was received to protect the building by replacing the roof. Since that time the
Council have included the restoration of the Store in its planning, however, until now, other
priorities have taken precedence.
The building comprises a single storey timber framed weatherboard clad building with a
metal roof and internal two-room retail section with living quarters to the rear. A later-built
weatherboard clad hall, known as the Billiard Saloon, is next door.
Many of the fitments of the Store
have been removed, however the
serving counters are still in place. As
such there is a high degree of
authenticity and the integrity is
moderately high. The condition of
the two buildings is moderately poor
and large amounts of work are
required to bring them up to a point
where they are safe and useable
(see Section 3.3.1). There is termite
damage to some areas, stumps to
the Store have failed, doors need to
be realigned and utilities replaced.
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The Scope of works will include:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Billiard Saloon timber framed building to be demolished. Retain weatherboards,
windows and internal door, roof structure members, undamaged internal lining
boards, pressed metal ceilings, undamaged timber members;
Construct new front fence with powder coated aluminum posts and battens.
Reinstall original windows into fence and construct new door frame with aluminum
slatted gate;
Construct footpaths – washed aggregate concrete block pavers;
Construct mudded in paving block garden border to line of original building;
Demolish existing washhouse / woodshed
Remove framing and shade cloth to verandas and return to open posted veranda;
Remove 20% of weatherboards to allow for repair and replacement of insect
damaged wall framing.
Remove 30% of internal lining boards to Research Room/Storeroom to allow for
repair of wall framing and replacement of damaged boards;
To north and south sides of building, allow to remove floor boards to a distance
1m out from the external walls to allow access to the sub-floor in order to excavate
to reduce levels below the floor and replace the sub-floor structure under the
external walls. Apply antitermite treatment;
Reinstate boards on completion of clearing and re-stumping;
Replace 5m2 of floorboards for insect damaged boards;
Restump under west wall of Research room, under dividing wall between
Storeroom and Main Shop Space;
Use salvaged boards to reclad internal rooms (30%) and reclad building exterior
(20%);
Construct and fit out new UAT toilet. Connect to sewer at rear of site;
Main Shop Space – supply and install hand basin with hot and cold water, new
stainless framed stainless sink/bench with 600mm high splashback to wall sides.
Supply and install hot water unit under bench and plumb to basin and sink;
Supply and install 6mm clear toughened glass over existing shop counter to
protect counter and provide a flat even surface;
Construct new insulated time frame wall with door and door furniture;
All floors to remain as bare boards in the Main Shop Space – make good;
Supply and install security film to front shop windows;
Supply and install new main switchboard;
Re-wire building – al wiring and outlets will be surface mounted in conduits;
Painting – prepare and paint interior of existing painted surfaces;
Prepare and paint exterior painted surfaces of building;
Construct new kitchen and dining including insulation, tiling, and stainless-steel
benches and fitout.
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The Shire’s Duffy’s Store project goals are:
1. Provide a safe and relaxing environment that is 1909-focused with experiences
for all age groups;
2. Restore Duffy’s store/shop to a 1909 museum experience;
3. Museum WA endorsed experience, presenting the history of Three Springs,
the region, and travelling museums exhibitions;
4. Relocate the Visitors Centre to the store;
5. Café/Restaurant offering diverse high quality licenced culinary experience
from the region;
6. Sell local Aboriginal art and regional food on a commission basis;
7. Community meeting place;
8. Arts and exhibition centre;
In considering the restoration and development of the Store, regard has been given to the
best way to achieve the goals. For example, it has been noted in all planning documents
one component that will not change is the use of the original serving counters in the shop
which will be retained to depict the original 1909 fit-out. While somewhat restricting this
room’s purpose, it also retains the character and heritage and creates a vision for this part
of the building.
In 2020, the Shire engaged Eastman
Poletti, Sherwood architects to draw
preliminary, high-level plans of the
redevelopment. This served the
purpose of testing the initial
feasibility of the project in regard to
up-front costs, and also provided
physical representation of the idea
which could then be used to obtain
community feedback.
The plans presented in this Business
Case give a general indication of the
proposed layout of Duffy’s Store, as
drawn by the architect.
Community consultation suggested
some minor changes to room
allocations; however, they should not
make any noticeable difference to the
cost or the functionality/purpose of
the building.
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The proposed plan includes demolishing the billiard room. This building was an addition
to the original building, does not have the same historical value and is in a serious state
of disrepair. The space created will provide access to the rear of the building through an
open garden/piazza area and will allow access to the café even when the main Duffy’s
Store is not open.

Concept drawings of the front and rear views of Duffy’s Store
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Restoration of the original building will see a sympathetic treatment of original structures
(e.g., pressed metal and fibrocement ceilings and interior linings, and the wooden
counters), and restumping, rewiring, reglazing and painting of the building – ensuring that
the historical significance is respected. This section of the building will include the
relocated visitor centre, a local history and store museum, art display areas and
dining/meeting rooms.
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Visitor Centre
Part of Duffy’s Store will be converted to incorporate the Three Springs Visitor Centre
which is currently located further along the Midlands Road. It will incorporate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visitor information, brochures, maps, Astro tourism and other regional and statewide travel information
Sale merchandise including books, photographs, locally produced food products,
local artwork on consignment
Local history collection
Sales and administrative support for the adjoining museum
WIFI and internet access for visitors
Management of the silo projection system and events
Management of the Glyde Street Caravan Park

Museum Experience
With the original shop counters still in situ, the plan is to replicate the look of the old store
with a collection of olde-world artifacts. Access to the museum will be through the visitor
centre, allowing for payment collection and security.
Dining / Traveling Exhibition space
The two adjoining rooms in the front section of the building will be available for functions,
meetings, training sessions and/or travelling exhibitions.
New Development:
Development
behind
the
original store will be a simply
designed,
complimentary
addition; allowing adequate
space for a restaurant/café,
commercial kitchen and outdoor
dining area. Ablutions will be
kept simple, with a single unit
allocated each for staff, the
general public and a universally
accessible facility. A small
playground area will also be
added, increasing the appeal for
families with young children
(See concept drawings next
page).
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New Development: café/restaurant, kitchen and outdoor dining area.
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Proposed elevations

When fully restored and developed, Duffy’s Store will be a unique offering in the tourist
sector and will also provide a family friendly café and meeting space for visitors and
residents. The needs analysis, strategic alignment and outcomes can be found in Sections
3, 4 and 1.7 respectively.
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1.2.4.2 Silo Projection
The second component of the Tourism
project is the purchase of a projector
capable of projecting images and moving
pictures onto the silos located across the
main street from the Post Office, Chemist
and Duffy’s Store. At a cost of $149,411
including software, licencing, a van to
mount the projector to (and fittings), this
piece of equipment will be the first of its
kind in WA and will provide a unique
experience for visitors and residents.

Silos by day and with projection at night

The Silo Projection Goals are:
1. The ability to project arts events
such as Symphony in the City /
Opera in the Park to the North
Midlands.
2. To provide an outdoor cinema.
3. To showcase aboriginal arts.
4. To support events packaging and
marketing of the Western Australian
tourism locations and products.
5. To project community messaging and
safety.
Mounting the projector to a mobile unit will enable the Shire to use it at different locations
and/or hire it out to other local councils or organisations.
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1.2.4.3 Supporting Tourism Infrastructure/Attractions
The Shire is cognisant of the fact that the restoration and development of Duffy’s Store
and the purchase of a projector will not change the face of tourism in Three Springs without
some supporting infrastructure and attractions. It is with this in mind that they have plans
in place to provide additional accommodation in the town and schedule a calendar of
events, with the silo projection as a unique additional experience.
Glyde Street Caravan Park
This project consists of the development of the former workers accommodation site which
housed people working on the Mid West Energy project. Underground infrastructure
including water, sewage and power remain in place, making the development of a basicfacility caravan park a cost-effective proposition.
The Caravan Park goals are:
1. To provide good value camping and
…..caravanning facilities;
2. To attract more people to Three
…..Springs;
3. To increase the overnight stays by
…..providing accommodation to support
…..a range of tourism experiences.
Development of the caravan park will
result in the provision of 42 powered
sites, 20 unpowered sites, 15 camp/tent
sites, an ablution block and a BBQ area.
It will provide an additional and
alternative space to the current nonpowered short stay camping area located
at the rear of the Shire’s swimming pool
and is within easy walking distance to the
centre of town.

Town Centre Beautification
As part of this tourism project, the Shire resolved in April 2020 to formerly recommence
work on the revitalisation plan commissioned in 2013 by Chris Antill Planning, Urban
Design and Sally Malone Design. Although the initial plans were accepted by Council in
2014, and some of the projects such as the dual use paths were completed, others had
been deferred. With a budget of $500,000 towards the project, it is now anticipated that
works will be fully completed by 2023/24.
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At this stage, completed works include:
•

•
•
•
•

civil works
o drainage;
o construction, sealing
and kerbing of the
road,
street parking;
visitors’ information bays;
truck bay;
hard and soft landscaping;
o banner poles;
o limestone edging;
o tree plantings, lawn,
and planter boxes;
o benches, bins;
o fencing.

Another aspect to the revitalisation of
Three Springs is the development of
Dominican Park, located on the
corner of Glyde and Touché Streets
(and across the road from the
proposed Glyde Street Caravan Park).
The development of the park will provide a welcome recreational space in the main
residential area of town, as well as an inviting entry statement and tourism information for
visitors. Work has already commenced on the installation of a modest BMX track, natural
play area, landscaping, parking and a unisex disabled toilet.
These projects will help to embed the image of Three Springs being a prosperous, thriving
and innovative Shire, and will show confidence in the future to current and potential
residents, businesses and investors.
Event Activation
The Shire of Three Springs currently holds two major drawcard events each year, in
addition to smaller, community-based ones such as the ANZAC Day event. Drawcard
events are set to increase as part of the strategy to attract people to town, and the silo
projection, as part of the event, will add an extra incentive for people to stay the night. The
Shire intends to incentivise visitation by offering added value in terms of free or reduced
cost to existing municipal assets such as the swimming pool, tennis, squash, lawn bowls
and golf.
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1.3

Project location

The Shire of Three Springs is located within the North Midlands sub-region of the MidWest region of Western Australia. It covers approximately 2,657 square kilometres. The
Shire includes two townsites, Three Springs and Arrino and the communities of Dudawa
and Kadathinni. The townsite of Three Springs is
located approximately 316km north east of Perth
via the Midlands Road and is approximately
138km south east of Geraldton.
The Three Springs townsite functions as a service
centre for the local talc mine and agricultural
industry, which includes cereal cropping, animal
grazing and wildflower farming. The recent growth
of iron ore mining within the Mid-West region and
the proximity to infrastructure has made Three
Springs an economical choice for mining
companies in terms of accommodation and
support services.
Midlands Road is the primary road route through
Three Springs and serves a ‘main street’ function
as it is the most trafficked road and is fringed by a
number of important buildings/services such as
agricultural supplies, a hotel, the Shire offices,
retail stores, bank and information bay. The CBH
grain silos are a dominant visual feature located
within the centre of the townsite although they are
no longer utilised (the Shire of Three Springs CBH
grain receival site is now located within the Arrino
townsite approximately 17 km north west of the
Three Springs townsite).
The town of Three Springs is divided into eastern
and western sectors by the Midlands Road and
abutting railway line. Industrial, commercial, and
community facilities such as the hospital, dentist,
police station, primary school and the bulk of
recreational facilities are located west of the rail
line, with primarily residential land located to the
east. A number of buildings are listed as places of
local heritage significance, including Duffy’s
Store.
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1.4

Land ownership and purpose

Duffy’s Store is located on Lot 56 on Deposited Plan 223146 being the whole of the land
comprised in Certificate of Title volume 1140 folio 823. The property is vested freehold
and the registered proprietor is The Shire of Three Springs. The land is zoned town centre.

The silos are located on the Eastern Side of the railway line off the Midlands Road. They
are the property of Cooperative Bulk Handling (CBH) who have decommissioned them
and given the Shire permission to project images across the face of the silos. CBH still
uses the large shed next to the silos for tarpaulin maintenance, precluding the Shire
access to use any of the buildings at this stage.
The Glyde Street Caravan Park is on Reserve number 43557 Lot 238, corner of Glyde
and Walster Streets. The block is vested freehold to the Shire, with the front section use
being caravan park and the rear, development.
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1.5

Options Analysis

In order to provide context around the reasons for the current projects, consideration was
given to what would deliver the best results to drive tourism: “give them a reason to stop
and offer them a reason to stay”. An assessment was then made of the benefits and
issues associated with each of the most likely options. Considerations were made
towards:
•
•
•
•
•

Current tourism trends including the effects of COVID-19
Community cost vs community benefit
Unique offerings
Co-location opportunities
Culture preservation

1.5.1

Option 1: Do Nothing

Description:
Duffy’s Store remains unrenovated or developed, projection equipment is not purchased,
Glyde Street caravan park site remains undeveloped, no further events are scheduled.
Impact/Considerations:
In this option, the status quo remains and any social and economic benefits as a result of
the project being completed are not realised.

POSITIVES

NEGATIVES

No cost to the Shire or community in
term of finances or effort
Limited risk

Duffy’s store degrades and the town loses a major part of
its history/heritage
Overnight visitation does not grow
Economic and employment benefits of construction are not
realised
Ongoing economic benefits of visitor spending are not
realised
Local clubs miss out on the chance to fundraise during
events
Social benefits are not realised

Assessment:
Overall, this option, although risk averse, provides no impetus to improve the current
tourism situation or associated social or economic benefits.
NOT SUITABLE AND NOT RECOMMENDED
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1.5.2
Option 2 Implementation of only one or some of the tourism project
components
Description:
In this option, the Shire considered:
•
•
•
•
•

Just renovating Duffy’s Store
Just renovating and developing Duffy’s Store
Just purchasing the projection equipment
Just developing the caravan park
Just adding more events to the tourism calendar

Impact/Considerations:
Consideration must be given to the implications of what would happen if only part of the
strategy was implemented

POSITIVES
Less financial risk and effort required
If just the Store was renovated, the
benefits of co-locating the Visitor
Centre with the store museum will be
realised; area for local art and produce
sales
If just the Store was renovated and
developed, the town would have a
family-friendly place for locals and
visitors to meet and eat
If just purchasing the projection
equipment, the initial cost is relatively
small and the uniqueness of the
experience may attract increased
visitation
If just developing the caravan park, the
provision of powered sites may attract
extra people who otherwise may not
stay there
If just adding more events to the tourism
calendar, the economic benefits for
local club fundraising could be
increased

NEGATIVES
Not all of the potential social and economic benefits would
be realised
If just the Store was renovated, the community and visitors
would not have the benefits of a café, there would be no
incentive to stay longer other than looking through the
museum. It may not be enough of a draw card in its own
right, especially initially
If just the Store was renovated and developed, there would
still be no added incentive to stay overnight
If just purchasing the projection equipment, Duffy’s store
would further degrade; economic and employment benefits
of construction would not be realised

If just the caravan park was developed, it would remain
empty for much of the year as there would be nothing to
attract further visitation outside of wildflower season
If just more events were added to the tourism calendar,
Duffy’s Store would further degrade; economic and
employment benefits of construction would not be realised

Assessment:
Analysis of the option to just implement one or some of the components of this project,
leads to the conclusion that “The whole is greater than the sum of its parts”. While some
of the benefits may be realised for each of the alternatives, each one has the downside of
missing out on the benefits not included.
PARTLY SUITABLE BUT NOT RECOMMENDED
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1. 5.3
Option 3 Restoration/development of Duffy’s Store, Silo projection
project, Glyde Street caravan park development, Event activation
Description:
In this option all aspects of the tourism project as outlined in Section 1.2 are implemented.
Impact/Considerations:
The major consideration here is whether the benefits outweigh the financial risks and effort
required to implement and deliver all aspects of the tourism project.

POSITIVES
Attract increase visitation
Attract overnight visitation
Increased spend within the town
Local clubs’ benefit from fundraising activities or
simultaneous events
Increase in community pride
Protection of local heritage
Co-location of Visitor Centre with museum gives
increased opportunities to promote the town and
surrounding areas
Family-friendly café/restaurant for locals and
visitors to meet and eat – social benefits
Meeting rooms close to catering available for
local groups
Creation of a unique experience to watch images
on the silos
Addition of powered sites to the town may
increase overnight stays

NEGATIVES
Financial risk if not managed correctly
Will require effort from Shire and community
Potential perceived competition with local food
providers
Potential perceived competition with nearby
towns for visitor attraction and overnight stays

Assessment:
Overall, this option provides the best combination of outcomes for the Shire, as long as
the financial risk is acknowledged and mitigated, and the community backs the project.
SUITABLE AND
PREFERRED
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1.6

Project Background

Duffy’s Store is named after the Duffy family
who owned the property from 1916 until 2006
when the grandchildren of the original owners
transferred ownership to the Three Springs
Historical Society. The historical value of the
Store had previously been acknowledged
with a listing in the Shire of Three Springs
Municipal Inventory adopted on 9th July 1996
before the formal listing on the Register of
Heritage Places of the Heritage Council of
Western Australia on the 24th March 2005
(place number 05261).
Since gaining ownership, the restoration of the Store has been embedded in Council
Strategies:
•

•

•

•

The 2013-2017 Corporate Business Plan stated, “The proposal is to restore the
building to bring it back to a safe level where it will not deteriorate further, and then
install a Museum and Visitor Centre within the building”;
The 2017-2021 Corporate Business Plan stated, “The shire also sees ongoing
opportunities in tourism development and supports the Duffy’s Building
development as a key tourism facility and will also continue to be part of the
Wildflower Country Incorporated projects to maximise tourism opportunities” and
“The Proposal is to continue to repair and restore the building and then incorporate
other community facilities at the rear of the heritage building”;
The 2020-2024 Corporate Business Plan states, “Develop and restore Duffys
Store”, “work closely with CBH to identify future opportunities for alternative uses
of the silos” and “investigate and develop the long-term use of the Three Springs
Mining Camp”.
The Shire’s 2018-2028 Strategic Community Plan states, “Develop and restore
Duffys Store”, “work closely with CBH to identify future opportunities for alternative
uses of the silos” and “investigate and develop the long-term use of the Three
Springs Mining Camp”.

During 2019, the Shire’s strategic focus on Element 1 of the Strategic Community Plan –
Economic Development was to identify strategies to slow the declining population and
increase commerce. Amongst other actions which were identified as being contributors
for economic development, the Shire adopted a Tourism Policy in November 2020, which
incorporated the intentions contained within the Strategic Community Plan and the
Corporate Business Plan: Duffy’s Store, silo projection project, Glyde Street Caravan
Park and events which have the potential to develop tourism in the Three Springs region.
A business forum run by the Shire in October 2020 also identified tourism, Duffy’s Store,
silo use and alternative accommodation as being important for economic development
and contributors to businesses in town.
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1.7

Project Deliverables

The project will deliver the below measurable outputs and outcomes.

Performance Measure

Restoration and
development
of
Duffy’s Store

Completed in accordance with
specifications,
timeframes,
budget, building codes and
regulations.

Relocation of
Visitor Centre

Completed in accordance with Shire to oversee relocation and
specified timeframes
report on completion

Establishment of
an Old Store
Museum

Completed in accordance with Project Management Team to
oversee
and
report
on
specified timeframes and budget
achievement of an operational
Old Store Museum

Finalised lease
agreement for
café/restaurant

Lease signed by relevant parties

Shire to oversee lease agreement
in consultation with Council.
Lease to presented to Council for
endorsement.

Ownership of a
projection unit
that can be used
on the silos

Completed within time and budget.
Silo
projection
agreements
between the Shire and CBH
signed

Project Management Team to
ensure projector delivered and
working. Agreement with CBH to
be tabled at Council

Glyde Street
Caravan Park
operational

Completed within time and budget

Project Management Team to
conduct regular reviews during
development. Shire’s Works
Supervisor to certify that quantity
and quality of works comply with
the Council and provision of
Certificate
of
Practical
Completion

1

2

3

4

5

6

Performance
Measure Method

Outputs

Project Management Team:
conduct regular reviews during
construction
phase
against
budget, timing of events and
periodic and final construction
review.
The
Shire’s
Superintendents Representative
to certify that quantity and quality
of works comply with the Council
and provision of Certificate of
Practical Completion
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1

2

3

4

5

6

1.8

Outcomes

Performance
Measures

Performance
Measure Method

Preservation of a historical
building

Duffy’s Store to become a
functioning, safe venue

Increase
in
paid
employment: 7direct FTEs
and 4FTE flow on during
construction. Creation of
3.5 FTE when operational
Increase in community
connectivity
–
(social
value of $9.6M over 20
years)

Creation of new jobs during
construction period and in the
ongoing operations of the
cafe.

Shire Works Supervisor to
provided Certificate of Practical
Completion.
Contractor/sub-contractor
statistics provided by the
successful contractor and the
Shire.

Economic returns to the
Shire of Three Springs –
(Tourism Benefits to return
$7.7M to $31.2M over 20
years depending on 25%100% of predicted tourism
figures being achieved)
Volunteering
benefits
(value of $5.2M over 20
years)
Fund raising opportunities
for not for profits and local
groups

At least one new regional
event in the 12 months
following project completion.
Meeting rooms booked by
community groups
Increased visitations and
overnight stays in the Shire

Statistics maintained by the
Shire and through booking
sheets.

Number of event and club
volunteers

Event and club records

Number of local groups who
provide goods or services
when events are held

Shire event booking records

Event registration records,
Caravan Park records, Visitor
Centre records

Critical Assumptions

A number of critical assumptions have been made in the development of this Business
Case:
•
•
•

Approvals required for the projects are granted by the relevant authorities;
Funding for the project is secured from all parties;
The Shire’s asset management planning is comprehensive enough to ensure the
ongoing sustainability of the facilities;
• The Three Springs Shire Council maintains its support for the project.
• Intra state tourism remains strong in the Covid-19 affected environment and
interstate and overseas tourism bounces back when border openings permit;
• Community support for the project continues – including volunteering at the Visitor
Centre, attendance and volunteering at events and frequenting the café all year
round

These critical assumptions have been based on an assessment of trends in WA and in
the Shire of Three Springs, as well as the Shire’s in-depth knowledge and consultation
with other organisations and industry. The Shire believes these critical assumptions to be
valid.
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2. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION
In the development of this business case a range of stakeholder engagements and
consultations were conducted. These consisted of workshops, community survey and
numerous meetings with local community members and businesses, state government
departments, peak bodies, and other key stakeholders.
This section contains a summary of the consultation taken to date. The full stakeholder
engagement report can be found in Attachment 3.

2.1

Key Stakeholders

Before the involvement of NAJA, the Shire of Three Springs had already held
correspondence and discussions surrounding the project with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Honourable David Alan Templeman MLA Minister for Local Government;
Heritage; Culture and The Arts
Honourable Paul Papalia CSC MLA Minister for Tourism; Racing and Gaming;
Small Business; Defence Issues; Citizenship and Multicultural Interests
Honourable Melissa Price M.P. Minister for Defence Industry
Honourable Darren Legh West MLC
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Regional Development; Agriculture and
Food; Ports; Minister assisting the Minister for State Development, Jobs and Trade
- representative for Hon Alannah MacTiernan M.L.C.
Hon Shane Love M.L.A. Deputy Leader of the Nationals WA
CBH Board and Directors
Coral Coast Chief Executive Officer
Australia’s Golden Outback Chief Executive Officer
North Midlands Project (Regional Arts W.A.)
Tourism Council Western Australia, Evan Hall, Chief Executive Officer
Regional Arts WA-Chief Executive Officer

NAJA undertook a thorough engagement process, meeting with a range of key
stakeholders as listed below.

DATE

COMPANY/
DEPARTMENT

INTERVIEWEE NAME
& POSTITION

12/05/2021

WA Museums

15/05/2021

Canna General
Store
Corryon Tourism
Information
Centre
Karoonda Shire

Jason Gee, Communications
Manager
Paul & Sue Offszankaz,
Residents
Maureen Mustenbrook, Manager

15/05/2021

15/05/2021

Jennifer Arnold, Council
employee and Craft Society
member

NOTES

Wing Hing Long Museum History
Store operated 1929-2003 it is now an
agricultural supply store.
Inform on Walwa Store and local tourism
trends and projects e.g. The Sculpture
Trail.
Impact of the Silo Art Project.
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DATE

COMPANY/
DEPARTMENT

INTERVIEWEE NAME
& POSTITION

16/05/2021

Tintaldra General
Store and
Tearooms
Bell’s Emporium

Joyce Maree, Owner

Historical and current trading information
on the store and town.

Pixie Picton, Owner

Walwa Store
Cue Tourist Park
Shire of Three
Springs
Fairbridge WA Inc

Joyce Maree Hunt, Proprietor
Diane Walton, worker
Keith Woodward,
CEO
Jade Creavey, General Manager

Information on operation. Taxation office
shows $505,263 turnover p.a.
Historic and current trading information.
Visitor Facilities.
Start-up meeting.

16/05/2021
16/05/2021
19/05/2021
27/05/2021
11/06/2021

11/06/2021

11/06/2021

Karoonda Tourist
information
Centre
Illuminart

12/06/2021

NOTES

Background on the establishment of
Edenvale Tea Rooms, a historical building
owned and restored by the Shire of
Pinjarra. The operators, Fairbridge, are a
not-for-profit organisation for the education
and training of indigenous youth.
Researching current tourism numbers, the
impact of COVID-19 and silo art project

Cindi Drennan,
Artistic Director & Founder

Permanent projection art installation and
maintenance.

Illuminart

Verity Brookes,
Creative Producer

Verity passed on contact detail of silo art
projects they had worked on.

15/6/2021

District Council of
Karoonda East
Murray

Emily Arbon,
Economic Development,
Tourism and Communications
Officer

Information on impact of The Karoonda
Silo art projection.

13/6/2021

Cooper Coast
Council

Lyn Spurling, Tourism
Coordinator

The Wallaroo Silo Light show

16/06/2021

Wildflower Show

16/06/2021
16/06/2021

Wildflower
Country
Astrotourism WA

Anne Marie Connaughton, CoOrdinator
Jenny Mutter, Organizer

16/06/2021

Commercial Hotel

Daniel Thompson, Owner

16/06/2021

RedMac

Brett Young, Dealer Principle

16/06/2021

TS Rural

Johnny Muller, Owner

16/06/2021

Rossiter and Co.

Glen Lake, Owner

18/6/2021

Karoonda

22/06/2021

Shire of Three
Springs

Jennifer Arnold Shire Employee,
member of The Art and Craft
Society, and Sole Trader
Keith Woodward, CEO

Introductory discussion surrounding the
project, thoughts/possible involvement
Introductory discussion surrounding the
project, thoughts/possible involvement
Introductory discussion surrounding the
project, thoughts/possible involvement
Introductory discussion surrounding the
project, thoughts/possible involvement
Introductory discussion surrounding the
project, thoughts/possible involvement
Introductory discussion surrounding the
project, thoughts/possible involvement
Introductory discussion surrounding the
project, thoughts/possible involvement
Background on business and social
activity within the town

Carol Redford, Founder

Organisation of times and itinerary for
community and council workshops
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DATE

COMPANY/
DEPARTMENT

INTERVIEWEE NAME
& POSTITION

06/07/2021

TS Football Club

Jim Heal, Committee member

06/07/2021

Imerys Talc

Gary Turley, General Manager

08/07/2021

Australian
Illustration and
Modelling Co. Pty
Ltd
Mid-West
Development
Commission
Wildflower
Country
TS Football Club

John Zhang, Director and Doris
Lu,

Introductory discussion surrounding the
project, thoughts/possible involvement
Introductory discussion surrounding the
project, thoughts/possible involvement
Discussing the possibility of producing 3D
visualizations of Duffy’s store and Silo’s

Adam Murszewski Principle
Regional Development Officer

Discussed with Adam the scope of the
business case

Jenny Mutter, Organizer

Three Springs
Police
Shire of
Carnamah

Stu Irwin, Senior Constable

12/07/2021

Three Springs
Shire Council

13/07/2021

CBH Group

Keith Woodward, CEO
Rajinder Sunner, Deputy CEO
and Manager of Finance
Chris Lane, Council President
Jenny Mutter, Councilor
Jim Heal, Councilor
Julia Ennor, Councilor
Patricia McKeon, Executive
Secretary
Sharon Bell, Community
Development Officer
Brianna Peake, Chief External
Relations Officer

Discussed personal thoughts, ideas and
concerns about the project
Discussed personal thoughts, ideas and
concerns about the project
Discussed personal thoughts, ideas and
concerns about the project
Discussing the opportunities of
collaboration in terms of the Wildflower
tour and “Big Things” trail.
Workshop exercise held for the Shire
Council outlining how far the Business
Case has developed and the Community
Workshop to be held on the 13th.

13/07/2021

Mid-West
Development
Commission
Shire of Three
Springs
Community
& Mid-West
Development
Commission

12/07/2021

12/07/2021
12/07/2021
12/07/2021
12/07/2021

13/07/2021

Jim Heal, Committee member

Vin Fordham Lamont, CEO

Adam Murszewski, Principle
Regional Development Officer
Julia Ennor
Tricia McKeon
Gloria Okely
Elyce Tunbridge
Rita Plummer
Sharon Bell
Marc Bennet
Rod Ennor
Janine Haeuster
Chris Lane
Cathy Reed
Terrie Young
Brett Young
Jim Heal
Rajinder Sunner
Nadine Eva
Keith Woodward

NOTES

Discussed with Brianna the condition of
the grain silo’s, what can be projected
onto them and possibility for future ideas.
Discussed with Adam MWDC
involvement, past projects and RED grant
A workshop held for the Three Springs
community to allow for involvement and
contribution. An update on the project was
given by Paul as well as an explanation of
what NAJA is providing.
A workshop exercise was also held to
allow for visualisation input.
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DATE

23/07/2021

03/08/2021

2.2

COMPANY/
DEPARTMENT

YAMATJI
Southern
Regional
Corporation
Shire of Three
Springs

INTERVIEWEE NAME
& POSTITION
Salmaan Jahangeer
David Mutter
Jenny Mutter
Stu Irwin
P. Ellison
K. Smith
E. Smith
K. Mutter
T. Treloar
Adam Murszewski, Principle
Regional Development Officer
Jamie Strickland, CEO

Keith Woodward, CEO

NOTES

Discussion with Jamie about the YSRC
and their involvement with Three Springs.

Update on the project, discussions about
the Caravan Park site, Silos and Duffy’s
Store.

Workshop/s

Two separate workshops were held over the 12th and 13th of
July 2021; the first being a Shire Council workshop held on
the 12th, at the Shire Council offices and the second being a
community workshop held on the 13th at the Community
Hall. The agendas, attendee list and a summary of the
outcomes from the workshops can be found in the
stakeholder engagement report in Attachment 3 of this
business case.
2.2.1 Shire Council Workshop
The Shire Council workshop was conducted to inform the
Council on the progression of the Business Case and the
survey results to date, and to provide a rundown of the
community workshop methodology. The key takeaway from
the workshop surrounded the desire to establish Three Springs as somewhere to stop –
and somewhere to stay, and it was agreed that this project offers good all-round tourism
solutions that would result in a positive impact on the local and regional economy.
2.2.2 Community Workshop
The community workshop provided the opportunity for the residents of Three Springs and
surrounding areas to have their input in the progression of the project. A total of 27
stakeholders attended the session with representation from the local farming families,
shire workers, neighbouring shires, and a representative from the Mid-West Development
Commission.
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The key objectives of the workshop were to:
•

•

•

Inform the community of the purpose of
the tourism project and planning to
date (including development of a Cost
Benefit Analysis and Business Case);
Gain feedback and community input
for the vision and possible inclusions of
Duffy’s
Store
and
night
projection/events;
Allow time for opportunities and/or
risks to be identified

Interactive Workshop Activity:
Working in groups, the attendees laid out
what they believed the target spaces
should include. With a scaled map of the
Duffys Store, Midlands Road and CBH
Silos and scaled drawings of possible
inclusions (plus the ability to add their
own), each group discussed the
importance of each component and its
location. Some examples of additional
features that groups added include an
Emporium, a WA climate change museum
room and a Duffy Ice-Creamery.
Participants were then asked to prioritise
the items on the plan from 1 (red, 3 points:
very high importance), 2 (green, 2 points:
high importance) and 3 (blue, 1 point:
medium importance) by placing an
appropriately coloured sticker on the
items.
When calculating what the community perceived the most important, the results were
divided into 2 separate categories.
1. Duffy’s Store
2. Silo and Surrounds
From the interactive activity we are able to gain an understanding of what features in each
project section are the most desired. From Duffy’s Store, there is a strong desire for a
café, local museum and visitors centre to be present. With the Silo’s and Surrounds the
appeal for food trucks, open stalls, bean bag seating and table & chairs are the highest.
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The totals were as follows:

Duffy’s Store
Facility
WA Museum Climate
Control Room
Deck Area
Visitor Centre with Local
Museum
Mrs.
Duffy’s
Ice
creamery
Café
Restaurant
Exhibition Space
Local Museum
Visitor Centre
Library
Meeting Space
Dance Floor
Emporium
Alfresco Dining

First (3)

Second (2)

Third (3)

Total

0

2

0

4

0
0

1
2

0
2

2
6

2

0

3

9

9
0
1
5
4
0
0
0
2
0

1
1
2
4
3
1
2
3
0
0

6
0
2
6
2
0
0
1
0
1

35
2
9
29
20
2
4
7
6
1

Silos and Surrounds
Facility
Bistro
Lighting/String
Lighting
Table and Chairs
Pots
of
Local
Wildflowers
Open Stalls
Bean Bags
Live Band Stage
Food Trucks
Fake Roll Out Lawn
Bouncy Castle
Barbeques
Inflatable Pool
Flying Fox
VIP Restricted Area
Wine Bar
Dance Area

First (3)

Second (2)

Third (3)

Total

0

2

2

6

4
3

6
1

4
4

28
15

9
7
1
9
0
0
2
0
3
3
3
1

1
5
6
3
2
1
3
0
1
4
3
2

7
4
3
4
0
3
4
1
0
2
4
1

36
35
18
37
4
5
16
1
10
19
19
8

Opportunities and risks: In order for the community to reflect on the tourism project; the
attendees were asked to consider opportunities that the tourism project could provide and
identify potential risks that may require mitigation.
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The common Opportunities included:
• Increased Tourism
o Scalability - starting with small events then growing
• Increased Community Involvement
• Indigenous Engagement
• Sporting Events
• Becoming a Weekend Destination
• Short Stay Accommodation
• Employment Opportunities
• Sporting events
• Future infrastructure development

The common Risks included:
• Local Business Capacity
• Lack of Accommodation
• Volunteer Fatigue
• Ongoing Costs
• Funding
• Raise in anti-social behaviour
Overall, the community response for the project was strongly positive. A keen interest is
being shown towards the possibility of increasing local tourism numbers and providing an
exciting identity to the Shire of Three Springs.
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2.3

Survey Monkey

To assist with the collection of community input, an online survey was distributed to all
relevant stakeholders. This included the local community, tourists situated in the Three
Springs caravan site, government departments and peak bodies. The content of the
survey was developed in consultation with the Shire and was distributed via email; posted
on the Shire’s website and Facebook page; and hand delivered by the Shire and
consultants.
General analysis:
Sample size: In order to achieve a statistically sound survey result (90% confidence with
a margin of error less than 10%) for a population of 596, the minimum number of
responses would be expected to be greater than 61.1 As the responses totalled 78 the
accuracy of the following results can be assumed to a fair representation of the whole
population.
Question 1 asked respondents to provide personal details such as their name, email
address, contact number and residential postcode. For confidentiality purposes these
details are not being presented in this Business Case.
Question 2 asked which work
sector the respondent is currently
employed in.
Analysis: The largest portion of
respondents
are
based
in
Agriculture (37.88%). This is
expected as being situated in the
Mid-West region, farming is a major
economy booster and employer.

Industry Sector

Mining

Agriculture

Hospitality/Tourism

Sport and Recreation

Government

Health/Community Services

Education/Training

1

https://www.qualtrics.com/blog/calculating-sample-size/
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Question 3 “Although planning is
not finalised, the Duffy’s Store
redevelopment might include space
for a visitor centre, local museum,
art/craft gallery and café. How
important do you believe the
redevelopment of Duffy’s Store is to
the local community?”
•
•
•

Importance of Duffys Store
Redevelopment

Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important

Very
Important
Important

Somewhat
Important
Not
Important

Analysis: The overwhelming majority (81.58%) of respondent replied with the
redevelopment of Duffys Store being ‘Very Important’ or ‘important’ to the community. This
indicates the significance of the location to the Shires identity.
Question 4 “If you had to choose the elements that could make up the Duffys Store
redevelopment, how would you rate the following”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Museum
Café / Restaurant
Training Facility (Hospitality)
Visitor Centre
Art Gallery and Exhibitions (e.g., Art on the Move)
Piazza (Open public space)
Children’s Playground
Meeting/Conference space
Local Markets

Analysis: The top 3 elements that are considered to be ‘Very Important’ or ‘Important’ to
stakeholders are:
• Visitors Centre 82.66%
• Local Museum 78.38%
• Café/Restaurant 71.62%
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The bottom 3 elements that would be considered to be ‘Somewhat Important’ or ‘Not
Important’ are:
•
•
•

Children’s Playground 62.16%
Training Facility (hospitality) 62.16%
Meeting/Conference Space 45.94%

These results confer that
the important elements
already identified by the
Shire within its current
tourism project plans, are
also seen as important to
the community. The
inclusion of a Museum,
Visitors
Centre
and
café/restaurant provide a
focal gathering location
for
sightseers
and
desired amenity for the
locals.

Duffys Store Element Prioritisation
Local Markets
Meeting/Conference Space
Children's Playground
Piazza (open public space)
Art Gallery and Exhibitions
Visitor Centre
Training Facility (hospitality)
Café/Restaurant
Local Museum
0%

10%

Very Important

Important

Not Important

Not Sure

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Somewhat Important
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Question 5 ‘The Shire is also considering buying a special projector that can project
images and films onto the silos in town. It is anticipated that on certain occasions, the town
centre outside Duffy’s Store will be set up to allow space for people to sit and watch a
movie; thereby creating a social event for residents and visitors. What do you think of this
idea?’
•
•
•
•

Thoughts on Silo Projection

Very good idea
Good idea
Not sure how I feel about this idea
until I hear more details
Bad idea

Analysis: With over 63% of the respondents
Very Good Idea Good Idea
believing that the Silo projections would be a
Very Good Idea and an additional 23%
Not Sure
Bad Idea
believing that it’s a Good Idea (a total of
86%) this aspect of the project is deemed to have good community support.

Question 6 ‘How important do you think the following events are to providing locals some
entertainment and also attracting visitors to the town? Note – a number of these events
would likely to be held in collaboration with nearby communities.’
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wildflower event/s
National off-road/motor racing event/s
Salt Lake sailing event/s
ANZAC and military commemorative event/s
Rodeo event/s
Outdoor cinema and live streaming event/s
Lawn bowls event/s
Golf Event/s
Football Event/s
Netball Event/s

Analysis: The four highest response events include three that already form a large cultural
identity of Three Springs: Wildflower, ANZAC/Military Commemoration and National Offroad motor events. The outdoor cinema/ silo projection events make up the fourth and
would be new for the Shire.
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The silo projection is not mutually exclusive to the other events, in that it can be scheduled
to run in tandem with them to offer further attraction and to encourage an overnight stay.
The outlier event that is considered to be unimportant to the local community would be
the Rodeo Event/s with 48.05% responding that it’s either ‘Not Important’ (25.97%) or only
‘Somewhat Important’ (22.08%).

Community Events and Entertainment
Wildflower Event/s
National Off-road/Motor Event/s
Salt Lake Sailing Event/s
ANZAC and Military Commemorative Event/s
Rodeo Event/s
Outdoor Cinema and Livestreaming Event/s
Lawn Bowls Event/s
Golf Event/s
Football Event/s
Netball Event/s
0%

Very Important

Important

20%

Somewhat Important

40%

60%

80%

Not Important
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Question 7 ‘When considering the existing accommodation and amenities in town,
how adequate do you think each of the following is?’
•
•
•
•
•

Caravan Park/Camping area
Hotel/Motel
Restaurants and Cafes
Sporting and Oval facilities
Playground and Children’s facilities

Analysis: There was a mixed
response with this question, with
the community voting that the
current
free
Caravan
Park/Camping Area, Sporting and
Oval Facilities, and Children’s
Playgrounds and Facilities are all
excellent or good.; while the
restaurants/cafes
and
hotel/motels were deemed to be
poor.
Percentage of
‘Good’ rating:
•
•
•
•
•

‘Excellent’

or

Caravan Park/Camping
Area - 60.26%
Hotel/Motels – 12.82%
Restaurants and Cafes –
6.41%
Sporting
and
Oval
Facilities – 74.36%
Playground and Children’s
Facilities – 70.51%

Satisfaction with Shires Current
Amenities
Caravan Park/Camping Area
Hotel/Motels
Restaurants and Cafes
Sporting and Oval Facilities
Playground and Children's…
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Not Sure

Percentage of 'Excellent' or 'Good'
rating
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Percentage of 'Poor' rating
Percentage of ‘Poor’ rating:
•
•
•
•
•

Caravan Park/Camping
Area – 8.97%
Hotel/Motels – 42.31%
Restaurants and Cafes –
57.69%
Sporting
and
Oval
Facilities – 2.56%
Playground
and
Children’s Facilities – 2.56%

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
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The requirement for additional accommodation
facilities in a Hotel/Motel setting as well as
additional Restaurants/Cafes are believed to be
required. If an increase in tourism is to be obtained
by the Duffys Store redevelopment and Silo
Projection project, then the community believes that
these types of amenities will need to be improved
Question 8 ‘Would you like to make any other
comments regarding this project?’
Analysis: Overall the additional comments were in
support of the project and conveyed a sense that
the project can bring a rejuvenated atmosphere to
the Shire and capture the imagination and attention
of the community and visitors.
There were a few comments with reservations in
terms of the initial financial burden on the
community and the long-term sustainability in the
offseason, but these have been considered by the
Shire in their risk management and mitigation
strategy.
Suggestions of additional features and attractions
were also highlighted, with facilities such as a Youth
Centre or Abseiling/Rock Climbing. Advice of
making sure to acknowledge what the Shire is
currently known for, the Talc Mine, Wildflower Trail
and Salt Lakes and incorporating them into the
project was commented as well.

Survey Quote:
“I personally think this
project overall would be a
massive benefit for Three
Springs and the surrounds,
not just now but in the
years to come,
economically and socially.
Offering other attractions
that are just not
Wildflowers would be
amazing, providing all year
round events or at least
the shoulder months to the
wildflower season. We
have so much to offer and
only a 3-hour drive from an
international airport”
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2.4 Summary
Through the extensive quantity of engagement with stakeholders, it has been established
that there is a high amount of support for the proposed project. Duffy’s Store is seen as a
key part of the Shires identity and allowing that space to once again be utilised is deemed
important. By including additional features such as a café, visitors centre and local history
museum it is aiming to allow the future site to attract recognition from external parties as
well.
The development of the projections is seen by the stakeholders to be the ‘big ticket item’
to help bring more attention to the Shire and to entice them to stay overnight. The belief
that by being able to provide an attraction that isn’t replicated anywhere else in the state,
is a driving force behind the decision. By allowing the projections of any appropriate
material, whether this is livestreaming sporting events, real-time astrology projections or
family movies, it has the opportunity to bring together the community and revitalise tourism
in the Shire. With the backing of CBH on the use of the Silo’s for the foreseeable future,
there is no immediate adverse risks being posed to the delivery of the project from a nonfinancial standpoint.
Whilst Stakeholder Engagement will be closely listened too and taken into account with
making the final decisions, the final conclusions on the direction of the project will be
decided upon by the Shire CEO and respective authorities.
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3. IDENTIFICATION OF NEED
The following section addresses the need for the Three Springs Tourism Business Case.
As well as overwhelming support for the project, as outlined in Section 2, research has
shown that there are many other factors which indicate that this project will have beneficial
impacts and that without it, the community will not see the realisation of these benefits.

3.1

Economics and Financial Analysis

3.1.1

Population and Social Profile

The 2016 Census recorded 594 people in the Shire of Three Springs. Of these 51.3%
were male and 48.7% were female. Post census adjustments to include absent residents
puts the total at 610, with a 50/50 ratio. Only 8.1% of the population identified as Aboriginal
and /or Torres Strait Islander, compared with 28% and 23% in Mullewa and Morawa,
respectively and 11% across the North Midlands.
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The Australian Bureau of Statistics has recorded a slow, but steady decline in population
since 2001 and, according to WA Tomorrow2, this trend will continue; with forward
projections predicting a population of only 445 by 2031 (Band C).

3.1.2 Financial Profile
2020 results as per Australian Bureau of Statistics3 and MidWest Development RemPlan4

Description
GRP per capita
GRP per worker

Number
$106,860
$218,141

Comments
Mid-West region $116,668
Mid-West region $259,571

2

https://www.dplh.wa.gov.au/information-and-services/land-supply-and-demography/western-australia-tomorrow-population-forecasts

3

https://dbr.abs.gov.au/region.html?lyr=lga&rgn=58260

4

https://app.remplan.com.au/midwestregion/economy/industries/gross-regionalproduct?state=RAR4iw!aA6MirRPeCkdw6xCAp1bMfBtGIELmFLI0IpfdhDOKUyRQ
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Description

Number

GRP Expenditure Method:
Household consumption
Government consumption
Private gross fixed capital expenditure
Public gross fixed capital expenditure

$41.175M
$14.115M
$14.577M
$ 3.778M

Gross Regional Expenses:
Plus Regional Exports
Minus Domestic Imports
Minus Overseas Imports
Number of businesses
Business entries / Business exits
Business turnover
$0 to less than $200k
$200k to less than $2M
$2M to less than $5M
$5M to less than $0M
Building approvals - private sector

$73.490 M
-$82.638 M
-$ 1.236 M
95

Comments
Mid-West region
Mid-West region
Mid-West region
Mid-West region

$3.707B
$1.217B
$1.256B
$325.769M

Mid-West region $5.771B
Mid-West region -$5.074B
Mid-West region -$988.898M
60 are classified as “agriculture,
forestry and fishing”

4/3
36
42
11
5
2

The Mid-West Region economy generates an estimated $12.556B in output,
representing 2% of the $621.008B output generated in Western Australia, and 0.3% of
the $3.959T output generated in Australia. Three Springs generates $116.327m of this.
The largest contributor to annual economic output in Mid-West Region is Mining, which
represents 30.79 percent of total output.
The total value added by the Mid-West Region is estimated at $5.830B. Mid-West Region
represents 2% of the $298.418 billion value added in Western Australia, and 0.3% of the
$1.854T value added in Australia. Of the total $5.830B value added in Mid-West Region,
$58.956M value is added by Three Springs (1%).

3.2

Underlying Need: Reversal of population decline

Reversal of population decline has been identified as a high priority for the Shire Three
Springs Council in their Integrated Planning Documents. There is awareness of the
consequences of a shrinking population which aligns with reports from the Commonwealth
Orange Book5 : “Where populations actually shrink, this does raise concerns in small
regional towns. More than 60 per cent of people in regions are worried about population
decline, saying that ‘people shifting away from the area’ presents a big problem for their
community. When a town’s population is shrinking, those who are left are often older;
community groups such as football clubs often lose critical mass; and the town may also
lose people with leadership expertise and important skills”.

5

https://grattan.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/916-Commonwealth-Orange-Book-2019.pdf
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3.2.1

Drivers of Population Change

When considering the four main factors that affect population size changes (fertility rates,
mortality rates, the initial age profile of the population and migration), it is largely the latter
that the council can impact the most. By identifying and implementing key strategies that
have the effect of limiting migration out of, and increasing migration into the Shire, there
should be a net population increase.
Many studies and papers have been published on migration and why people do or do not
move out of capital cities to regional areas. A recent report “Why do people move?” 6 by
the Centre for Population shows that there are a consistent set of demographic factors,
motivating factors and life events that can explain migration within Australia and that these
factors are expected to broadly remain the same, despite the disruptions caused by
COVID-19. These are:
•
Housing is the
most commonly reported
reason
for
moving,
accounting
for
approximately 51% of total
reported
moves7;
however, these moves
usually occur within a city
or region, as opposed to
between cities, regions,
states
or
territories.
Consideration is given to
housing
cost,
value,
availability
and
owner/renter status;
•
•
•

•

Family reasons is the second most reported driver (22%);
Employment;
Demographics life stages - educational opportunities, entry into the labour market,
and forming of relationships all drive young adults to be the segment of the
population most likely to move. These life events typically favour moving from
regional areas to capital cities. Older adults are less likely to move, however, when
they do, this is more likely to be away from capital cities into regional areas;
Amenity and lifestyle

6

https://population.gov.au/docs/why_do_people_move_understanding_internal_migration_in_australia.pdf

7

ABS, Survey of Income and Housing,2013-14
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3.2.1.1 Housing
A Shire of Three Springs report, Land and Houses, October 2020, acknowledged the
importance of population growth/decline on future Shire planning and stated that “In
preparing for the future we must develop opportunities to support development and
industry and to better use existing asset.
The report included the following negative findings:
•

•
•
•

In the last 5 years, 39 houses have been sold or
family transfer. The average age of 35 houses was
55 years. The average age of the other 4 houses
was 12.5 years. For the same period 5 vacant
residential lots sold.
There is a reasonable probability that houses aged 55 years (plus/minus) will
continue to be the predominant housing availably stock.
There is a correlation between decreasing population and decreasing town site
property prices.
There is a trend of some home owners to pay rates, leave the property unoccupied
and abandoned. In 2020 there are 11 abandoned properties in the town site. This
situation is devaluing the local real-estate market. The objective should be to move
these properties onto the market.

Recent mining and construction projects in the Mid-West region have raised concerns
about housing availability and the timely provision of social infrastructure, particularly in
Morawa and Perenjori, but this does not appear to have flowed on to Three Springs.
There is an indication, however that in the next few years there will be very strong
competition from state/local government and local business for executive and staff
second-hand housing no older than 10-15 years and there is land available for
development. Also, the low cost of town housing, even if the houses are old may be
attractive to low socio-economic influences, developers/renovators for personal or rental
use, retirees or holiday homes. It may well be that the aging demographic of the Shire do
not see value in selling their house, and so prefer to stay rather than pay more for housing
elsewhere.
The presence of reticulated sewer provides the opportunity for higher density housing to
that which presently exists, which can also be attractive for older residents as it results in
smaller lots to maintain. Currently within Three Springs townsite there are six units
designed for aged persons’ accommodation, known as the Kadathinni units. There may
be the potential to supply additional aged persons accommodation to increase the range
of housing available for seniors8.
A key point from the report is that unless the economic environment is stimulated, the
investment viability of developing and constructing new town site land and housing will be
marginal.

8

https://www.dplh.wa.gov.au/getmedia/3be8ff43-8cf0-47c4-9fd5-b64d044218a5/LST-Three-Springs-Townsite-Strategy
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3.2.1.2 Family, Employment and Education
The Mid-West has a diverse economy built around mining, agriculture, tourism and fishing.
There is estimated to be 23,939 jobs in the Mid-West which accounts for an annual
economic output of $12.556 billion. Three Springs accounts for 290 of these jobs and
approximately 9% of wages and salaries ($23.282M).
Agriculture
Since the first settlement of the North Midland sub region in the mid-1800s, agriculture
has dominated the landscape and remains the predominant industry base supporting the
population. Three Springs contributes $36.308M of the Mid-West output of $863.948M.
Farm amalgamation, a decade of dry seasons, increasing fuel prices, declining profit
margins, uncertainty in commodity markets and GFC related credit constraints have all
driven structural adjustment within the agriculture sector.
Mining
The mining industry sector makes the greatest contribution to economic output in the
region, which at $3.9B accounts for 30.79% of total output. Of this the North Midland
region contributes $3,628.435M of which Three Springs provides $11.118M. This industry
sector is also the largest employer in the Mid-West with 2,720 jobs, representing 11.36%
of total employment within the region.
Demand for the region's resources has driven a rise in employment, triggering a number
of new mining and construction projects and job growth in associated service sectors. The
Mid-West Development Commissions Major Projects Summary 20199 captured several
current mining projects close to Three Springs which will provide growth opportunities for
those communities:
•
•
•
•

Rothsay Gold Project – Perenjori
Hematite Mine – Morawa
Extension Hill Magnetite Project – Perenjori
Mount Mulgine – Perenjori

Service Employment
The Shire is fortunate to have the State Government agencies of Water Corp, Western
Power, and WA Police. The Shire, Three Springs Primary School and the Early Childhood
Learning Centre and local businesses also provide employment opportunities. As these
opportunities are not fly-in-fly-out, workers taking up positions generally come from the
town or relocate with their families.
The Three Springs townsite has the advantage of having medical services which currently
service the wider North Midlands Region, inclusive of a hospital, doctor’s surgery, dentist’s
surgery and pharmacy.

9

https://www.mwdc.wa.gov.au/f.ashx/2019-MPS-FINAL-April-2019-LR.pdf
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Other
Projects identified by the Mid-West Development Commission10 that may have an impact
on employment in the Shire are:
•
•
•

•

•

Digital Farms program
Supernet – in the planning stage
Three Springs Solar – construction and operation of a 100MW solar photovoltaic
power station on Lots M761-M764 and Lot 50 Bruce Road, approximately 2km
north east of the Three Springs Townsite
Mid-West Energy Project Northern Section - replacement of transmission
infrastructure north of Three Springs extending the Mid-West Energy Project
(MWEP) (Stage 1), which delivered upgrades between Neerabup and Three
Springs
Square Kilometre Array (SKA) Radio Telescope – although in the Shire of
Murchison (which has no/lack of accommodation), it may have a positive impact
on the Astrotourism sector in Three Springs.

3.2.1.3 Amenity and lifestyle
It is generally accepted by people in smaller Shire’s that the level of amenity cannot be
extensive as what is readily available in the metropolitan area, or other regional locations
with a larger rate-base. That being said, the Shire of Three Springs bodes well with its
range of sporting facilities including a 50-metre swimming pool, hockey, football/cricket
ovals, basketball, netball and tennis courts, indoor badminton, skate park, golf course,
bowls green, community gym and playground equipment. The Shire also has a small
library, community hall and barbeque facilities.
When compared to the State, the Shire has a substantially lower percentage of young
adults aged 15-24 and a higher percentage of residents aged 25-40 and 55-75. The lack
of secondary education facilities within the Shire and lack of tertiary education facilities
within the region are seen as the main reasons for the low percentage of young adults.
Whether those young adults return to the Shire when they finish their education largely
depends on family relationships and employment opportunities.
Maintaining current services/businesses and their associated employment is vital for the
Shire. Providing any further economic stimulation in the town would provide more
business opportunities and encourage migration to the area.
In general, the population of regional towns is aging. Three Springs is indicative of this
trend. As of October 2020, 18% of the population were over 65. The higher percentage of
the population aged 55 - 75 will see the demand for aged and health services increasing
over the coming decade. The Shire believes being recognised as an Aged Friendly
community, and by being the regional leader in the provision of allied health services will
assist in meeting this future demand and help the community to ‘age in place’.

10

https://www.mwdc.wa.gov.au/f.ashx/2019-MPS-FINAL-April-2019-LR.pdf
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The gap in amenity is a family friendly café/restaurant which is open on the weekends and
a range of retail outlets in the town. Telecommunications is also an issue, although Telstra
coverage in the middle of town is considered good.
One positive aspect of regional living is that people who live in the regions consistently
report higher well-being across a range of measures, including personal relationships,
standard of living, and sense of community11. Regional living is also seen as safe in
relation to Covid-19 and in Three Springs case safe in relation to low crime rates.

3.3

Tourism Project Need

The Shire, having identified an underlying need of reversing population decline, have
strategised ways to stimulate the economic environment and, as listed in their Strategic
Community Plan, have focussed on 4 foundation areas: economic development,
environment, community wellbeing and civic leadership. Themes such as landuse,
housing, health, education, industry/agriculture etc have all been identified as key drivers
and have all had objectives and strategies outlined. Tourism has also been identified as
a key driver for population reversal, with the Shire recognising that diversification in
tourism offerings has the potential to create economic and social benefits for the local and
regional communities which are currently not being met.
This aligns with the Mid West Development Commission and Regional Development
Australia’s Regional Tourism Development
Strategy findings which concluded that the
“Wildflowers are
Mid West is underperforming as a tourist
seasonally dependent on
destination in that its potential is not being
realised. The Strategy identified gaps in Mid
rainfall, sunshine and
West tourism that are indicative of gaps in
accessibility and this can
Three Springs:

give rise to good / bad
years for visitor
experiences.
Supplementing the visitor
experience with activities
and amenities that enable
visitors to enjoy the region
with / without wildflowers
will be critical in
sustaining tourism”.
Mid-West-Tourism-Development-Strategy

11

•
Varied
approaches
to
visitor
servicing and mixed standards of information
for way finding (i.e., navigating to places of
interest);
•
Lack of distinctive ‘iconic’ activities
and experiences compared to neighbouring
regions;
•
Accommodation, which is generally
aged, and of mixed standards, and is at times
below visitor expectations, with supply
limitations during peak seasons;
•
Limited RV and traveler amenities
and accommodation options, such as lowcost or freedom camping for travelers
transiting or stopping overnight;

https://grattan.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/916-Commonwealth-Orange-Book-2019.pdf
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•
•
•

Regional produce is not highly promoted in hospitality venues; food-wine-culinary
experiences are under-represented; and food tourism is under-developed;
Aboriginal tourism activities-experiences are under-represented;
Digital media and online promotional information is limited, including gaps in town
information, day trip options, experiences available and recommended ‘must-do’
activities.

Current tourism
In 2020, domestic tourism in Australia was impacted by a seismic shift in demand as a
result of a ‘once in a 100 year’ bushfire season and the Covid-19 global pandemic. Over
$10 billion of travel spend was cancelled as borders closed to international travel and
across domestic boundaries.
How covid has re-shaped the domestic market:
Like most small regional towns around Australia, Three Springs- has always attracted a
higher percentage share of domestic visitors, reliant mostly on VFR holiday makers and
wildflower enthusiasts. However, the restriction on travel outside of WA and limited flight
destinations within the state, has resulted in Perth consumers taking to short road trips
and exploring regional areas that have not traditionally been in their consideration set.
The caravan and camping market has boomed.
What does this mean for three springs?
In a recent report released by Urban List, the challenge for domestic destinations like the
Shire of Three Springs, has been identified as being one of perception:
“We have a job to do to overcome our decades-old cultural cringe, to unpack a pretty
deeply entrenched second-best psyche, and undo this preconceived notion that what’s
going on “over there” is more culturally enriching and worthy of our most precious
resources: money and time. We need to convince Australians that our destinations aren’t
just places - they are cultural experiences every bit as worthy of their investment;
experiences that are at their very best in this moment - uncrowded, safe, restorative12 .”
Where Three Springs has experienced an acknowledged seasonal visitation in the past
influenced by the Western Australian wildflower season, the visitor experience focused on
regional road trips is now meeting the demands of a new consumer including day-trippers
from Perth. Travel restrictions as a result of Covid-19 have generated “new” traffic to the
Shire and the upcoming Wildflower season is expected to be bigger and better than 2020.
The expected increase in visitors passing through the region provides an immediate
opportunity to share the unique history and attractions of the Shire to a wider audience,
however, they need a reason to stop. In the short term, a simple concept to encourage a
break in journey is needed, which can be built on over time; “Trip Them Up” as they pass
through so the opportunity is not lost.

12

Urban Insights: Wanderlust or Wanderbust; Travel Marketing in Australia 2021
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The key relevant objectives and strategies which form the need for this tourism project as
outlined in the Shire’s Strategic Community Plan are:
•

•

•

•

Economic Development
o Outcome 1.1 Develop tourism infrastructure and increase length of stay
▪ 1.1.1 Provide and maintain good quality tourism infrastructure and
facilities
▪ 1.1.4 Continue to support and develop the Three Springs Visitor
Centre
▪ 1.1.5 Investigate and implement option for heritage opportunities
o Outcome 1.3 Increase the diversity of the existing business base
▪ 1.3.6 Investigate and develop the long-term use of the Three
Springs Mining Camp
Environment
o Outcome 2.4 Preservation of local heritage and the unique character of our
built environs
▪ 2.4.1 Develop and restore Duffy’s Store
▪ 2.4.2 work closely with CBH to identify future opportunities for
alternative uses of the silos
o Outcome 2.5 An attractive, inviting and functional main street environment
▪ 2.5.2 Continue to implement the main street revitalisation plan
Community Wellbeing
o Outcome 3.1 People are motivated, work together and have an increased
pride and participation in the community
▪ 3.1.4 Actively facilitate, support and participate in community
events
Civic Leadership
o Outcome 4.1 A well engaged and informed community that actively
participates
▪ 4.1.6 Actively facilitate, support and participate in community
events

3.3.1 Tourism Project Drivers
The primary drivers of: restoration and development of Duffy’s Store, silo projection, Glyde
Street Caravan Park and events, have been identified as necessary inclusions for a
tourism project. These components will work together to provide a solution to the tourism
goal of “give them a reason to stop and offer them a reason to stay”, and will contribute to
the underlying theme of reduction in population decline.
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They also address 9 components as outlined by DTM Tourism in their Destination
Management Plan.

Each of these areas will now be explored in further detail.
3.3.1.1 Duffy’s Store
The historical value and importance of Duffy’s store being the oldest standing
weatherboard shop in Western Australia lends itself to being something unique that the
Shire can market. Case studies show that correct usage of historical buildings can provide
a focal point for visitors and residents alike; indeed, the most successful combine goods
and services that the locals use when the peak tourism season finishes and provide
incentive for long daytrips or weekend getaways.
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Need for Redevelopment of the Current facility:
Although the building was
reroofed in 2005, the interior is in
very poor condition and needs to
be brought back to a state that is
both safe and pleasant to be in,
while still preserving the historic
nature of the building.
The original pressed tin walls and
ceiling and counters in one
section of the Store are sound
and can just be rejuvenated,
however
the
floor,
doors,
windows and electrics will require
major work to ensure safety
compliance
and
adequate
accessibility.
Need for Components of the
Duffy Store Project:
1. Visitor Centre (relocation
into the Store)
In reviewing current trends in
Visitor Centres in Australia (see
below), it is important to
remember the size of Three
Springs and its capability to
deliver offerings of its larger Local
Government counterparts.
That being said, there are
learnings to had that would suggest the current location and overall operations of the
Visitor Centre could be improved on, and that relocation to the Duffy’s Store would be
advantageous.
Current trends: Visitor Information Centres (VICs), and the value they contribute to their
region's visitor economy, is a consistent challenge that many States and Regions of
Australia are currently reviewing. They are seen by many local government and tourism
organisations as a significant cost. With the rapid adoption of digital technology changing
the way visitors plan and book travel, visitor engagement solutions are required that
respond to visitors’ changing needs and wants and their growing expectation of staying
connected through digital technology.
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An optimistic approach can be found in a report entitled “visitor servicing
recommendations13 where it is reported that:
•

•

•

•

•

VICs must leverage the strengths of the destination and present a visitor centric
approach where the VIC is a ‘must see’ place to visit, to learn, to book, to buy, to
download, to recharge, and to talk with a welcoming and informative local.
Whether through new technology or via face-to-face contact, there is an
opportunity to influence visitors’ decisions regarding what they experience during
their visit, their length of stay and what they tell others about their stay.
VICs have an opportunity to provide services and facilities that meet the
expectations of visitors for credible and trusted sources of information. Visitors
want local insights into the area, unique information they can’t get anywhere else
to add value to their experience in the destination and to confirm information and
affirm decisions.
VICs are transforming from being information centres to experience centres that
reflect the local culture, are attractive places for visitors to gather and give visitors
a taste of what the destination offers through interactive displays and immersive
activities.
Visitor services are moving beyond only a bricks and mortar VIC approach of
delivery and proactively reach out to visitors using the method of delivery by which
the visitor prefers to be engaged

These items are from a report entitled 12 things successful visitor centres do differently:
•

•

•

•

•

'Visitor Servicing' not 'Visitor Information Centre' Focus - Successful visitor centres
understand their centre is one of many touch-points that visitors are accessing to
learn more about how to experience the destination;
Location Reality is Faced - They understand that unless their centre is in a high
traffic visitor location, or co-located with an attraction itself, numbers will
continue to fall through their front door;
Successful visitor centres know people don't come to their destination to visit a
visitor centre. Their visitors come to a destination for an experience. Therefore,
they have ensured their visitor centre is a wow experience in its own right;
Successful visitor centres play an important role in telling the many stories of their
Destination. Stories that visitor centres could potentially curate and share with
those who visit include:
o People Stories – Indigenous, Early Settlers, Historic Figures, and Living
Icons
o Place Stories – Indigenous perspective, Geography, Geology, Flora,
Fauna, History and Heritage
o Produce Stories – Local Industries, Food, Wine, Beverages, Craft, and
Art
Successful visitor centres embrace the many online opportunities to help Visitors
who prefer to find their information online.

13 FINAL-2019-Visitor-Servicing-Report.pdf (impartmedia.com)
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It is clear from this and other research
that visitor information centres are
changing in their role and that there are
differing expectations from people who
prefer not to just gain all their knowledge
of accommodation, things to do and
other local information of an area on-line.
People such as the “grey nomads” or
other long-term travelers who still enjoy
the one-on-one interaction and paperbased information are still looking for
something different than was the norm
even ten years ago.
Co-locating the Visitor Centre with an attraction such as the “1909 store experience” in
the adjoining room, incorporating it with a local museum, selling local produce, exhibiting
local art (including local Indigenous art), and having a café on the premises should provide
this “something different”. It would also provide an opportunity to consider the best way
to display items so that they are presented in a more appealing manner.
Co-location would also assist with the operations of the Visitor Centre, which at the
moment is run by volunteers and consequently has limited by opening hours. Visitors to
the town who arrive outside of these hours and who wish to use the facilities at the eco
camping ground near the swimming pool are redirected to the Shire by a sign on the
noticeboard. This would change if the Visitor Centre was the throughway to get into the
Store experience – an operational model for this has been contemplated by the Shire
which would see the use of volunteers and the relocation of a Shire staff-member into
Duffy’s Store to ensure established standards of service are met and remain consistent
for each component of the building.
The Visitor Centre, having an adjoining drawcard, would benefit from a greater number of
people – providing opportunities to encourage visitors to stay an extra night in town and
maximising the potential economic benefits of buying fuel, food and accommodation.
Freeing up of the current Visitor Centre building could also allow for other uses such as
community group meetings or allow for a small business hub, renting rooms by the
hour/day instead of committing to full building leases (e.g., craft groups, hairdressers).
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2. Local History Collection
Currently located at the Visitor Centre the
interesting local history collection is somewhat
hidden in the back room opposite the kitchen
facilities. Unfortunately, the items on display
are also not presented in the best fashion and
a different location and showcase would benefit
the look and preservation of the collection.
Research shows that there has seen a
burgeoning of local museums across Australia
in recent decades; with interest in and
importance of, collecting and interpreting
material culture now being realised. While
there were many well-established, but not
publicly available, collections across Australia,
the development of local history services
involving the display of collections in public
libraries, historical societies, archives and
museums is now recognised as important for
historical, cultural, economic and community
development.14
With documentary historical collections scattered as they are amongst different
organisations, it has been difficult to establish standards; there has been an expectation
that national and state libraries and archives would be responsible for ensuring the
collection and preservation of all Australia’s documentary heritage but in times of
economic restraint this goal is being weakened. Increased pressure is being placed on
Local Governments to develop and maintain local history collections.
What constitutes local history has also been widened to encompass corporate and
institutional history, histories of individuals, families, houses, built environment,
streetscapes, ethnic and indigenous people in the community, and more recently all
aspects of the natural environment.
Collections now cover the full breadth of the culture, experience and background of all
Australians irrespective of background. Today, Aboriginal people and people from
different ethnic backgrounds are properly represented in local history, local museums and
heritage organisations, and are actively engaged in presenting their stories to the
community.

14 https://archive.ifla.org/VII/d2/inspel/00-1paja.pdf Local history in Australia: supporting cultural heritage
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Materials collected now can comprise any format from archival manuscripts to electronic
records and newer formats requires different expertise, technological support and greater
financial assistance. This is impacting on budgeting, space, staff training, and collection
development. While it is not expected that the Shire will adapt to, or invest in these newer
formats in the short term, it is hoped that by giving the local history museum a new place
it will encourage new enthusiasm by the community in the way of further contributions to
the collection and an increase in volunteers. By placing it in an area open to the public in
a historic building, it will also be more appealing to visitors.
3.3.1.2 Café/restaurant
Three Springs has three places to go for a
meal: the Three Springs Motel (The Barracks),
the Commercial Hotel and Sweetman’s Ampol
Café. Whilst the food may be good, the
offerings and the ambience of all three may not
suit visitors as the establishments are more
geared towards contractors. For a visitor (or
local) in town, there is nowhere to go for
breakfast and the Ampol Café has limited
options for morning/afternoon tea.
The need for a family-friendly, visitor-friendly,
business-friendly café/restaurant was reflected
in the 2020 business community workshop and
then again in a recent community survey; with
71.62% of the respondents rating that a café
would be very important/important in the Duffy
Store redevelopment.
Towns close by to Three Springs have the
advantage with their café/restaurants – close
by Carnamah has One L of a Good Feed;
Moora has the Wheatbelt Gallery and Café; the
Old Ute Café can be found in Coorow and
Mingenew has its popular bakery. For locals,
these cafes provide a social meeting place,
provide employment/training and sometimes
purchase goods from local suppliers.
The importance of a cafe/restaurant for visitors cannot by underestimated. For daytrippers an inviting café/restaurant will entice people to stop in a town, and if co-located
with something of interest (such as a local museum/visitor centre) it gives an opportunity
to provide information which may encourage further exploration around the area.
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3.3.1.3 Caravan Park
Current facilities: Three Springs has a short stay caravan
park/camping area located behind the Aquatic Centre and
hockey field. No power is available; however, generators
are permitted between 6am and 9pm. Overnight visitors
to town are required to register with the Shire
Administration Centre or the Visitor Centre, after which
they are given an access code to the ablution block at the
rear of the Aquatic Centre building. There are no facilities
such as camp kitchen or water connection. Three Springs
is a recognised RV Friendly location, with a dump point
located behind the Shire building.
Nearby caravan parks:
Mingenew has 35 powered bitumen sites, unpowered
grassed sites and a range of cabins including a single
standard room, single ensuite room, couples and double
cabin with ensuite, family semi self-contained cabin. The
facilities include a camp kitchen, BBQ area, ablution block
and laundry
Carnamah has 20 bays (some with power available,
ablution block, BBQ area and dump point and 3 fully selfcontained four person units
Coorow Caravan Park has unpowered sites, relies on an
honour box system and has an ablution block and BBQ
facilities.

With increased interstate caravan/RV tourism, and the planned events and redevelopment
of Duffy’s Store, there is a need for more powered sites in the region, as many of the
caravans and recreational vehicles have appliances which their owners wish to use while
on holiday. There will also a need for more accommodation in Three Springs when the
silo projection and other events take place.
The development of the Glyde Street Caravan Park has been planned since 2010, when
the Shire facilitated an infrastructure investment of $1,711,668 for asset associated with
a miner’s camp, road, site power, sewerage, firefighting and potable water distribution.
The below ground infrastructure is still in place as are the concrete pads and there is a
need to resurrect this infrastructure now, so that it can be utilised for the good of the
visitors and contribute to economic benefits for the Shire and region.
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3.3.1.4 Event Activation
The Shire currently holds two major tourism events during the year – the four-day Three
Springs Wildflower Show and art exhibition in August and the Off-Road Racing event in
September. This is supplemented by local events such as the Australia Day Community
Breakfast in January and an Anzac parade in April.
The economic benefits to the town of the tourism events have not been fully documented,
but a Sport Tourism project conducted by the Mid West Sports Federation15 in 2018 gives
an indication of the impact of an event in town.
For instance, the Mid West held a total of
84 sporting events, attracting almost
21,500 visitors. Other statistics include:
• Economic impact in the Mid West of
$7.3M
• Job creation - 60 FTE
• Hosted by 3,000+ volunteers, staff
and officials
• 7,600 participants – 75% of them
travelled to the region
• 36,000 spectators
Larger economic impacts tended to be
associated with those events that were
held over several days and are a result
of the higher visitor spending on
accommodation and in cafes and
restaurants which have a greater
economic benefit for the region. The
Denison Bowling Club May Carnival is a
case in point. Piggy-backing off other
carnivals along the coast, Denison runs a very successful 5-day
event, catering for 300 participants, 57% of who stayed longer in the
Mid-West that the event. This one event is calculated to have an
economic impact of $177,000.
Wheatbelt Way, a group consisting of the Shires of Dowerin, Wyalkatchem, Koorda, Mt
Marshall, Mukinbudin, Westonia, Nungarin, and Trayning provided a Visitor Snapshot
Report in October 2020. Information from this report could be indicative of visitation to
Three Springs throughout the wildflower season:
•
•

15

20/20 saw a 73% increase visitation to the region compared to 2019
10,000 visitors to the region

/https://mwsf.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/AAAA-Final-2018-Mid-West-Sporting-Events-Economic-Impact-Report.pdf
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•
•
•
•

Average length of stay 1.9 nights;
Average spend per person $94 per night;
For every $1 of direct new money generated by visitor spend in a community, there
is an indirect multiplier effect of $3.
The most visited caravan parks were Mukinbudin and Beacon. Mukinbudin has a
ten-day spring festival each year, encompassing an art exhibition, live music, film
night, fireworks, markets, Muka Dry Boat Race, other activities. It also hosts a
triathlon and this year had a horse show and live music event.

Although it is unknown how long the boost of intrastate tourism due to Covid-19 will last,
it is hoped that now Western Australian visitors have started exploring their own
“backyard”, they will realise the offerings of the Mid West are worth a return visit and a
referral to friends and family. This period of time has also primed local suppliers for
increased numbers, leading to readiness for intrastate visitors post lock-downs and when
immunization has reached the desired levels for tourism to continue in a more normal
fashion.
The Shire of Three Springs is hoping to increase the number of tourism events to four per
annum, and has already had interest from a cycling group and a growing number of
Astrotourism followers who are very interested in Three Springs due to its low levels of
light pollution. Other ideas that have been mentioned by the community or investigated
by the Shire are a hockey carnival, salt-lake sailing and a rodeo.
The Shire intends to increase the overall attractiveness of overnight visitation over event
weekends by offering reduced price or free entry to shire assets such as the Aquatic
Centre, lawn bowls and golf course. Silo projection at night would also be a unique
attraction, coinciding with the event.
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3.4

Disability Access

Section 23 of the Discrimination Disability Act, 1992 (DDA) requires non-discriminatory
access to premises which the public or a section of the public is entitled or allowed to use
and is applicable to existing as well as new buildings. Disability access legislative
requirements come in the form of Disability Access Inclusion Plans for statutory
authorities, local governments, government departments, Acts and other policy guiding
documents such as
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disability Discrimination Act,
Equal Opportunity Act
Australian Standards (in particular AS1428) and Australian Building
Codes
Universal Design Principles
United Nations Convention for the Rights of People with Disability
WACOSS Outcomes Measurement Framework
State Disability Plan (currently under development)

People with disability consistently report that they do not have the same opportunities as
others to participate in community life. They face daily barriers such as being unable to
hear what is said, see print, climb stairs or understand signage16. Most barriers
experienced by people with disability in relation to information, services and facilities can
be avoided through informed planning and management. Good access and inclusion also
benefit other members of the community, including the family, friends and carers of people
with disability, parents with prams, seniors and people with a temporary disability through
accident or illness.
In assessing the suitability of the redevelopment plans for Duffy’s Store regarding disability
access, and comparing this with current guidelines for best practice and legislative
requirements, NAJA sought the advice of Melissa Northcott, Board Member of Disability
Services Commission and Ability Centre Australasia Ltd and disabilities advocate. She
highlighted many reasons why, and what sort of considerations, should be made for
inclusion in the redeveloped facilities and surrounds.
Some common themes, considerations and items which have been, or should be, included
in the detailed plans for the redevelopment of Duffy’s Store, are:
• Entry doors that are wide enough for wheelchair and mobility devices
• Accessible toilet facilities
• Multiple height reception desk
• Guide dog water station
• Charging points for mobility devices – scooters
• Café considerations: range of seating options, counter height, large font menu
• Drop- off area located close to the entrance; Kerbs low, slanted or appropriately
gapped
• Paths - solid

16

Source: The State Government Access Guidelines for Information, Services and Facilities
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4. STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
The proposed Three Springs Tourism Development Project for the Shire of Three Springs
includes the:
• Restoration of Duffy’s Store to include a café restaurant, museum, visitor centre,
community meeting place and art gallery;
• Utilisation of the decommissioned CBH grain silos facing the store for the
projection of film and photography;
• Development of the Glyde Street Caravan Park – formerly the Mid-West Energy
workers accommodation;
• Activation of drawcard special events
The project has been developed and planned, to align with several key development and
strategic plans at a Federal, State, Regional, Local and Community level. The following
provides a summary of the strategic documents relevant to the project.

4.1

Alignment with Key Federal Government Strategic Plans

4.1.1

Tourism Australia Corporate Plan 2020 to 2024

Tourism Australia’s purpose is to grow
demand and foster a competitive and
sustainable tourism industry. In their
2019 to 2023 Corporate Plan the theme
was “accelerating growth towards
2020”, however there is a recognition in
the 2020 to 2024 Plan that the impacts
of the bushfires and COVID-19 pose
significant challenges in 2021 and
beyond, and that the focus on building
demand for domestic rather than
international travel is paramount.17
Key goals from the Corporate Plan are:
• Limit the fall in tourism expenditure
• Maintain positive brand health
• Restore event pipeline
• Lead aviation recovery
The key marketing strategy for the domestic tourism recovery is to drive patriotism to
holiday and event at home. As part of the domestic push, Tourism Australia with continue
to place a strong focus on booking experiences, to help fill the current void left by
international travellers. Promoting rural and regional experiences to encourage and
promote dispersal across Australia will also be central to marketing efforts.
By creating unique experiences, including visiting the restored Duffy’s Store, watching
projections on the silos, and attending events designed to bring visitors to town, the Three
Springs tourism project aligns with the first three of the four goals from the Tourism
Australia’s Corporate Plan, their marketing strategy and a foundation initiative to “promote
experiences that tap into traveller’s passion points”.

17

https://www.tourism.australia.com/content/dam/assets/document/1/7/6/o/d/2014861.pdf
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4.1.2 National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Strategy 2015
The National Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Education Strategy aims to build on
the actions underway in pursuing COAG’s
Closing the Gap targets and the evaluation of
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Education
Action
Plan
2010-2014.
Recognising
the
different
roles
of
governments, the strategy adopts the dual
approach of identifying policies and actions
that require national collaboration to succeed,
while also outlining shared principles that
governments commit to when working with
communities. The strategy should therefore
be considered alongside the approaches of
each state, territory and local community,
which together map out the ways in which
governments, educators, families and
communities can work in collaboration to
improve outcomes.
Of the 7 key actions identified in the Strategy, the Three Springs project aligns with the
following:
3 (of 7). Partnerships: Quality partnerships are encouraged between education sectors
and local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities and other stakeholders. These
partnerships are characterised by listening and responding, strong accountability and
active engagement, collaborative information sharing and informed decision making;
5 (of 7). Transition points including pathways to post-school options Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander children and young people are supported at critical stages of their
education to improve engagement, retention and attainment and develop the skills to
participate fully in schooling, society and work.
Alignment:
Hospitality and tourism traineeships are a key component of the Duffy’s Store
redevelopment. This will involve partnerships with local enterprise, local government and
education providers and could also include work experience opportunities for those who
are considering entering these sectors.
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4.2

Alignment with Key State Government Strategic Plans

4.2.1

Tourism Western Australia Corporate Plan 2020-2118

Tourism WA has statutory requirements
to produce Corporate and Operational
Plans that provide an overview of its
strategic direction and operation for the
coming financial year (2020-21). Its
focus is on a Global Recovery Strategy,
particularly in the first half of 2020-21,
and the continuation of building on the
achievements of the Two-Year Action
Plan for Tourism Western Australia 2018 and 2019 (Two-Year Action Plan)
released in March 2018.
Within the Plan, there are 6 key points, 4
of which align with the Three Springs project:
1.
2.
3.
6.

(of 6)
(of 6)
(of 6)
(of 6)

Ensure industry sustainability
Maximise the intrastate tourism opportunity
Maximise the interstate tourism opportunity
Events

Alignment:
By diversifying the attraction to the Mid West from wildflowers, to include a reason to stop
(Duffy’s Store), stay (projection) and spend (events), Three Springs will capitalise on the
influx of Australian travellers to the area. Events will ensure return visitation, furthering
the economic value of these tourism initiatives
4.2.2 Disability Access and Inclusion Plan
20178-202219
This plan outlines the ways in which
Tourism WA can ensure that people
with disability have equal access to its
facilities and services. It lists seven
desired outcomes for improving access
and one outcome on community
awareness.

18

https://www.tourism.wa.gov.au/About-us/Strategies-plans-reports/Pages/Corporate-Plan.aspx#/

19

https://www.tourism.wa.gov.au/Publications%20Library/About%20us/2017-

2022_Tourism_WA_Disability_Access_and_Inclusion_Plan.pdf
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The following outcomes are addressed in the Three Springs Project:
Outcome 1: People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to
access the services of, and any events organised by, or with, Tourism Western
Australia.
Alignment:
The Shire will report on activities that maximise access and inclusion at events and will be
encouraging the use of Universal Design principles in the redevelopment of Duffy’s Store.
Outcome 2: People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to
access the buildings and other facilities of Tourism Western Australia.
Alignment:
The Shire will ensure that the advice of an Access Consultant is sought where required,
and will seek opportunities to engage with people with disability when planning and
designing the redevelopment.
Outcome 6: People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to
participate in any public consultation by Tourism Western Australia.
Alignment:
All public consultation for this project, including the community workshop, survey and oneon-one interviews were open to all members of the community. This will be continued
going forward.
Outcome 7: People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to
obtain and maintain employment at Tourism WA.
Alignment:
This will also apply to any positions created by the project in Three Springs.
Regional Development Strategy 2016-202520
The Regional Development Strategy, in
conjunction with the Regional Investment Plan
is a Plan to build on the potential of regions for
the benefit of all Western Australians. The
Strategy is built on the understanding that
achieving
good
regional
development
outcomes requires a blend of economic and
social investment, and ongoing support to
ensure the sustainability of regional
communities.

20

http://www.drd.wa.gov.au/Publications/Documents/Regional%20Development%20Strategy.pdf
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A major focus of the State Government’s strategic agenda outline is to “establish the socioeconomic foundations for development while also driving growth and new investment in
the regions.
Within the Regional Development Strategy, a list of Priorities and Results includes some
key points that align with the Three Springs project:
Priority 1: Develop people’s capability to drive growth and prosperity: Capable people
thinking about the future and actively participating in the economy will drive regional
prosperity.
Results:
People are job ready and available to take up regional employment opportunities;
Local leadership owns and drives local development agendas.
Alignment:
The Three Springs project, incorporating Duffy’s Store redevelopment, silo projection,
event activation and the Glyde St caravan park is the result of active leadership by the
Shire. They have identified a strategy to address the perceived risk of population decline,
engaged with and inspired the community and have already made investments which will
augment the project’s social and economic outcomes.
A key component of the Duffy’s Store project is to create hospitality/tourism training, and
job opportunities. As the visitor information centre, museum and shop will be overseen by
Shire of Three Springs staff, local government will be at the forefront of driving the project.
Hospitality expertise and training will be provided by the café operator and an education
provider. The offer of attractive lease arrangements including the provision of personal
accommodation will enhance the ability of the Shire to attract a suitability qualified
operator to the project.
Priority 3: Invest in economic infrastructure to drive growth: Integrated common-use
infrastructure that underpins economic growth.
Results:
Regional people and businesses can adopt economically beneficial technologies
Alignment:
The aim of the silo projection project is to increase visitation and overnight stays, and also
provide increased amenity for residents. This technology is relatively new in Australia, and
will be the first in Western Australia, so it is anticipated that the curiosity/novelty factor will
attract audiences to town. When combined with other events in town, such as the off-road
racing event, local markets, a lawn bowls competition etcetera, the economic benefits for
the local community will be magnified.
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4.3

Alignment with Key Regional Strategic Plans

4.3.1

Mid West Regional Blueprint21

Developed by the Mid-West
Development Commission
(MWDC) in collaboration
with Regional Development
Australia
Mid West
Gascoyne (RDAMWG), the
2015 Blueprint is an
aspirational growth and
development plan that
supports
timely
future
investments in the region.
As a high-level guiding
agenda,
the
Blueprint
proposes strategies against five
priority pillars, each considered vital
to either driving, or reducing barriers to, regional growth and development. Considering
the possible impact of various national and global megatrends, the Blueprint strategies
focus on the region’s key strengths and those opportunities with genuine growth and
development potential.
Alignment:
The elements and high-level strategies that relate to the Three Springs project are:

Pillar

Element

Economic
Tourism
Development

21

High Level
Strategies

Alignment

1. Develop a worldrenowned tourism region
with iconic attractions
and destinations
2. Develop accessible
tourism destinations and
events with unique /
quality experiences
3. Encourage investment
by reducing red tape and
creating investment
ready sites
4. Ensure diversity and
niche subregional
tourism opportunities

1. The projection
screen will be in the
top 10 largest screens
in the world
2. Duffy’s Store and
the projection events
will be accessible and
unique
3. Redevelopment of
Duffy’s Store will
create a restaurant
ready for investment
4. This project is
definitely “diverse and
niche”

Blueprint_Final_25_August_2015.pdf
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Highly
desirable
communities

4.3.2 Mid
Strategy22

Community
development,
leadership
and collaboration

1. Enhance the capacity
of local communities to
manage change
2. Build strong leadership
and collaboration
3. Support local
governments to deliver
community infrastructure
and services

1. Community
engagement with this
project is paramount to
its success
2. Community groups
will play an integral role
3. The Shire will be
seeking the support of
the Mid West
Development
Commission

Spaces and
places

1. Build highly liveable
communities that attract
and retain populations
2. Develop vibrant
communities that
celebrate their unique
culture, arts and heritage
3. Celebrate Aboriginal
culture and heritage
throughout the region

1. By increasing
amenity and attracting
visitors, residents will
want to stay and will
have additional tourism
related employment
2 and 3. A local
museum located at
Duffy’s Store will
highlight cultural and
heritage aspects off the
town

West

Tourism

Development

The Mid West Development Commission and
Regional
Development
Australia
in
collaboration with the Department of Planning
and the Mid West Tourism Alliance
formulated a Regional Tourism Development
Strategy as a direct result of the Regional
Blueprint process.
The Mid West Tourism Development
Strategy aims to facilitate a coordinated,
collaborative approach to grow regional
tourism and maximise the Mid West’s
existing tourism capacity (2015 to 2025) by:
•
•

22

Identifying tourism opportunities,
game changers, priorities and gaps
for the Mid West region to inform future development and investment;
Identifying the priorities and opportunities that will help the Mid West achieve the
goal of hosting 1,000,000 overnight visitors by 2050 as outlined in the Regional
Blueprint.

https://www.mwdc.wa.gov.au/f.ashx/Mid-West-Tourism-Development-Strategy.pdf
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The key to the strategy is increasing capacity to grow the visitor market and extend the
length of stay; improve way finding to disperse visitors across the region; increase
opportunity for expenditure (e.g., tours, hospitality and accommodation); and build a
stronger profile as a diverse destination extending from outback to coast to island.
The Strategy outlined gaps, challenges and opportunities for the North Midlands, some of
which align with the Three Springs project:
Encourage longer stays and increase expenditure: encourage travellers to stop for a
few hours or stay overnight and increase expenditure in the region by developing and / or
promoting picnic sites, geo cache trails, walk-bike trails, 4WD tracks-trails, group camp
sites, overnight rest areas or designated flora viewing sites.
Alignment:
Development of the caravan park, in conjunction with events, will encourage visitors to
stay overnight.
Unique and special interest tourism: North Midland Shires are working on a range of
sustainability initiatives that could potentially become a unique difference for the region
and lead to special interest tourism via nature and environmental sustainability, hosting
guest speakers, researchers, research programs for volunteer tourists, small conferences,
community pilot programs, field days or an event linking sites and programs. These need
to be actively pursued, ideally in partnership.
Alignment:
Duffy’s Store and silo projection will create a unique difference and will lead to special
interest tourism to augment wildflower season visitors. Event activations, could be
coordinated in partnership with other North Midland and neighbouring Shires to link sites
and provide an event pathway through the region. (This would be particularly relevant to
sports such as lawn bowls which have an established event trail for visitors travelling to
northern destinations in the winter.)
Mine tourism: Mine tourism could emerge as a supplementary attraction and could
possibly include a range of tours, lookouts, interpretive experiences and displays, ideally
bringing a year-round attraction to supplement other non-wildflower themes.
Alignment:
With event activation and increased accommodation capacity, this is something the Shire
could work in collaboration with the mine on in the future – giving another unique
experience for visitors.
Artbelt: priority could be given to projects that will impact on the 5-A’s of tourism such as
events-based art initiatives, interactive family activities, sculpture park or playground,
street furniture, land art or recycled art signs.
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Alignment:
Duffy’s Store will provide a much-needed space to exhibit and sell local Aboriginal art.
Sets of roadside banners will also provide opportunities to promote Aboriginal art,
upcoming events and wildflowers.
The Strategic aims to grow Mid West tourism during 2015-2025 focuses on five key areas:
.
1. Increasing accommodation capacity from camping through to resorts;
2. Open up sites and places previously overlooked or under-developed to
enhance the Mid West’s appeal as a destination;
3. Improve the quality and distribution of information for pre-trip planning and
way finding;
4. Attract more high-yield visitors and the growing self-drive and RV market;
5. Increase the range of eco nature-based activities, attractions and experiences
Alignment:
Development of the Glyde Street caravan park to include some powered sites will offer an
alternative to the unpowered camping site in town and will create extra capacity, especially
for the RV market who require more space. Duffy’s Store and the silos are underdeveloped places that can be opened up. The restoration and refurbishment of Duffy’s
Store as a tearoom, gallery, museum will greatly enhance the streetscape and town’s
appeal as a way stop. This will enable the Shire to promote local attractions such as Mica
Mine Thicket, the Pink and Yarra Yarra Lakes, and Western Australia’s first Talc Mine –
the largest in the southern Hemisphere.
Linking the Silo project into national and state-based promotions such as the silo trail and
major art and cultural activities will enable visitors to coordinate, plan and map they
journey through the region. Incorporating the visitor information centre into Duffy’s Store
and promoting future events, local attractions and businesses during the nightly silo
projection show will encourage extension of stay and return visitation.

4.4

Alignment with Key Local Government Strategic Plans

4.4.1

Corporate Business Plan 2020-202423

The Shire’s Corporate Business Plan is
Council’s principal statement that
identifies the shorter-term priorities by
providing a linkage and mechanism to
‘activate’
the
Shire’s
Strategic
Community Plan.
The
Corporate
Business Plan draws its direction from
the Shire’s Strategic Resource Plan 2016
– 2031 which details the community’s
vision for the Shire, including aspirations
and service expectations 24

23

https://www.threesprings.wa.gov.au/images/Final_Shire_of_Three_Springs_Corporate_Business_Plan_2020_-_2024.pdf

24

https://www.threesprings.wa.gov.au/images/archived_minutes/Three_Springs_Corporate_Business_Plan.pdf
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Alignment:

Outcome

Strategy

Outcome 2.4 Preservation of local
heritage and the unique character of our
built environs
2.4.2 Work closely with CBH to identify
future opportunities for alternative uses of
the silos
Outcome 2.5 An attractive, inviting and
functional main street environment
2.8.5 Maintain and develop community
and sporting facilities

2.4.1 Develop and restore Duffy’s Store

2.4.2.1 Approach CBH in relation to Silo
alternative use opportunities
2.5.2 Continue to implement the main
street revitalisation plan
2.8.5.1 Maintain, renew and upgrade
infrastructure
in
line
with
Asset
Management Plan
3.1.6.1 Actively facilitate, support and
participate in community events
4.1.4.1
Ongoing
meaningful
communication and engagement with
residents and ratepayers
4.1.6.1 As per Strategy 3.1.6

3.1.6 Actively facilitate, support and
participate in community events
4.1.4 Lead by example to get the
community involved in the decisionmaking process
4.1.6 Actively facilitate, support and
participate in community events
4.4.1 Investigate new sources of revenue 4.4.1.1 Seek to deliver best practice
and income
services and outcomes within resource
capabilities
4.5.1 Maintain links with regional bodies 4.5.1.1 Collaborate with regional partners
such as MWDC
and other organisations
4.6.1 Continue to lobby government and 4.6.1.1 Effectively represent and lobby on
corporate entities to ensure adequate behalf and promote the Shire of Three
services and facilities are available for the Springs
community
4.4.2 Shire of Three Springs Strategic
Community Plan25
The Strategic Community Plan (SPC) is
the Shire’s long-term plan for the future. It
outlines the long-term vision, values,
aspirations and priorities of the community
as identified by the community, and helps
Council ensure that local government
service delivery is consistent with and
supports the community aspirations for the
Shire.

The Plan has five key focus areas in which
it identifies strategies to achieve desired outcomes. The Three Springs Duffy’s Store and
Silo Projection project are aligned with the following outcomes and strategies:

25

https://www.threesprings.wa.gov.au/images/Three_Springs_Strategic_Community_Plan_2018.pdf
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Outcome

Strategy

1.1 Develop tourism infrastructure and 1.1.1 Provide and maintain good quality
increase length of stay
tourism infrastructure and facilities
1.1.4 Continue to support and develop the
Three Springs Visitors Centre
1.1.5 Investigate and implement options
for heritage opportunities
Outcome 1.3 Increase the diversity of the 1.3.1 Promote existing and new industry
existing business base
opportunities to increase employment
1.3.2 Promote business networking and
collaboration
Outcome 2.1 A community that is well 2.1.5 Improved communication between
informed and respects our natural, cultural TS Visitor Centre and Shire
and built environments
Outcome 2.3 Three Springs is a 2.3.2 Lead by example and improve and
comfortable and welcoming place to live maintain community infrastructure
and visit, and reflects our lifestyle values
Outcome 2.4 Preservation of local 2.4.1 Develop and restore Duffy’s Store
heritage and the unique character of our
built environs
2.4.2 Work closely with CBH to identify
future opportunities for alternative uses of
the silos

Outcome 2.5 An attractive, inviting and
functional main street environment
Outcome 3.1 People are motivated, work
together and have an increased pride and
participation in the community

2.5.2 Continue to implement the main
street revitalisation plan
3.1.5 Continue to support community
organisations

3.1.6 Actively facilitate, support and
participate in community events
Outcome 4.1 A well engaged and informed 4.1.6 Actively facilitate, support and
community that actively participates
participate in community events
Outcome 4.5 Work in partnership with all 4.5.1 Maintain links with regional bodies
community, government and corporate such as MWDC
stakeholders
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5. CASE STUDIES
To better understand the opportunities and issues
associated with the Three Springs project, case studies
were undertaken of similar projects across Australia.
1. The Tintaldra Store and Tea Rooms were chosen
because of their similar circumstances, demographics
and geographical location to a major city. The
successfully conversion of an old local store into a café
incorporating a museum containing artefacts from the era
of the build is similar to the aspirations of Three Springs.
Tintaldra, like Three Springs, has a small population, and
experiences substantial fluctuations in tourism numbers
linked to regional events and seasonal conditions.
2. WALWA Store was chosen as a case study as it
exemplifies a successful operating historic building that
still operates in its original capacity as a full functioning
shop selling groceries, fuel, and general produce. It also
has a café, information kiosk, news agency, and local
history displays.
3. Bell’s Emporium Cue is about the same age as Duffy’s
Store and now operates as a grocery store combined with
old, historical examples of metal food containers, old tills
and the old hardware collection. Currently enjoying a
spike in visitor numbers, the owner attributes some of the
upturn to the Council’s investment in beautification and
facilities. As well as funding for local sporting clubs the
2021 budget shows the following investment in the town:
upgrading the Tourist Park ($40,000), enhancing the
streetscape ($75,000 in current budget) and investing in
the Museum Project ($180,000).
4. Edenvale Heritage Precinct- Pinjarra is a heritage
listed building owned and maintained by the Shire. It
comprises of tea rooms, the Roger May Machinery
Museum, art gallery, gift shop and is home for the Pinjarra
Patchworkers and Quilters, the Murray Districts Arts and
Crafts and the Murray District Historical Society. It also
hosts the Pinjarra Railway Markets and has significantly
boosted the number of people that attend. The tea rooms
feature local, seasonal produce and is run by Fairbridge
College; offering a live training environment for hospitality
students.
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5.
Karonda Town Development Project – South
Australia. This case study was conducted due to the
relevance of its silo use. Completed in July, 2019, the
Karoonda became the home of first permanent day and
night silo art presentation in Australia. Paint by day and
projection by night. The success of this project has
resulted in a number of business and community
development projects including upgrading of the
caravan park, restoration of heritage buildings,
installation of an adventure playground, and the
establishment of the Karoonda Business Incentive
program aimed at encouraging main street businesses
and landlords to invest in their commercial properties.
Each of these case studies provides a unique set of circumstances and learnings which
have been captured as ‘take-outs’, culminating in an overview of points which should be
considered in the Duffy Store and Projection project.
Based on the experiences of the facilities examined, the key learnings are:
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Visitors are looking for a unique experience
Art and cultural activities that change of a regular basis draw return visitation
The increased visitation to the regions shows how adaptable the hospitality and
tourism industry can be even when challenged by a pandemic such as SARS or
COVID-19 that stops international, and even interstate, tourism in its tracks.
It also highlights the need to deliver a product that is unique and authentic in an
entrepreneurial manner.
Working stores that do not rely solely on tourism appear to be robust financially. A
mainstay operation such as a news agency or fuel stop enables a country business
to ‘roll with the punches and weather economic downturns and interruptions to
tourist flow created by natural disasters or pandemics.
Collectables for sale create interest for visitors who like to take home something
unique to the area. State or regional tourism initiatives such as a “trail” generate
visitation to regions.
Business activity will grow with visitation
A craft/arts hub of coaligned business increase tourist spend
Craft food and local produce increases spend and visitor enjoyment
Good quality accommodation is imperative to increasing the length of visitor stay
and return visitation

Full details of all case studies can be found in Section 9.1
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6. FINANCIAL DETAILS
6.1

Funding Strategy and Budget Summary

The following table outlines the high-level funding strategy for the two components
associated with this tourism project – Restoration and development of Duffy’s Store and
Silo Projection. It does not include the costs for the Glyde Street Caravan Park or event
activation, as these are considered to be contributing to, but not part of the funding
application process and are something the Shire will address separately.
The current strategy for the project is to be funded through a combination of Shire of Three
Spring contributions along with a combination of grant funds. A detailed Funding Strategy
has been developed and can be found in Attachment 2.

Source of Funds
Shire of Three Springs

QS $
exc GST

Funding
confirmed

Funding Details

$694,106.21

Yes

Budget, reserves, loan

Grant Funding

$1,801,952.13
$73,455.50

No

Building Better Regions Fund
REDS Grant

Total Funds Available if
completely secured

$2,569,513.84

Total Quoted Costs

$2,569,513.84

Surplus/(Shortfall)

-

An opinion of probable costs for Duffy’s Store has been calculated by a qualified quantity
surveyor, Erik Postmus AAIQS, based on drawings provided by Eastman Poletti
Sherwood Architects dated 30/11/20. The costs equated to $1,995,600 as at 11/12/2020,
however have since been reviewed and have now escalated to $2,422,602.84 due to a
combination of building material cost increases and the addition of a digital display in the
heritage museum shop. (see Section 6.1.1 for a cost summary).
Costs for the projection equipment were sourced from the equipment suppliers, Smart
Digital. The costs equate to $103,889, see Section 6.1.2. A mobile unit (van) for the
projector to be installed in: costing $35,022 – fitting fees are $8,000.
Full details of the costings are provided in Appendix 9.2.
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6.1.1 Duffy’s Store Renovation and Development Costs

Trade
Preliminaries
Demolition
Earthworks
Concrete work
Brickwork
Steelwork
Metalwork
Carpentry
Joinery
Cabinetwork
Doors
Windows
Roofing
Ceilings and Linings
Ceramic Tiling
Resilient Finishes
Glazing
Painting
Plumbing
Electrical Services
Mechanical Services
Cool rooms
Kitchen Equipment
PV Power System
Paving
Playground Equipment
Fencing and Gates
Landscaping
Subtotal
Design Contingency 5%
Construction
Contingency
10%
Heritage Shop Fitout
Tourism Centre Fitout
Loose Furniture
Totals Excluding GST
Compliance
Requirements
5%
Professional Fees 15%

Duffy’s Billiard Kitchen LandTotals
Store
Saloon and
scaping
Demo Dining
35,500
12,000
2,800
300
58,200
8,500
7,700
5,500
1,200
6,900
33,800
15,500
25,100
213,000
10,700
21,300

2,100
13,500
15,600
800
1,600

149,900
8,000
29,600
17,400
32,300
35,400
55,300
500
15,500
62,100
20,400
38,500
31,400
25,600
13,000
46,300
49,000
88,400
52,000
90,000
27,000
12,300
899,900
45,000
90,000

11,9000
2,500
6,000
1,900
3,100
18,900
20,000
9,400
17,500
91,200
4,600
9,200

199,400
25,500
13,300
29,600
17,400
32,300
41,700
115,400
500
24,000
59,800
25,900
38,500
31,400
25,600
1,200
6,900
49,900
61,800
74,100
88,400
52,000
90,000
27,000
31,200
20,000
9,400
17,500
1,219,700
61,100
122,100

120,000
120,000
485,000

18,000

20,000
1,054,900

105,000

120,000
120,000
20,000
1,662,900
83,200

GST
Total

249,500
1,995,600
199,560
2,195,160

*The following have been excluded: latent site and building conditions, rear boundary
fencing, community vegetable garden.
Updated costings are shown in the comparison table below:
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Project Budget

11/12/2020

Construction cost
Design Contingency
Construction Contingency

4/01/2022

$ 1,219,700.00

15%

$1,402,655.00

5%

$ 61,100.00

5%

$70,132.75

10%

$122,100.00

10%

$140,265.50

Museum Shop Fitout

$120,000.00

$300,000.00

Tourism Centre Fitout

$120,000.00

$120,000.00

$20,000.00

$20,000.00

$1,662,900.00

$2,053,053.25

Loose Furniture
Totals excluding GST
Compliance requirements
Professional Fees
Grand Total

5%

$83,200.00

5%

$102,652.66

15%

$249,500.00
$1,995,600.00
Plus GST

13%

$266,896.92
$2,422,602.84
Plus GST

The cost of the digital display was sourced from Freeman Ryan Design. Although not
definitive, it does give a good indication that the allocation of $300,000 should be
sufficient.
“Hi Keith,
Good to hear of your project - it sounds like a great combination of experiences on offer
for visitors.
A couple of projects may help as a guide:
1. I spoke to WA Museum re built costs as they procured the recent exhibitions. As we
discussed I am mindful that Square meter Rates do not really take into account complex
wall-mounted installations, rather more floor mounted spatial installations.
None the less - below is the guide they have sent:
Example square metre rates:
•

•

•

•

$7500 - $12,000 per square metre – complex joinery/high level of
finish/high level technology/very high level showcasing/high technical
graphics/high level lighting
$6600 per square metre – simple joinery/medium level of finish/high level
of
technology/medium
level
showcasing/medium
technical
graphics/medium lighting
$6000 per square metre – complex joinery/medium level of
finish/medium level technology/high level showcasing/ medium technical
graphics /medium level lighting
$3500 per square – simple joinery/medium to low level of finish/lowmedium level technology/low level showcasing/low technical
graphics/medium level lighting

2. Images attached: We have done a multi-touch experience for a client that we update
every year - in which we keep all the hardware and exhibition design structure in place,
but change out the program on the screens. It is a 4 screen (as you can see mounted on
the vertical) so not a huge installation - ballpark costs for this essentially:
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Content creation - Research and
Writing (people often forget this bit is
critical to developing the experience) Depending on what assets are
available, how much research and
writing is required. If developing a
thematic structure and stories following
a research period, perhaps allow
between $35,000 - $65,000.
Hardware costs: screens, computers,
control
hardware
and
cabling,
installation etc - screens are anywhere
between $9,000 - $18,000 per screen
based on size and performance criteria.
This installation used x 4 plus allow a further $6,000
- $12,000 for control gear and cabling etc. The
screen will need to be built in to a housing, so some
exhibition design costs associated.
Software development: (from provided assets in
the content package ie historical images, drawings
etc) $60,000 which included customised animation
Exhibition Design - depends on the size of the exhibition space, the budget, and the
aspirations.
I hope this assists your bid, good luck with it.
Best wishes,
S
Susan Freeman
Director
NSW Registered Architect 10768”

6.1.2

Barco Projector Costs

Excerpt from email from James Cunningham; Smart Digital to Keith Woodward; CEO
Shire of Three Springs:
“Thank you for the opportunity to quote you on the Barco projector requirements. We offer
two models, one WUXGA and the other 4K resolution. With Barco adjusting their prices
on1st July 2021 there is little difference in price, hence we would recommend the 4K model
which will be the best positioned for future technology.
1) UDM 4K22 Body only > $88,920
R9862005 1.25-1.6:1 lens > $12,090
Total: $101,010.
2) UDM W22 Body only > $85,425
R9862005 1.25-1.6:1 lens > $12,090.
Total: $97,615
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The projectors come with a 3-year warranty. Extended warranty for a total of 5 years is
$7194.00 Warranty is return to base Melbourne. Barco Australia will provide the warranty.
The Barco projector is incredibly well equipped for the type of projection
envisaged Please see: https://www.barco.com/en/product/udm-4k22.
We offer our Smart Digital SmartBox Gold Advanced for the media input. The SmartBox
Gold includes a DVD player together with an audio pre amp mixer and HDMI switcher.
This provides for two HDMI inputs such as the DVD player and another such as a PC or
another HDMI source giving seamless and smooth transition.
Please see: https://www.smartdigital.com.au/shop/smartboxes/smartboxsmartbox-gold.
Price is $1399.
For the loudspeakers, we offer the LD Icoa 15” powered speakers for just $649 each.
Please see: https://www.ld-systems.com/en/series/icoa-series/20577/icoa-15-a.
These are German designed speakers and offer very high-quality audio, Speaker stands
and a pair of 25-metre-long cables total $182.00. If you proceed with the 4K projector the
total package price is $103,889 plus GST. This does not include the extended warranty.
Warranty on all non-Barco equipment is 12 months from date of purchase.”
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The quote for the van to house the projector unit was obtained from Moora Toyota; the
cost for fitting the unit is based on a previous experience from the projector wholesaler.
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6.2

Financial and Operational Capabilities

6.2.1

Shire of Three Springs Organisational Overview

The below diagram shows the current positions within the Shire workforce (in green) and
the anticipated modified workforce once the tourism project has commenced (in yellow).

It is anticipated that once the refurbishment of the building is completed, there will need
to be a management structure put in place to ensure that the operations within Duffy’s
Store are carried out efficiently, within budget and that customer service is maintained at
a high level. The Shire’s current Community Development Officer (CDO) will transfer her
office to Duffy’s Store and 20% of her work will entail the facility management role – an
allocated cost of $16,611 p.a. including superannuation. The Shire will also employ a
trainee (paid for via a grant of $28,251 p.a.) to work on tourism, community and events
alongside the CDO. The CEO will have ultimate responsibility of the facility, and will
receive reports from the Facility Manager. Volunteers for the visitor centre and the Store
will be encouraged. This organisational structure will ensure adequate resources for the
facility.
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The café/restaurant will be leased to an anchor tenant. In order to attract a suitable tenant,
the Shire will offer a modest lease arrangement (approximately $250 per week), plus
provision of low-cost rental accommodation ($100 per week). These figures have been
incorporated into the Cost Benefit Analysis – see Attachment 1.
As the building will be owned by the Shire, a subcommittee, comprised mainly of Shire
and Council members, will be established to oversee the strategic direction of the
property.
6.2.2

Capacity and Track Record

The Project Manager for the tourism project will be the Shire of Three Springs Chief
Executive Officer, Keith Woodward. He has had many years’ experience in local
government, and in his various roles has been successful in managing many major
projects, chiefly:

Project

Value
(m)

Funding

Bundegi Boat Ramp - Construction

$2.4

Recreational Boating facility Scheme

Charles Knife Road - Construction of
roads through Cape Range.

$0.6

Main Roads Black Spot

Exmouth Marina Village
Development 2006-2010

$40

Shire of Exmouth-State Government,
LandCorp and the Department of
Transport

Exmouth Town Centre and Foreshore
Revitalization

$10.5

Learmonth Airport - Construction of
runway and apron airside

$2.15

Department of Regional Development
(Royalties for the Regions)
Western Power
RADS Funding

Light Industrial Area/Reid Street
Flood Mitigation, Stages 1 & 2

$5.5

Murat Rd/Mortiss Street Road Works

$2.4

Ningaloo Centre - Construction

$32

Canal

Natural Disaster Resilience Program.
(Aust Gov)
Department of Water
Main Roads
Department of Transport
Department of Regional Development
(Royalties for the Regions)
Lotteries West
Department of Infrastructure and Regional
Development (Aust Gov)

Ross Street Mall - Reconstruction

$0.8

Shire of Exmouth

Tantabiddi Boat Ramp - Construction

$2.2

Department of Transport
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The Project Manager will be assisted in the project by the Shire’s:
•

•
•
•

Contract “Architect Superintendents Representative” who will represent the Shire
in communications on the ground with the builder. This architect will be chosen
on the basis of their previous experience;
Financial Management: Deputy Chief Executive Officer: Rajinder Sunner;
Management Assistant: Manager of Works and Services: Marc Bennett;
Grants Manager and Communications: Community Development Officer: Sharon
Bell

All of these people have a track record in projects of this size and are experienced in the
associated processes and procedures relevant to Duffy’s Store and the silo projection
project.

Project6.2.3
Cost Financial Capabilities

Establishment Recurrent
Costs
Costs

Asset Life

Depreciation
Costs

(replacement
(Annual)
In order to ensure the sustainabilityvalue)
of the project, financial
modelling has been conducted (Annual)
Excluding
GST
Maintenance
by the Shire. An assessment of current Shire assets has revealed numerous civic
Duffy's Store
$
1,995,600.00 $
29,934.00
60
$
33,260.00

Total

buildings which have now, or will soon become obsolete and will not be replaced. The
savings on replacement and ongoing maintenance and insurance costs add to the
feasibility and sustainability of this project.
$
1,995,600.00 $
29,934.00
$

Offset New Asset
Cost

Establishment Recurrent
Cost
Costs

Shire buildings that will not
be replaced.

(replacement
value)

Foreman's Office
Old Hockey Shed
Pottery Shed
Thrift Shop
Day Care Centre
Old Nurses Quarters

15 Talc Road
Mayrhofer Street
Mayrhofer Street
Maley Street
Mayrhofer Street
Carter Street

$
$
$
$
$
$

56,000.00
45,000.00
129,000.00
274,000.00
332,000.00
444,000.00

(Annual)
Maintenance
$
840.00
$
675.00
$
1,935.00
$
4,110.00
$
4,980.00
$
6,660.00

Community Hall Toilets
Playgroup Building
Westrail Buildings
Tourist Centre
Etc.
Total

57-59 Carter Street
Mayrhofer Street
Railway Road
Railway Road

$
$
$
$

75,000.00
40,000.00
400,000.00
298,000.00

$
$
$
$

1,125.00
600.00
6,000.00
4,470.00

2,093,000.00 $

31,395.00

Income (Duffys)

Units

$

Rate

Annual

Asset Life

33,260.00

Depreciation
Costs
(Annual)

60
60
60
60
60
60

$
$
$
$
$
$

933.33
750.00
2,150.00
4,566.67
5,533.33
7,400.00

60
60
60
60

$
$
$
$

1,250.00
666.67
6,666.67
4,966.67

$

34,883.33

x 10 Years

Duffy's Anchor Tenant
52
The Shire has funds in reserve
in the event of any cost overruns or financial variations, as
Kitchen
$
250.00 $
13,000.00 $
130,000.00
evidenced
by
the
audited
extract
below:
Duffy's Anchor Tenant
52
House
$
100.00 $
5,200.00 $
52,000.00
Museum Experience
1500
(donations)
$
2.00 $
3,000.00 $
30,000.00
Arts and exhibition
150
$
2.00 $
300.00 $
3,000.00
Sales of Aboriginal art
26
$
10.00 $
260.00 $
2,600.00
Product Display and
1500
Marketing
$
2.00 $
3,000.00 $
30,000.00
Pop up shops
26
$
10.00 $
260.00 $
2,600.00
Tourism Centre
25
$
10.00 $
250.00 $
2,500.00
Conference and Events
10
$
500.00 $
5,000.00 $
50,000.00
Facility Hire (Events)
2
$
1,500.00 $
3,000.00 $
30,000.00
Total
$
30,270.00 $
302,700.00
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A whole of life assessment has also been considered and the Shire has planned for the
appropriate operating and replacement costs. Considered assumptions have been made
regarding income and expenses for the running of Duffy’s Store and the lease of the café/
restaurant; included in Section 6.3 and in the Cost Benefit Analysis, Attachment 1.

6.3

Whole of Life

6.3.1

Whole of Life Modelling

Whole of Life modelling is an investment appraisal and management tool which assesses
the total cost of an asset over its whole life. It takes account of the initial capital cost, as
well as operational, maintenance, repair, upgrade and eventual disposal costs of
ownership necessary to ensure service continuity. The future costs associated with
owning, operating and maintaining an asset are usually significantly greater than the initial
capital cost, and consideration of these components allow for enhanced decision making.
As a costing model, it is important to realise that whilst some of these costs may be
countered with income received, Whole of Life modelling does not take income into
account.
Whole of Life modelling has limitations – it is not about perfect forecasts of long-term cash
flows. Financial planning and forecasting often involves estimating and, in some cases,
best ‘guesstimates’ and Whole of Life modelling is the same. This Business Case has
sought to use good, reliable data, but forecasts can be affected by a significant range of
financial and socio-economic factors and this should be considered in any future
assessment.
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Data for the Whole of Life modelling has been obtained via:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
6.3.2

Opinion of probable cost provided by Erik Postmus AAIQS, Quantity Surveyor
Quote for the projector provided by James Cunningham; Smart Digital;
Information provided by the Shire of Three Springs
Knowledge and experience from Paul Rosair, Principal of NAJA Business
Consulting services, who oversaw the Royalties for Regions program and all the
associated financial justifications for asset development and management;
Information from Core Business Australia, asset management consultants;
Advice from Mann Advisory, economic development strategist;
Australian Tax Office schedules;
Department of Local government, Sport and Cultural Industries documents and
Queensland Treasury Corporation Whole of Life Documents.
Methodology

In assessing the different methodology options for Whole of Life analysis for this project,
the best approach was determined to be to input high-level costs associated with:
•
•
•
•

Capital expenditure
Operating costs
Maintenance costs
Annual Renewal expenditure (replacement fund)

Capital Expenditure: Sourced from the Opinion of Probable Cost provided by Erik
Postmus AAIQS, Quantity Surveyor and James Cunningham; Smart Digital.
Operating Costs: For the purposes of this whole of life analysis, operating costs are
defined as costs associated with the running of a business on a day-to-day basis. This
includes the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Utilities -Water (excluding kitchen);
Utilities – Electricity (excluding kitchen);
Insurance;
Telephone and internet;
Advertising;
Printing and Stationery;
Cleaning products;
Facility cleaning;
Movie hire;
Licencing and software costs

Excluded from the Whole of Life calculations are employees’ wages (apart from cleaning)
Maintenance Costs: Maintenance costs of 1.5% have been used in the Cost Benefit
Analysis. This is consistent with industry and Local Government standards.
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Annual Renewal expenditure: Asset management is a practical and financially
responsible means of managing building and infrastructure assets by ensuring that the
assets continue to provide a specified level of service delivery to defined standards over
the entire life of the asset and that there is sufficient resource allocation made to replace
the asset at the end of its life if the service delivered by the asset is to continue.
Building and infrastructure assets have long lives, often in the range of 40 to 100 years.
An important aspect of asset management is to try to predict when resources will be
required to renew the asset, maintain the asset and operate the asset of long-term periods
so that cashflows generated by these different categories of expenditure can be planned
for, and be on hand, when they are required (optimum lifecycle).
Optimum lifecycle is the point in time when replacement of an asset / asset component is
the lowest cost. Replacement too early wastes life in the asset, replacement too late
increases risk and consequently cost. To help better understand future cashflows, a
financial forecast model is developed. The forecasts are based upon the presumption that
assets continue to be utilised indefinitely and so the asset will be replaced when its
condition reaches an intervention condition of 8 (as per intervention condition rating
below).
In order to determine how much needs to be spent on an asset to keep it in functional
order, a decision is required in regard as to when to intervene to undertake works to renew
the asset, e.g., when to replace a roof, when to refit a kitchen etc.
For this exercise a model for the next 20 years has been developed based on the Moloney
Renewal Model which contains a financial modelling tool that provides an asset owner
with the opportunity and ability to predict future expenditure requirements and asset
conditions based on adopted asset deterioration or consumption curves.
6.3.3

Intervention Condition Rating

In this model, the intervention point reflects back to a condition definition index that
describes a range of asset conditions ranked from 0, being a new asset (or in new
condition), through to 10, being a total failure with an extreme risk in leaving the asset in
service. An intervention rating of 8 – “In very poor condition with evidence of multiple
failures and the inability to continue to satisfactorily provide the original intended purpose”
has been used for the purposes of this renewal expenditure estimation.

Condition
Rating

Definition

0

New asset or component recently rehabilitated to new condition.

1

As new condition, no visible signs of wear and tear or defects.

2

In excellent condition with only very slight condition decline.

3

In very good condition with some early signs of wear and tear commensurate
with age and use.
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Condition
Rating

Definition

4

In good condition with some obvious signs of wear and tear but no evidence
of deterioration.

5

In fair condition, minor evidence of deterioration of the element which could
potentially shorten life.

6

In fair to poor condition with significant evidence of deterioration of the
element which could lead to failure.

7

In poor condition with evidence of minor isolated failure which will reduce
future life, maintenance costs high.

8

In very poor condition with evidence of multiple failures and the inability to
continue to satisfactorily provide the original intended purpose.

9

In extremely poor condition with significant evidence of failure of the element
and failure to provide design purpose.

10

Total failure, extreme risk in leaving asset in service.

Condition 8 is at the point just beyond where most asset owners would be comfortable
with using the asset to deliver a service from, particularly if the asset is accessed or used.
The model therefore predicts (over a 20-year period) what the likely annual cashflow might
be to ensure that all major asset components remain at a condition better than Condition
8.
Infrastructure does not last indefinitely, and all assets require ongoing replacement of
components as they wear out. It should also be noted that different asset components
have different lives and therefore produce different cash flow demands. In this instance,
the roof, mechanical and fitout components will be expected to be replaced before Duffy’s
Store reaches its end of life. Given that this is a historical building of over a hundred years
old already, and that the Shire has a vested interest in keeping it sound, assumptions
have been made on the basis that it will conservatively last for at least another 60 years
once the redevelopment has been done.
Consequently, for the purposes of this analysis, it has been assumed that the building’s:
•
•
•
•

Structure will have a life of 60 years, although if maintained well, this estimation
may prove to be conservative;
Roof will have a life span of 25 years;
Mechanical services will have a life span of 15 years and
Fit out will have a life span of 20 years
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6.3.4

Calculations

Duffy’s Store
Assumptions for Whole of Life Calculation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital costs $2,422,603
Annual maintenance costs of 1.5%
Annual operational costs as per Section 5 of the Cost Benefit Analysis, including
facility cleaning but excluding other wages and depreciation.
Cost of funding: $620,000 loan assumed to be paid over 30 years @ 3.84%
Recurring costs: $10,000 every 10 years for renovation
CPI indexed at 1.5% per annum
Useful life of building 60 years
Building residual value of 20%.

Whole of life modelling indicates that the overall cost of the Duffy’s Store project is
$9,430,387 at the nominal rate (3.89 X capex multiple).

Total Cost Breakdown

$$91,500.00

$1,045,105.72
$2,422,603.00

Capital
Expenditure
Total Maintenance

Total Operations
Total Cost of
Funding
Total Other Costs

$3,177,849.49

$3,177,849.49
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Total Nominal Cost Breakdown
$12,000,000.00
$10,000,000.00
$8,000,000.00
$6,000,000.00
$4,000,000.00
$2,000,000.00
$0.00

Projector and Van
Assumptions for Whole of Life Calculation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital costs $146,911
Annual maintenance costs of 1.5%
Annual operational costs 2% based on cost of movie hire, licencing and software,
and average running costs of a medium sized vehicle26
CPI indexed at 1.5% per annum
Residual value of 10%.
Useful life of projector and van 10 years

Whole of life modelling indicates that the overall cost of the Projector project including van
and installation is $217,363 at the nominal rate (1.48X capex multiple).

26

https://www.budgetdirect.com.au/car-insurance/research/car-owner-cost-statistics.html
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Total Cost Breakdown

$31,806.23

Capital Expenditure

$23,854.67

Total Maintenance
Total Operations
$146,911.00

Total Nominal Cost Breakdown
$250,000.00

$200,000.00

$150,000.00

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

$0.00

-$50,000.00
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Summary of Costs:

Cost

Over Useful life
Duffy’s
Store

Per Annum
Duffy’s
Store

Projector
and Van

Projector
and Van

Operating Costs

$3,177,849
(60yrs)

$31,806
(10yrs)

$36,884*

$2,982*

Maintenance Costs

$3,177,849
(60yrs)

$23,854
(10yrs)

$36,884*

$2,236*

$1,045,106
(30 yrs
principal
and interest)
$91,500

-

$34,837

-

-

$1,525

-

$110,130

$5,218

Cost of Money

Renovation Costs
TOTAL
* Indexed at 1.5% CPI

Annual Renewal Expenditure for Duffy’s Store has been calculated according to its
components.

Component

Value
%

Component
Value

Life
yrs

Renewal
%

Annual
Renewal

Structure

64.97%

$1,573,965

60

2.08%

$32,738

Roof

5%

$121,130

25

5.00%

$6,056

Mechanical Services 15%

$363,391

15

8.33%

$30,270

Fitout

15.03%

$364,117

20

6.25%

$22,757

Total

100%

$2,422,603

AARD

$91,821

Annual Renewal Expenditure for the Silo Projection project has been calculated as the
capital cost plus CPI of 1.5% over 10 years; $17,049 p.a.

Whole of Life

Duffy’s Store

Projector

Totals

Annual Costs

$110,130

$5,218

$115,348

Renewal costs

$91,821

$17,049

$108,870

$201,951

$22,267

$224,218

Combined Totals

It must be noted that the Average Annual Renewal Demand (AARD) is an average and
that although costs are initially low, there comes a time when renewal is required. This
can be seen when the figures for the facilities are input into a Moloney based model, which
is based on showing predicted annual renewal expenditure requirements over the first 20
years of life. The diagram below indicates that mechanical and fitout costs are the
components requiring early intervention, while renewal funds for the roof are relatively low
over the first 20 years of the model. By averaging out the whole of life renewal demand, a
sinking fund can be created to ensure the funds are available when required.
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PREDICTED ANNUAL RENEWAL
EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENT IN $
To Treat All Assets That Reach
Intervention - Separated by Asset
Class
$60,000.00

$50,000.00
$40,000.00
$30,000.00
$20,000.00
$10,000.00

$0.00

Structure

Roof

Mechanical

Fitout

The above whole of life costs can be offset by any income received from leasing
agreements, entry fees, grants etc.

6.4

Cost Benefit Analysis

A Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA), which mapped the expected benefits of the project in
comparison to the costs was undertaken as part of this Business Case. (See full CBA Attachment 1). It is noted that cost benefit analysis findings often overstate the actual
benefits, and that there are difficulties in the Western Australian context of applying
outdated data and multipliers which may not be directly transferrable to the state’s regional
economic conditions27. As such, a very conservative approach was taken (with sensitivity
analyses produced over four scenarios), as the Shire does not want to imply the potential
of creating an unrealistic impact.
CBA summary:
The key benefit categories identified in relation to this project encompass:

Economic
Employment
Gross Regional Product
Tourism

Social
Social Connectedness
Volunteering

27

Department of Treasury and Finance (WA). (March 2002). Economic Research Articles. Retrieved from
https://www.treasury.wa.gov.au/uploadedFiles/ecoresearchart2002.pdf
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Employment Benefits
The results from the EIAT for the capital works outlay on the redevelopment of the Duffy’s
Store facilities and purchase of the silo projector equipment and mobile unit, all to be
completed in a 12-month period, showed that it would result in an additional 11 Full time
equivalents (FTEs) being employed during this 12-month build process. Of the 11 FTE in
2021, 7 FTE would be employed directly on the build and 4 FTE as flow on within related
industry sectors used by the EIAT model (see graphs and tables below). Note every ten
years when the silo projector and van is due for a replacement this has the potential to
create 1 FTE in that year of purchase.

The expected direct employment benefits of the project, once operational, are equivalent
to 3.5 new FTE with a total annual income benefit of $162,205 (see below table). Note
that the Facility Manager is not included in these figures as this will be undertaken as part
of the Shires existing Community Development Officer role as 20 percent of the duties.
As such no new FTE is create for this position.
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Direct Employment Benefits
Chef/Professional x 1 FTE

Annual

28

$60,000

Café allrounder x 1 FTE29
Casual/Part-time wait person (0.5 FTE)

$52,504
30

$21,450

Traineeship Tourism, Community and Events (1
FTE)31
$28,251
Total

$162,205

The expected dollar value of employment benefits for the project over twenty years is
$4,515,417 which has been included in the Cost Benefit Analysis calculated as follows:
During a 12-month build phase: 7 FTE in 2021 are estimated to be directly employed for
this project. The estimated dollar value benefit of these 7 FTE salaries over the 12-month
period for the build phase is $699,881 based on the average annual construction/builder’s
wage in Australia as of February 2021 of $99,98332 e.g., $99,983 x 7 FTE = $699,881
benefit during 2021 for the project.
During the same phase a flow on benefit of a further 4 FTE are expected to be employed
across related industry sectors that support the building and construction sector. The
estimated dollar value benefit of these 4 FTE salaries is $280,000 based on the average
annual salary in Western Australia as of February 2021 being $70,00033 and the build
timeframe for the project taking 12 months – e.g., $70,000 x 4 FTE = $280,000 benefit
during 2021.
The expected direct employment benefits of the project are calculated as follows:
Once all components of the redevelopment are operational, the expected additional new
3.5 FTE (Café staff and new Trainee) with derive a total annual income benefit of
$162,205, which when indexed at CPI of 1.5% over the twenty-year period equates to an
overall benefit of $3,535,536.
Gross Regional Product (GRP) Benefits – Build/Construction phase only
The results from the EIAT for the full build/construction for the redevelopment of the
Duffy’s Store, façade upgrade and purchase of the projection equipment showed that it
would result in a total GRP Benefit of $1.214m ($0.735m in direct benefits and $0.479m
in flow on benefits, see graphs and tables below). Note every ten years when the silo
projector is due for a replacement this has the potential to create an additional GRP
Benefit of $77,000 in that year or purchase.

28

https://au.talent.com/salary?job=chef

29

https://au.talent.com/salary?job=cafe+all+rounder

30

https://au.talent.com/salary?job=waiter+waitress

31

Expected Trainee Wage supplied by the Shire of Three Springs including superannuation.

32

https://au.talent.com/salary?job=construction+

33

https://au.talent.com/salary?job=western+australia
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The assumption here is that the facility will be constructed by a local WA builder and that
during the construction phase this will mean this money will be spent and retained within
the local economy.

Gross Regional Product Impact ($M)
in Three Springs (S)
2021

2022

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Direct

0.735 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.058

Flow-on

0.479 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.019

Total

1.214 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.077

Tourism Benefits
The following table shows the end results of the likely total Tourism Benefits that can be
derived per annum based on these assumptions and calculations. Note that the proposed
tourism benefits are conservative in nature as only the increased tourist numbers from the
peak season between July and September have been calculated as part of this CBA. With
other events planned to utilise the silo projection all year round there is expected to be
further increased tourist numbers from day trips and also overnight stays outside the peak
season, bringing further potential increased tourism benefits to the local economy than
those shown above.
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Visitor
Category

General - 3
night
stays

Wildflower
Season
day visits

TS360
Event – 3
night
stays
TS360 –
spectator
day visits

Predicted
additional
tourists /
visitors /
spectators
150 per
week for
13 weeks
during
peak
season
100 per
day for two
months of
peak
season
50
participants

200
spectators
on day
visits
445
attendees
x 12 events

Event
nights
Annual
Total
Total over
20 years
indexed at
CPI

Scenario 1 – 100%
Direct
Indirect
Benefit
Benefit
$
$

Scenario 2 – 75%
Direct
Indirect
Benefit
Benefit
$
$

Scenario 3 – 50%
Direct
Indirect
Benefit
Benefit
$
$

Scenario 4 – 25%
Direct
Indirect
Benefit
Benefit
$
$

549,900

500,409

410,592

373,639

274,950

250,204

135,642

123,434

152,500

138,775

114,375

104,081

76,250

69,387

38,125

34,694

14,100

12,831

10,434

9,495

7,050

6,415

3,384

3,079

5,000

4,550

3,750

3,412

2,500

2,275

1,250

1,137

53,400

-

40,080

-

26,640

-

13,320

-

$774,900

$656,565

$579,231

$490,627

$387,390

$328,282

$191,721

$162,345

$16,890,276

$14,310,961

$12,625,334

$10,694,066

$8,443,830

$7,155,480

$4,178,888

$3,538,586

$31,201,237

$23,319,400

$15,599,310

$7,717,474

Social Connectiveness Benefits
In order to establish an indicative measure of the potential social connectiveness benefits
from the project, the following approach has been applied:

•

To calculate the social value from the ongoing costs to operate the facilities and
the events a multiplier of 3.5 has been used against the annual operating costs of
the facilities (excluding depreciation) and events, which in 2022/23 totaled
$126,122 delivering a benefit of $441,428. Over twenty years indexed at a CPI
rate of 1.5% this equates to a total of $9,621,688 in social connectiveness benefits.

Volunteering Benefits
To calculate the Duffy’s Street Store Redevelopment volunteer benefit (with its Visitor
Centre and the holding of community events using the projection on to the silos) we utilised
the number of volunteer hours provided by the Shire of Three Springs and input them into
the Volunteering WA’s Volunteer Benefits Calculator34 ; see table below

34

https://www.volunteeringwa.org.au/resources/volunteer-benefits-calculator
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Duffy’s Street Store Redevelopment and Silo
Projection Event Volunteer Hours
Individual Age Group Hours

Individual Benefit value per year

15-24

531

$ 12,213

25-34

656

$ 26,896

35-44

691

$ 33,859

45-54

632

$ 31,600

55-64

330

$ 17,160

65-74

383

$ 15,703

75+

108

$ 4,428

Total volunteer patrol hours 3,332

$ 141,859

Organisational Volunteer hours

Organisation Benefit value per
year

Club Management Committee 63

$

Other Committees

1704

$ 130,465

Total committee hours

1,767

$ 135,320

Total
hours

Annual

volunteer
5,099

4,855

Total
Annual
Benefit value

$277,179

This calculation results in the Duffy’s Street Store Redevelopment and Silo Projection
Event project providing $277,179 in value to the Shire and WA community each year
through its volunteering hours. Over twenty years this equates to a total of $5,266,392 in
volunteering benefits.
Summary of results using four scenarios over a 20-year period:

Benefit Area

Future Value of Benefits over 20 years
Scenario 1
100% projected
increased
Tourism figures
achieved

Employment
Gross Regional Product
Tourism (Direct & Indirect)
Social Connectedness
Volunteering

Scenario 2
75% projected
increased
Tourism figures
achieved

Scenario 3
50% projected
increased
Tourism figures
achieved

Scenario 4
25% projected
increased
Tourism
figures
achieved

$4,515,417
$4,515,417
$4,515,417
$1,368,000
$1,368,000
$1,368,000
$31,201,237 $23,319,400 $15,599,310
$9,621,688
$9,621,688
$9,621,688
$5,266,392
$5,266,392
$5,266,392

$4,515,417
$1,368,000
$7,717,474
$9,621,688
$5,266,392

A standard cost-benefit framework was used to develop a 20-year discounted cash flow
analysis of the benefits and costs identified in the preceding sections. Assuming a
discount rates of 3%, 7% and 10%, the proposal is expected to yield positive Net Present
Value Benefits across all three discount rates and scenarios tested.
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The Benefit Cost Ratios are also economically positive as shown in the following tables.
As discussed earlier, given the very conservative approach taken in this analysis, it is
likely that the actual social benefits could be higher than estimated.
Scenario 1 - 100 % Projected increased tourism figures achieved
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$40,521,952
$34,864,616
7.16 : 1

$29,468,657
$24,724,912
6.21 : 1

$24,065,044
$19,764,431
5.60 : 1

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$29,392,955
$23,735,619
5.19 : 1

$21,522,714
$16,778,969
4.54 : 1

$17,679,963
$13,379,350
4.11 : 1

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$11,128,997
$5,471,661
1.97 : 1

$7,945,943
$3,202,197
1.67 : 1

$6,385,081
$2,084,468
1.49 : 1

Economic Benefits only for Scenario 1
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio
Social Benefits only for Scenario 1
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio

Scenario 2 - 75 % Projected increased tourism figures achieved
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$34,515,792
$28,858,456
6.10 : 1

$25,205,603
$20,461,858
5.31 : 1

$20,653,263
$16,352,650
4.80 : 1

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$23,528,696
$17,871,360
4.16 : 1

$17,360,379
$12,616,633
3.66 : 1

$14,348,788
$10,048,175
3.33 : 1

Economic Benefits only for Scenario 2
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio
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Social Benefits Stage only for Scenario 2
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$10,987,096
$5,329,760
1.94 : 1

$7,845,224
$3,101,479
1.65 : 1

$6,304,475
$2,003,862
1.47 : 1

Scenario 3 - 50 % Projected increased tourism figures achieved
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$28,771,876
$23,114,539
5.09 : 1

$21,128,685
$16,384,939
4.45 : 1

$17,390,448
$13,089,835
4.04 : 1

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$17,784,780
$12,127,443
3.14 : 1

$13,283,460
$8,539,715
2.80 : 1

$11,085,973
$6,785,360
2.58 : 1

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$10,987,096
$5,329,760
1.94 : 1

$7,845,224
$3,101,479
1.65 : 1

$6,304,475
$2,003,862
1.47 : 1

Economic Benefits only for Scenario 3
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio

Social Benefits Stage only for Scenario 3
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio

Scenario 4 - 25 % Projected increased tourism figures achieved
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$22,907,616
$17,250,280
4.05 : 1

$16,966,349
$12,222,604
3.58 : 1

$14,059,273
$9,758,660
3.27 : 1
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Economic Benefits only for Scenario 4
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project
plus ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$11,920,520
$6,263,184
2.11 : 1

$9,121,125
$4,377,379
1.92 : 1

$7,754,798
$3,454,185
1.80 : 1

3%
$5,657,336

7%
$4,743,746

10%
$4,300,613

$10,987,096
$5,329,760
1.94 : 1

$7,845,224
$3,101,479
1.65 : 1

$6,304,475
$2,003,862
1.47 : 1

Social Benefits Stage only for Scenario 4
Discount Rate
Present value of costs – project plus
ongoing renewal ($m)
Present value of benefits ($m)
Net Present Value ($m)
Benefit to Cost Ratio

Note: that figures above have been rounded and thus may not exactly match when added together.

On current estimates as just a stand-alone economic investment proposal, the
development at a 7% discount rate with a 100% increase in tourism numbers at peak
season provides a positive position with a net present benefit of $16,778,969 and benefit
cost ratio of $4.54 returned for every dollar invested over the 20-year period.
With the addition of the social and community benefits taken into consideration the project
becomes an even more attractive proposition, with the project expected to yield a net
present benefit of $24,724,912 over 20 years and a benefit cost ratio of $6.21 for every
dollar invested.
At the other end of the scenario analysis when the increase in tourism numbers at peak
season is brought back to just 25%, the development at a 7% discount rate provides a
positive economic only position with a net present benefit of $4,377,379 and benefit cost
ratio of $1.92 returned for every dollar invested over the 20-year period.
With the addition of the social and community benefits taken into consideration on this
25% tourism increase scenario the project is expected to yield a net present benefit of
$12,222,604 over 20 years and a benefit cost ratio of $3.58 for every dollar invested.
On the basis of these benefit figures at the top and lower end of the estimated increased
tourism numbers the Shire would be justified in proceeding with the development of the
project, noting the potential financial operating costs, implications and risks of the project
as outlined at the beginning of this section.
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7. RISK IDENTIFICATION, ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION
7.1

Introduction

Risk Management is a logical systematic process of eliminating or minimising the adverse
impact of activities or events that may give rise to injurious or dangerous situations. This
requires the development of a framework within which risks can be identified, evaluated,
treated and monitored. Risks associated with any activity, function or process for the
redevelopment of Duffy’s Store should be addressed in a manner that will enable the Shire
to minimise losses and maximise opportunities.
Traditionally, there are four main categories of risk facing community organisations and
venues. Understanding the general types of risks facing the Shire and Duffy’s Store will
provide a better understanding of the actions to minimise the exposure to risk.
The four main categories of risk are:
•
•

•
•

Physical Risks involve injuries to participants or the public or the damage or
destruction of property.
Financial Risks affect the financial situation of the organisation or project and
could include increased infrastructure costs, insurance premiums, costs
associated with injuries, loss of financial stability and asset value, replacement
costs, earning capacity and increased external administrative costs.
Moral and ethical risks involve the loss of quality of participant experience and
confidence, adverse publicity and damage to an Organisation’s image or
reputation.
Legal risks are losses and costs arising from legal actions for breach of law,
standard or guideline or breaches of statutory duty of care.

The design of Duffy’s Store and the proposed silo projection project has addressed the
management of each of these types of risk. Foremost amongst the risks identified at the
project site are physical risks. Physical risks concern the tangible assets incorporated into
the project, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Buildings
Ancillary infrastructure (e.g., lighting and irrigation)
Fencing
Car Parking access
Access and circulation (roads, driveways and pathways)

Safety is a vital element of sound community infrastructure design. All components of the
Duffy’s Store must comply with relevant Australian Standards and industry best practice
and incorporate Crime Prevention through Environmental Design and Water Sensitive
Urban Design principles. This project is planned to provide a safe environment in which
the community of Three Springs and surrounds can enjoy access to the new public and
commercial infrastructure and associated facilities.
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The Shire will monitor and manage these risks in a structured way, so any potential threat
to the delivery of outputs (level of resourcing, time, cost and quality) and the realisation of
outcomes/benefits by the facility are appropriately managed to ensure the project is
completed successfully. As risk management is an ongoing process over the life of an
asset or project, the Risk Register in Section 7.4 must only be considered a ‘snapshot’ of
relevant risks at this one point in time.

7.2

Identification

The Australian Standard for Risk Management AS/NZS 4360: 2004 has been applied in
identification of the risks for the Restoration and Redevelopment of Duffy’s Store and Silo
Projection project. The wording or articulation of each risk under this process follows a
simple two-step approach:
•

Consider what might be a ‘trigger’ event or threat – several triggers may reveal the
same inherent risk; then

•

Identify the risk - e.g., ‘budget blow out’ then describe the nature of the risk and the
impact on the project if the risk is not mitigated or managed (e.g., project delayed or
abandoned, expenditure to date wasted, outcomes not realised, government
embarrassed etc).

In developing the initial risk register, the Shire identified a comprehensive list of events,
scenarios and possible causes utilising tools such as strategic plans, business plans,
check lists, experience, past records, brainstorming and system analysis.
To simplify and tailor the risk identification process to this project, the four main categories
of risk categories listed at the start of this Section (physical, financial, moral and ethical,
legal) have been distributed across six areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.3

Project Management
Health and Safety
Financial
Legal
Environmental
Community

Analysis and evaluation

Once risks have been identified they will be analysed by determining how they might affect
the success of the project including:
•
•
•
•

Project outcomes (benefits) are delayed or reduced;
Project output quality is reduced;
Timeframes are extended; and/or
Costs are increased.

Once analysed, the risks will be evaluated to determine the likelihood of a risk or threat
being realised and the consequence, or impact, should the risk occur.
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'Likelihood' is a qualitative measure of probability to express the strength of our belief that
the threat will emerge, generally ranked as Rare, Unlikely, Moderate, Likely or Almost
Certain. 'Consequence' is a qualitative measure of negative impact to convey the overall
loss of value from a project if the threat emerges, based on the extent of the damage
(generally ranked as Insignificant, Minor, Moderate, Major or Catastrophic.
The following Corporate Risk Matrix listed below provides the basis of how the likelihood
and consequence for each risk was analysed and evaluated.

CORPORATE RISK MATRIX
1
Insignificant

2
Minor

Consequence
3
Moderate

5

Moderate

High

High

Extreme

Extreme

4

Low

Moderate

High

High

Extreme

Possible
Not expected to occur but
could under specific
circumstances
25% to 75% chance

3

Low

Moderate

Moderate

High

High

Unlikely
Conceivable but not likely
to occur under normal
operations (no previous
occurrence)
5% to 25% chance

2

Low

Low

Moderate

Moderate

High

1

Low

Low

Low

Low

Moderate

Likelihood

Almost Certain
Expected to occur at
times of normal
operations (more than
once per year)
95% chance
Likely
Will occur at some stage
based on previous
incidents
75% to 95% chance

Rare
Only occurs in
exceptional
circumstances
<5% chance

4
Major

5
Catastrophic
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The consequences are rated against the following criteria.
Consequences

Financial
• Asset/Infrastructure
Compliance/Regulatory
• Legal
• Contract Management
• Procurement/Tendering
• Project Management

Reputation
• Political
• Business Development

Environmental
• Asset/Infrastructure

Service Delivery
• Compliance/
Regulatory
• Governance
• Strategic Risk
• Project Management

Negligible
financial loss
(>10k or 5% of
project cost) No
real disruption
to business

No injury/first
aid only. No
impact on
morale.

No media or
political
attention. Some
local complaints

Minor instance
of
environmental
damage. Can
be reversed
immediately.

Interruption to a
service - no
impact to
customers/
business

4
Minor

Minor financial loss
($10k-$50k or 10%
of project cost)
minor financial
disruption. Minor
variation to budget
for financial year.

Minor medical
attention. Negligible
impact on morale.

Some local media
attention.
Community concern
- little adverse
effect.

Minor impact to
environment. Can
be reversed in short
term.

Minor interruption to
a service with
minimal impact to
customers/business

3
Moderate
Moderate
financial loss
($50k-$200k
or 20% of
project cost).
Moderate
impact to
business
operations.
May impact
beyond
current
financial year.
Significant
injury requiring
medical
attention.
Short term
effect on
morale and
business.
Significant
media
attention.
Significant
public interest.
Potential for
adverse local
media or
potential
attention.
Moderate
impact to
environment.
Localised
damage that
has potential
to spread and
reversed with
intensive
efforts.
Moderate
interruption to
service
delivery.
Customer
impact up to
48hrs. Partial
BCP action
may be
needed.

2
Major

1
Catastrophic

Major financial
loss ($200k$500k or 30%
of project
cost) major
impact on
business
operations.
Multiple
financial year
impact.

Significant
financial loss
(>$500k or 40%
of project cost)
loss of business
operation.
Multiple financial
year impact

Serious longterm injury.
Temporary
disablement.
Significant
impact on
morale and
business.

Major
injury/disablement
or death. Long
term effect on
morale and
performance of
business.

Regional or
State-wide
media
attention.
Public
Interest. Long
term effect on
reputation

Potential National
media attention.
Prolonged media
or political
attention.
Irreparable
damage to
reputation.

Severe loss of
environmental
amenity,
dander of
continuing
environmental
damage.

Major loss of
environmental
amenity irrecoverable
environmental
damage.

Major
interruption to
service
delivery.
Customer
impact 7-14
days. Full or
partial BCP
action may be
needed.

Major interruption
to delivery of all
or most services
for more than 14
days. Full BCP
action required.

RISSK ANALYSIS

People
• HR
• WHS

5
Insignificant
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7.4

Risk Register

The following is the Risk Register prepared by the Shire of Three Springs for the Duffy’s
Store and silo projection project.
Item

Potential
Issue/Risk

1.1

Design
variations being
identified after
construction has
commenced.
Disputes arising
between Shire
and construction
contractors

1.2

Initial
Risk
Rating

1.4

1.5

1.6

Low
management
competency of
subcontractors
Unavailability of
sufficient
amounts of
skilled labour

Lack of
coordination
between project
participants
Change of
management
within Shire

1.8

Poor working
relationships
between
contractors and
subcontractors
Quality of the
finished building
not meeting
community
expectations

Revised
Risk
Rating
Low

Shire, Project
Manager

Low

Shire, Project
Manager

Low

Shire, Project
Manager

Moderate

Shire

Low

Shire

Low

Moderate

Maintain regular communication
between all parties. Hold regular project
team meetings and ensure cooperation
between parties involved on the project.

Shire, Project
Manager

Low

Moderate

Manage the quality of the project
throughout construction in accordance
with the ECCC Quality Management
Plan.

Shire, Project
Manager

Low

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

1.7

Ensure adequate consultation and
research occurs to finalise the design
prior to construction

Responsibility

Shire, Design
Consultants

Low

Moderate

1.3

Control Measure/Actions

Ensure that construction contracts allow
for efficient dispute resolution as per
the Quality Management Plan. Address
grievances or complaints following
resolution to ensure that they do not
occur.
Ensure that all contractors hold and
maintain relevant insurances (Public
Liability, Professional Indemnity,
Workcover, etc.) and appropriate
licenses.
Monitor the performance of all
contractors and subcontractors in
accordance with the ECCC
Procurement Plan and the ECCC
Quality Management Plan.
Maintain contact with preferred
suppliers prior to construction to
confirm availability. Confirm project
start and end dates with contractors as
soon as they are confirmed through
Shire’s project scheduling and
availability of Government funding.
Ensure the ongoing competency of the
Project Manager and ensure a
communication plan is in place during
construction.
Establish a Project Steering Committee
to manage the project and
communicate regularly. Review Risk
Register. Communicate project rollout
strategy changes. Confirm project
deadlines and budget. Communicate
impact on project scope changes to
stakeholders. Maintain continuity of
project management through projects
tender process.
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Item

Potential
Issue/Risk

1.9

Poor site
security leading
to vandalism,
theft or work
interruptions

1.10

2.1

Underground
services are
disturbed or
severed

Initial
Risk
Rating

Moderate

Moderate

General safety
accident
occurrence –
contractors or
staff

Moderate

Control Measure/Actions

Ensure that all site access controls are
in place and secure. Appoint security
services whenever necessary. Inspect
fences and gates regularly and repair or
replace any sections immediately as
required. Ensure that all equipment,
chemicals, fuels and materials are
either removed from the site when not
in use or appropriately secured.
Research and document all
underground services well in advance
of construction works including “Dial
Before You Dig” investigations. Update
and maintain plans of underground
services throughout the project.
Construction methods and site
management to exceed minimum
standards for workplace safety at all
times. All construction works are to
meet Workplace Health and Safety
Regulations. All workers onsite are to
receive necessary induction (refer
induction guidelines below). Work
methods are to be clearly documented
wherever necessary. Project Manager
to put in place appropriate workplace
health and safety controls and maintain
vigilance regarding site safety at all
times. Appointed Consultant Project
Managers to provide a construction
Safety Plan to the satisfaction of Shire.
times.
Inductions
All personnel are to undergo relevant
safety inductions prior to coming onto
and/or starting work at the site.
Inductions are to include Shire’s
Induction and the Principal Contractor’s
Site-Specific Inductions conducted by a
designated representative of the
Principal Contractor. The Principal
Contractor will induct ALL personnel
coming onto the site to carry out work
and will discuss all safety aspects of the
construction safety program and
Method Statements (where necessary).
A written record of the date of the
induction and the name and details of
the worker inducted is to be made on a
Site-Specific Induction Form and the
categories and content of the induction
are to be recorded on the Site-Specific
Checklist and kept onsite for reference
purposes. Work Method inductions are
to be conducted by subcontractors for
their employees in relation to individual
trade and company standard work
procedures and work methods. This is
to incorporate Health, Safety and
Environmental requirements.
.

Responsibility

Revised
Risk
Rating

Project Manager

Low

Shire, Project
Manager

Low

Shire, Project
Manager

Low
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Item

Potential
Issue/Risk

2.2

General safety
accident
occurrence –
general public

Initial
Risk
Rating

High

3.2

3.3
3.4

Price inflation of
construction
materials,
contractor and
consultant
services
Incomplete or
inaccurate cost
estimate
Conflict of
Interest
Fraudulent
behaviour

Moderate

Low
Low

Low

4.1

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

6.1

Excessive
approval
procedures
Inadequate or
insufficient site
information (soil
test and survey
report)
Noise pollution
caused by
construction
Dust pollution
caused by
construction
Natural
disasters
impacting on
project
construction
quality, costs or
timeframes
Negative
impacts on local
residents and
businesses
caused by
construction
works.

Low

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Construction methods and site
management to exceed minimum
standards for workplace safety at all
times. All construction works are to
meet Workplace Health and Safety
Regulations. Project Manager to put in
place appropriate workplace health and
safety controls and maintain vigilance
regarding site safety at all times.
A designated Shire or Principal
Contractor representative must
accompany visitors at all times on the
site.
Include sufficient contingencies and
allowances for escalation in the project
budget. Closely monitor the
construction costs versus the budget
throughout construction. Have a
capped contract for construction.
Seek ratification of cost estimates prior
to construction commencement.
Manage in accordance with Shire
policies to declare conflicts of interest.
Refer to Shire Fraud Policy and
guidelines. Adhere to codes of conduct.
Investigate suspicious activity or
complaints in accordance with fraud
policy.
Work closely with Shire’s development
assessment personnel and relevant
state government agencies to address
the conditions of the project’s approvals
Confirm environmental conditions well
in advance of scheduled construction
commencement.
Project Manager to maintain
responsibility for mitigating noise
impacts surrounding land uses.
Project manager to maintain
responsibility for suppressing dust
during and following construction.
Ensure the safe storage of all
equipment, chemicals, fuels and
materials so as to avoid damage during
natural disasters. Create safe and
secure storage locations onsite and
offsite. Monitor weather conditions
regularly during construction.
Manage site access and egress and
traffic control at all times. Provide
advice to local land holders regarding
any anticipated interruptions to traffic
flow, water, electricity,
telecommunications or other services
well in advance. Avoid rework wherever
possible to minimise local impacts.

Responsibility

Revised
Risk
Rating

Shire, Project
Manager

Moderate

Shire, Quantity
Surveyors

Low

Shire, Quantity
Surveyors

Low

Shire

Low

Shire

Low

Shire, Project
Manager

Low

Shire, Project
Manager

Low

Shire, Project
Manager

Low

Shire, Project
Manager

Low

Project Manager

Low

Project Manager

Low

RISSK ANALYSIS

3.1

Control Measure/Actions
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Potential
Issue/Risk

6.2

Inappropriate
delivery of
landscaping

Initial
Risk
Rating

6.4

7.1

7.5

Deterioration of
community
relationships
leading to public
criticism of the
project.

Community /
Environmental
objections to
project

Adverse
publicity on
project and
inability to
deliver the
project,
damaging the
Shire brand

Build in sufficient lead times for
landscaping. Ensure that landscaping
conforms to the approved landscaping
for the project. Monitor the development
of landscaping to ensure that it
conforms to the approved
commissioned designs.
Engage with the community throughout
the project. Ensure that the community
feels a sense of ownership of the
project and its outcomes through the
regular provision of information and
project updates regarding progress and
positive project outcomes.

Responsibility

Revised
Risk
Rating

Shire, Project
Manager

Low

Shire

Low

Low

Engage with the community throughout
the project. Ensure that the community
feels a sense of ownership of the
project and its outcomes through the
regular provision of information and
project updates regarding progress and
positive project outcomes.

Shire

Low

Moderate

Ensure stakeholders and community
are kept informed throughout the
project and a detailed marketing, PR
and Communications Plan is in place to
address any issues as they arise.

Shire

Low

Moderate

6.3

Control Measure/Actions

Low

RISSK ANALYSIS

Item

Management of Risks

The Shire will have the ongoing responsibility to identify, evaluate and manage risks
during the implementation of the project. Risks will be managed as identified using the
methods and processes outlined below:
7.5.1

Risk Mitigation – Control Measures

Mitigation of risks or control measures involve the identification of actions to reduce the
likelihood that a threat will occur (preventative action) and/or reduce the impact of a threat
that does occur (contingency action). This strategy also involves identifying the stage of
the project when the action should be undertaken, either prior to the start of or during the
project.
Risk mitigation strategies to reduce the chance that a risk will be realised and/or reduce
the seriousness of a risk if it is realised have been developed by the Shire as per the risk
register.
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7.5.2

Monitor and Review

Risk Management is an iterative process that should be built into the management
processes for any project. It must be closely linked with Issues Management, as untreated
issues may become significant risks. If prevention strategies are being effective, some of
the Extreme and High Risks should be able to be downgraded early in the project. When
the project is established, the following risk protocols will be confirmed with the Project
Manager and Project Management Team:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequency of the Risk and Issues Registers review;
Responsibility for review
Frequency of monitoring of established risks to ensure that appropriate action is
taken should the likelihood, or impact, of identified risks change and to ensure that
any emerging risks are appropriately dealt with;
The format of the risk management plan and risk management register.
How often the Risk Management Committee or Project Sponsor/Senior Manager
will be provided with an updated Risk Register for consideration; and
How often Risk status will be reported in the Project Status Reports to the Board
and Senior project officers (usually only High and Extreme risks).

Further to this, the Shire has stated throughout the project all open risks will be reviewed
and reported at project meetings in relation to how they are being managed, the impact
on the project and resource allocation for further monitoring.
The Risk Management Plan and Risk Register will be updated on at least a quarterly basis
during the life of the development project. Future strategies will be enacted based upon
ongoing audits and inspections of risk management areas identified in the risk register.
7.5.3

Communicate and Consult

The Shire Project Manager, under guidance of the Shire Project Management Team, will
ensure dissemination of information with internal and external stakeholders and keeping
of records around all risks.

7.6

Operational Risk Management

Operational risk management is a logical and systematic process of eliminating or
minimising the adverse impact of activities that may give rise to injurious or dangerous
situations. To mitigate risk and ensure the safety of visitors to Duffy’s Store, the Shire has
the following policies and guidelines to cover the relevant issues and areas of concern:
Duty of Care Policy: It is the policy of Shire that children and young people (youth)
involved in, or present for, the purposes of Shire activities are owed a duty of reasonable
care through standards of behaviour for their safety and welfare. Staff will conduct their
business and program activities taking into consideration reasonable measures to protect
children and young people (youth) from risks of harm that are known or that are reasonably
foreseen, and shall be in a manner consistent with the business objectives and the
standards of ethics, confidentiality and professionalism set by the organisation,
Constitution and respective legislation.
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Non-Smoking Policy: In accordance with the Shire’s smoke free environment policy and
to acknowledge the harmful effects of smoking on health, smoking is to be prohibited in
and around all buildings onsite.
Incident and Injury Policy: To cover reporting processes for incidents and injuries
occurring during construction and operations.
Drug Policy: The use of any illicit drugs is prohibited by Australian law and will not be
tolerated.
Anti-Harassment Policy: Harassment will not be tolerated. Complaints or suspicions of
harassment will be dealt with promptly and seriously with a view to alleviating issues with
care and concern for all involved.
Anti-Discrimination Policy: Discrimination will not be tolerated, and complaints or
suspicions of discrimination will be dealt with promptly and seriously with a view to
alleviating issues with care and concern for all involved.
Equitable Access Policy: Ensure that all community users have access to the facility
and that it is managed in a fair and overt manner (other than in the event of a disaster).
Access to, and circulation throughout the site, must not be discriminatory in any way and
people with disabilities are to be able to safely and confidently navigate the site, buildings
and other infrastructure.
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8. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
8.1

Four Year Implementation and Strategic Plan Guide

A four-year implementation project plan has been developed as a strategic guide for the
Shire to deliver the project.
The initial year is critical to ensure that the planning and feasibility, including the Shire and
potential funding bodies to make an investment decision to proceed.
As part of this first-year process it is essential that the Shire confirms the following key
functions before proceeding with restoration and development of Duffy’s Store:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Funding: Agree on funding sources and complete any funding applications
required to ensure funding is secured before commencement of construction;
Design: Confirm final design;
Planning/Approvals: Ensure all planning approvals, development applications and
building permit applications are submitted and approvals received;
Tendering: Prepare and issue tender, award the contract to construct and confirm
program schedule;
Project: Governance: Confirm the governance structure and complete corporate
registration and compliance requirements as relevant to the structure;
Financial Management: Confirm revenue and operating expenses including project
installment budgeting and acquittals;
Asset Management: confirm asset management schedule;
Marketing/PR and Communications: Ensure a Marketing/PR and communications
plan is developed

8.1.1

Project Milestones

The Shire anticipates this project moving to the construction of facilities outlined in Stage
1, subject to funding being secured, in 2022. Detailed project management plans and
project timelines will need to be developed when funding is secured. At a high level, the
Shire anticipates the following key milestones, with indicative timelines.
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Milestone

Indicative Completion

Funding Strategy Completed

September 2021

Finalise design

December 2021

Funding secured

March 2022

Planning approvals

June 2022

Issue tender for works

July 2022

Award and sign contract

September 2022

Site works commence including
surveying, demolition and installation
of site services

November 2022

Asset management plan created

January 2023

Confirm schedule of events

April 2023

Renewal and replacement fund
established

September 2023

Complete construction

October 2024

Handover / site possession

December 2024

Project completion

January 2024

The figure on the following page outlines the four-year implementation plan. For ease of
viewing, it can also be seen as Attachment 4 to this Business Case.
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8.1.2

Project Governance and Structure

The Shire will establish a governance framework that will guide the development through
to the operational phase. The proposed governance framework is shown in the diagram
below.

The Shire will have overall ownership, key decision-making authority and responsibilities
for a successful outcome. Led by the CEO, the project control group will keep open lines
of communication with the Council and update them on the project as it progresses. They
will also appoint an independent tender panel, liaise with planning services and appoint a
contract builder; noting that procurement activities will be isolated from all parties
associated with the facility and the community to allay any suggestion of collusion and to
manage conflicts accordingly.
Working within this framework, an experienced Administrator will be appointed and
provide project administration services for the project; other than tasks relating to the
design and construction activities.
An industry standard project management approach will be adopted to manage the project
stages, with management documentation and reporting processes developed as part of
the Superintendent’s role.
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The Superintendent will be responsible for accomplishing the project objectives including:
•
•
•
•
•

8.3

Proactive management of the project on a day-to-day basis;
Establish clear and achievable objectives and timelines;
Balance the competing demands for quality, scope, time and cost;
Adapt the project specifications to mitigate risks and issues; and
Deliver the project in accordance with the specification.

Project Communications Protocol

The following diagram outlines the communication protocol between all parties involved
in the project. Please note all matters pertaining to the building construction and
procurement will be via the architect/superintendent’s representative through to the Shire.
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8.4

Project Engagement Protocol

Contract engagement and management needs to be carefully managed and monitored.
Individual contracts may need to be entered into by the Shire with each individual supplier
and contractor. The diagram below outlines these arrangements.

8.5

Procurement

To ensure the project receives a high-quality outcome, the Shire’s Project Group will be
working to secure a suitable builder for completion of the works using a tendering process
which:
•
•
•

aligns with the requirements of the Local government (function and general)
regulations 1996 (Tender Regs);
is an open process, and;
will be aligned with any Grant provider’s requirements (State and Federal
Governments).

In addition to the above, the Shire will adopt the following methodology for procurement
activities for this project:
•
•
•

Ensure appropriate knowledge of relevant policies and processes for those
involved in procurement and contract management.
Undertake procurement planning, particularly for high-value contracts.
Where possible, consolidate projects into single contracts to increase the
efficiency of the procurement process.
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•
•

Ensure sufficient scoping and performance measures are addressed in preparing
contracts.
Where required, seek external expertise in developing procurement process and
documentation.

The Shire will adhere to the normal government procurement procedures to ensure
construction work is delivered using “buy local” criteria where appropriate. This may
include an allowance of a price differential for locally based businesses.
8.5.3

Contract Type

In considering the contract type for this project the Shire’s decision to go with a Construct
Only ( AS4000) contract was made reflecting on the pros and cons:

Pros

Cons

A Tender process that is fair and accurate More difficult to define the project
(well defined design), allowing for a clear commencement date from a grant provider
and transparent tender assessment that is perspective
equitable and easy to assess. This will
lead to less politics
A well-defined hierarchical relationship No involvement of the Contractor in the
and control from a project management design process
perspective
A separation between the Design Team
and the contractor
The construction process and the contract
are clear, well defined and transparent. It
will be easy to audit

8.4

Building Design and Construction

8.4.1

Building Superintendent

The Building Superintendent will be appointed by the Shire’s Project Steering Committee.
The Superintendent’s role will be defined by the relevant terms of the construction contract
and by the common law. In general, their role is to ‘administer’ the contract and ensure
the contractual obligations are performed. If the Shire chooses the traditional Construct
Only Building Contract, the Superintendent will have two separate and distinct roles: to
act as agent for the Shire and to act as an independent certifier.
As an agent of the Shire, the Superintendent’s tasks will include:
• Assessing the quality of materials and workmanship to ensure they meet contract
specifications.
• Reviewing and approving project programs.
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•
•
•

Directing the contractors and employees on behalf of the principal.
Ordering a postponement or suspension of work.
Issuing variation orders.

As a certifier, the superintendent’s tasks will include:
• Assessing progress claims.
• Assessing claims for extensions of time.
• Assessing claims for extra payment either under the contract or as a result of
variations to the contract including conducting valuations.
8.4.2

Architectural Services

Independent of the contract type undertaken the Architect will perform the following tasks:
•

•

8.4.3

Prepare a Schematic Design:
o Site Plan 1:500 and or 1:200
o Building Plans 1:100
o Building Elevations 1:100
o 3x Building Sections 1:50
o 3D Design Images of Buildings
o Geotechnical Study
o Feature Land Survey
o Cost Check Provided by Quantity Surveyor
Undertake a Design Development:
o Update the Site Plan 1:500 and or 1:200
o Update the Building Plans 1:100
o Update the Building Elevations 1:100
o Prepare 6x Building Sections 1:50
o Update the 3D Design Images of Buildings
Planning Services

Independent of the contract type undertaken a Planner will perform the following services
and tasks:
•

Scoping:
o Review Scheme Provisions
o Liaise with the Shire
o Determine requirements and prepare Scoping Outline/timeframe to guide
the project

•

Development Application (DA) Report:
o

Preparation of DA Report including planning requirements, addressing
other
DA
requirements
as
necessary
and
outcomes
of
Environmental/Coastal and other supporting documents e.g.:
▪ Environmental Review
▪ Bushfire Management
▪ Traffic Assessment
▪ Servicing Report
▪
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•

Drafting/GIS:
o

•

Planning Services:
o

•

Presentation to Council and other authorities if and as required

Project Management:
o

8.5

Identify data sources and prepare plans as required to support
Development Application report.

Manage Project with the local government as required. Including ensuring
DA is lodged appropriately and forwarded to the DAP in accordance with
statutory timeframes (if this pathway is chosen).

Communication Plan

A communications plan will be developed and adopted when implementing this community
project. Recognising that engagement is about establishing and maintaining relationships
with key stakeholders and facilitating processes that allow them to influence decision
making, the communications plan’s aim is to result in new or stronger relationships and
robust discussions on any issues in question.
In the context of this project, effective stakeholder engagement will improve the
understanding of the needs and priorities of stakeholders and allow the Shire to take these
into consideration, where feasible.
It is important to have a clear strategy for the engagement process by outlining the
knowledge gaps, and issues to be included and the information that is required from
stakeholders to inform the development and implementation of the project. Stakeholder
engagement can inform a variety of aspects of project development, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding community need and priorities;
Potential impact of development;
Possible challenges and solutions;
Opportunities for project sustainability;
Opportunities for innovation;
Opportunities for support (financial and in-kind);
Possible issues and risks; and
Other relevant matters.

Further definition should then be made to the process by identifying the stakeholders with
whom the Shire would include in the communication strategy – specifically stakeholders
are those who have relevant knowledge of, are able to influence or are affected by the
proposed project.
Undertaking stakeholder identification and analysis processes will ensure all parties with
an interest in the proposed project receive appropriate communication from the Shire.
Stakeholder engagement processes that are unclear about how the engagement can, or
will, influence decisions could be seen to be perfunctory or tokenistic and deliver little
value.
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The International Association for Public Participation’s Public Participation Spectrum uses
these levels as a way of describing the increasing level of influence or impact stakeholders
can have in an engagement process. This can be helpful in allowing the Shire to
communicate upfront with stakeholders about the level of influence they have over the
project.

Inform
Consult
Involve
Collaborate
Empower

Public Participation Spectrum - Levels of Engagement
One-way communication, provision of information to stakeholders.
Limited two-way engagement, Shire directs questions to
stakeholders for response.
Two-way or multi-way engagement but stakeholders and Shire acts
independently
Two-way or multi-way engagement with joint learning, decision
making and action
Stakeholders are delegated decision-making power around the
project

Possible stakeholder engagement methods that the Shire could consider, dependent on
the level of engagement they are seeking, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fact sheets;
FAQs;
Information sessions;
Email updates;
Website information;
Surveys;
Workshops;
Public meetings;
Advisory committees;
One-on-one meetings;
Project signage;
Internal updates;
Events;
Photography/videography;
Social media sharing;
Site tours by arrangement.

For each stakeholder group, the Shire will define their communication and engagement
approach. An initial Communication Plan is listed below; however, the Shire will continue
to review and amend to reflect their local knowledge and alignment with their
organisational priorities, changing circumstances and capacity to implement.
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Stakeholder Group

Interest/Influence

Shire Council

High/High

Funding providers

High/High

Shire staff

High/Moderate

Visitor Centre
personnel

High/Low

Place makers

High/Moderate

Local Members of
Parliament

Low/Moderate

Local residents

Moderate/Moderate

Potential commercial
operators

Moderate/High

Recommended Approach
One-on-one meetings with provision of
overview and full detail of project, keep
informed of progress and seek their
support/input as required.
One-on-one meetings to update them on
project progress and any issues and changes
in timeframes and costs throughout project
delivery. Provision of marketing packs
One-on-one meetings with provision of
overview and full detail of project, adopting a
collaborative approach to achieve outcomes
together.
On-on-one meetings with provision of
overview and full detail of project, adopting a
collaborative approach to achieve outcomes
together.
On-on-one meetings with provision of
overview and full detail of project, adopting a
collaborative approach to achieve outcomes
together
One-on-one meetings with provision of
overview and full detail of project, keep
informed of progress and seek their
support/input as required.
Letters to local residents with provision of
overview of project, keep informed or
progress, hold community meeting if required.
One-on-one meetings with provision of
overview and full detail of project.
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9.

APPENDICES

9.1

Case Studies

In order to better understand the operating models, opportunities and issues associated
with the conversion of an historical store to act as a multi-purpose facility catering to both
tourist visitors and the local community, case studies were undertaken of restorations in
regional towns that reflect a similar demographic and geographic profile and the Three
Springs Council’s aspirations to the develop a facility that encompasses a museum, café
restaurant, tourist bureau and information centre that can provide hospitality and tourism
training for indigenous youth. Each of these historic projects provides a unique set of
circumstances and learnings which have been captured as ‘take-outs’, culminating in an
overview of points which should be considered in the Duffy Store development.
Based on the experiences of the facilities examined, the key learnings are:
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Visitors are looking for a unique experience
Art and cultural activities that change of a regular basis draw return visitation
The increased visitation to the regions shows how adaptable the hospitality and
tourism industry can be even when challenged by a pandemic such as SARS or
COVID-19 that stops international, and even interstate, tourism in its tracks.
It also highlights the need to deliver a product that is unique and authentic in an
entrepreneurial manner.
Working stores that do not rely solely on tourism appear to be robust financially. A
mainstay operation such as a news agency or fuel stop enables a country business
to ‘roll with the punches and weather economic downturns and interruptions to
tourist flow created by natural disasters or pandemics.
Collectables for sale create interest for visitors who like to take home something
unique to the area. State or regional tourism initiatives such as a “trail” generate
visitation to regions.
Business activity will grow with visitation
A craft/arts hub of coaligned business increase tourist spend
Craft food and local produce increases spend and visitor enjoyment
Good quality accommodation is imperative to increasing the length of visitor stay
and return visitation
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9.1.1

Case Study 1: The Tintaldra Store and Tea Rooms

Introduction
The Historic Tintaldra Store and Tea Rooms have been identified for a case study
because of their similar circumstances, demographics and geographical location to a
major city. The successfully conversion of an old local store into a café incorporating a
museum containing artefacts from the era of the build is similar to the aspirations of Three
Springs. Tintaldra, like Three Springs, has a small population, and experiences
substantial fluctuations in tourism numbers linked to regional events and seasonal
conditions.
Location
Tintaldra is 150 km east of
Albury-Wodonga
in
Victoria. It is important
historic village located on
the southern banks of the
Murray River, which forms
the border between New
South Wales and Victoria.
Settled in 1837, it is said to
be the first pioneer
settlement
in
the
Upper Murray. A river
punt operated there until
1892 and it served as a
customs collection point
until 1901.

The oldest township in the Upper Murray

Just a short drive from Corryong, historic Tintaldra offers breathtaking views of the Murray
River. A popular fishing spot it boasts a variety of accommodation options including a B&B,
caravan park, historic cottages and hotel rooms.
The population of Tintaldra fluctuates with seasonal agricultural and support workers, but
on average it consists of approximately 200 people.
Background
The general store, the only shop in the tiny
village, was built in 1864 by Edwin Jephcott.
It was established by a local landowner,
Sydney Grandison Watson, (‘Grandie’) who
owned the 12,000 acre (4,856 ha) 'Tintaldra'
run. The store was the first important building
in the village.
Picture of the Tintaldra Store taken in around 1950
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It was constructed from local timbers, with columns
of redgum support redgum beams, redgum rafters
and wooden shingles which were brought from
Shingle Creek. The walls were vertical slats of red
stringybark. In the 1930s the interior was lined with
patterned tin. When it opened, it was the local post
office with two weekly deliveries from Melbourne, the
longest horseback delivery in Victoria. The
postmaster was William Armstrong who was paid £15
a year. His brother, Charles Trent Armstrong,
managed both the store and the Tintaldra property.
Recent picture of the store

Betty and Alan Watson took over the shop in 1978.
Betty transformed it, adding a museum, Devonshire
teas, lunches, B&B, and post office. Inside there is a
fascinating collection of artifacts including a 150year-old organ, a photo gallery, a teapot collection,
and a pianola that Betty played for visitors. Betty, an
award-winning poet, historian, and naturalist was the
instigator of the store’s and in part, the town’s
success as a tourist destination. She personally
liaised with tour companies welcoming visitors with a
song and bush tucker served on tin plates. In 2014
the store celebrated its 150th anniversary. Betty
organised a full calendar of activities including a
‘Bring Back the Teapot’ event, an Irish day, parade of
1800’s dresses and games, judging of a beard
competition and re-enactment of the store opening.

Bush ballads at Tintaldra

Betty also operated a 1910 woodfired bakery at the rear of the building, ran a catering and
function business, and a range of accommodation including bed and breakfast and selfcontained historic cottages.
Discussion:
In recent years, several events greatly impacted on the store’s operation.
•

Black Summer, 2019-2020 NSW bushfires: Community and commercial buildings
suffered damage, scenic attractions were decimated and residents were forced to
abandon properties for some time. This included the loss of the Avenue of Honour,
which was a significant community and visitor attraction. The General Store and
Betty’s B & B were spared. Betty and her family ensured the town’s history records
were saved by placing them in the Post Office safe within the store.
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•

•
•

The Tintaldra Community Recovery Committee was formed to liaise with the
Tintaldra community, Towong Shire, Bushfire Recovery Victoria, community
service organisations and other State government agencies to address recovery
and future resilience priorities. Projects include:
o Tintaldra Hall upgrade (Community Emergency Relief Centre);
o Tintaldra Recreation Reserve; upgrade men’s and women’s amenities;
o Avenue of honour: increase the number of trees planted so that the avenue
commemorates solders from WW1 and WW2, installation of story boards,
a monument and seating.
o Re-establishment of walking tracks
Covid-19, March 2020: Initial impacts of Covid-19 compounded the effects of the
bushfires, with travel restrictions in force.
In May 2020, Betty Watson, the driving force behind the successful operation of
the store, passed away at the age of 93. The store’s management passed onto
her daughter in a reduced capacity. It now operates as a post office, craft shop
and museum. It also acts as a booking agent for Bett’s Bed & Breakfast.

Despite disruptions in tourism travel due to the recent bushfires and COVID-19, in the
second quarter of 2021 visitor numbers were up, bus tours resumed and there was also
an increase in camping and caravan trade. Until Betty’s estate is settled the tearooms are
only operating Monday to Friday, they cater for locals and bushfire relief workers who are
housed in Betty’s cottages. Bus tours are now catered for by the hotel. Any community
or Shire based seminars, workshops or forums are held at the Town Hall.
Funding: The store is heritage listed but has not received any government or shire funding
for restoration or operational expenditure. It did receive bushfire relief funds to enable post
fire cleaning. While financial details have not been sourced, the business has supported
Betty and her six children, all who have been involved at some stage.
Success factors:
• Betty’s passion for her work and the history of the Town;
• event activism;
• tourism attraction through the museum and local history collections;
• provision of authentic hospitality, meals and accommodation meals;
• proximity to natural attractions;
• patriotism and interest in local history.
Take Outs:
The Tintaldra Store and Tearooms shows the ability of a small country retail and tourismbased business to operate at a profit successfully and sustainably, having supported a
family for nearly 50 years. The increased visitation to the region shows how adaptable the
hospitality and tourism industry can be even when challenged by a pandemic such as
COVID -19 that stops international, and even interstate, tourism. It also highlights the need
to deliver a product that is unique and authentic in an entrepreneurial manner. The risk to
the Tintaldra Store and Tearooms is that when the key driver, in this case Betty Watson,
leaves; sustainability and continuity of service may suffer.
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9.1.2 Case Study 2: Walwa Store
Introduction
Walwa Store was chosen as a case
study as it exemplifies a successful
operating historic building that still
operates in its original capacity as a full
functioning shop selling groceries, fuel,
and general produce. It also has a
café, information kiosk, newsagency,
and local history displays.
Walwa Store

Location
Walwa (/ˈwɒlwə/; Aboriginal for "a place of waters"), is a town in the Shire of Towong in
northeast Victoria, Australia. The town is located 1 kilometre from the Murray River on the
former Murray Valley highway between Wodonga and Corryong. At the 2016 census, the
Walwa population had declined to just 177 having been 268 just ten years earlier. Across
the river on the New South Wales side are the nearby towns of Jingellic and Tumbarumba.
Although not on a direct route to either the snowfields or the east coast beaches, it does
attract visitation from those who wander away from the Hume Highway to visit the Bluff
Falls Nature Walk, Pine Mountain and Paddys River Falls and/or local Victorians and
interstate tourists who follow the Murray River for fishing/camping excursions.
Discussion
Operations: The Walwa store has been operating successfully for over a decade under
the current owners. It is open 7 days per week from 8 to 5 and is an important employer
for the region with a rostered staff of five. According to owner Joyce, COVID-19 has had
little impact on the popularity of café even though, despite the easing of dining restrictions,
it continues to operate as a take-away only. It is well frequented by the residents of the
Shire, with many returning the café/store more than once during the day. Her aim is to
create a ‘visit to your grandma’s’ style experience for out-of-town visitors.
The store is segregated into three sections, with grocery items, newsagency, information
section in one area, the café, in another, serviced by a commercial kitchen and an antiques
room. While the sections retain an olde-world feeling, the café section is home to the
overflow of antique and quaint collectables, some of which are for sale.

Walwa Store
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Over the years the store has had to modify its range of stock in order to stay viable. Things
such as hardware have been minimalised to essential items (including camping basics)
as the store cannot compete with larger, multi-site chains and on-line shopping. The
clothing line has also been reduced as locals have the option to shop in larger nearby
towns. A mainstay of the store’s income is fuel, well supported by locals and visitors alike.
Tourism: Tourists are relatively well catered for in Walwa, with a hotel, cottages and a
well-equipped caravan park. There is also provision of free camping site along the river
that gives an added incentive for people to stay in the regional for a night or more.
Despite a drop in international and interstate visitors, the Easter period showed record
numbers of campers and caravaners. A high percentage were Victorians who wished to
holiday in their own State due to a fear of lockdown.
The store in Walwa is not an official Tourist
Information Centre but does provide maps
and brochures supplied by the Hub
Towong Shire’s Information Centre. As
with most small towns, the attraction and
retention of visitors relies on input from
State or regional initiatives. A recent
incentive to create large scale art
installations in the region has attracted
increased visitation particularly those
tourists travelling to the snowfields and the
ocean.
Large scale art installations

The art works depicting iconic wildlife of
the are part of the Great River Road
Project. Funding came from Federal
($495,000), State ($330,000) and Local
($165,000)
Government
grants.
Launched in November 2019 the project
saw the creation of five large scale
interactive sculptures designed by
Benjamin Gilbert, The Agency of
Sculpture. The civic installations include a
Bogon Moth, Murray Cod, Murray Cray,
Rainbow Trout and Wedgetail Eagle.

Take Outs
Working stores that do not rely solely on tourism appear to be robust financially. A
mainstay operation such as a news agency or fuel stop enables a country business to ‘roll
with the punches and weather economic downturns and interruptions to tourist flow
created by natural disasters or pandemics. Collectables for sale create interest for visitors
who like to take home something unique to the area. State or regional tourism initiatives
such as a “trail” generate visitation to regions.
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9.1.3 Case Study 3: Bell’s Emporium Cue
Introduction
Bell’s Emporium was originally built in
1904, with a large extension being added
in 1934. The Picton family purchased the
store in 1955 and it is still run today by
Russ and Pixie Picton with the help of 2 full
time staff.
Location
Situated in Cue, a small town in the MidWest region of Western Australia, 620 km
north-west of Perth.
Like the days of yesteryear, Cue continues
to support both gold and pastoral
industries as well as small scale tourism.
Its population has fluctuated with the rise
and fall of the gold and pastoral industries
surrounding it. Today a population of
approximately 300 people remains.

Picture of the old Bells Emporium

Charming stone establishments still grace the township, making it one of the best
examples of early architecture in rural Western Australia. The Gentleman’s Club – now
the Shire Office, the Government Buildings, Courthouse and Police Station are still being
used for their original purpose as is Bell’s Emporium. The region is also rich in Aboriginal
culture, with several excellent displays of artwork dating back over 10,000 years.
Physical Description
The original store was a small rectangular building constructed of stone and corrugated
iron. The larger adjacent addition is timber framed and clad with corrugated and plain
galvanized iron. It is classified by the National trust as a building of high historic and social
significance. The Heritage Council also notes that it has increased significance due to:
“the intactness and authenticity evident in the internal fixtures and fittings”. The place also
has a high streetscape value and listed on the Municipal Inventory as deserving a high
level of protection noting the council should: “Provide maximum encouragement to the
owner under the town planning scheme to conserve the significance of the place.”
Bell’s Emporium blends a modern convenience store with tradition service and a
heritage atmosphere. There are all the usual food supplies displayed behind the counter
running the length of the shop, and tucked away on the opposite wall, is the hardware
section. Though no longer used, the ropes and pulleys of the old cash carrier still stretch
overhead across the store and there is a row of old tills, sitting on a shelf in the order in
which they were retired from service, faded metal bulk food containers and original posters
still on the walls.
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Discussion:
Although Bell’s originally relied on hardware and
clothing sales, in recent years the owners have
concentrated on groceries and alcohol. Trade
fluctuates seasonally with the quietest months
being November to March when tourism drops off
and the mines close. The standard weekday
operating hours are 9am to 1pm. The store
reopens from 3.30 to 6pm to cater for the mine
workers. Weekend trading is Saturday 9 to 12.
During the tourist season trade is brisk. It comes
primarily from the nearby Cue Tourist Park and
The Queen of the Murchison Bed & Breakfast
accommodation. Although the catering companies
that supply the mines ship in most of their
supplies, they do rely on Bell’s for ‘top up’
supplies.
The current owner, Pixie, reports an increase
visitation to the town over the past five years with
many people returning each year. 2020/2021 has
been no exception and the town has recently seen
a spike in tourist numbers. She in part puts this
down to the Council’s investment in beautification
and facilities. As well as funding for local sporting
clubs the 2021 budget shows the following
investment in the town: upgrading the Tourist Park
($40,000), enhancing the streetscape ($75,000 in
current budget) and investing in the Museum
Project ($180,000).
Take outs:
As in the previously cited case studies, Bell’s Emporium relies on local trade and sales
of alcohol to cover its base operating costs. Trading hours reflect this with store closing
in the middle of the day to reopen when the mining workers finish their shift. The closure
of the mines over the Christmas break impacts the store, however this is supplemented
by high season tourism when Bell’s is frequented by visitors and surrounding
accommodation providers. The Local Council, whilst recognising the importance of the
Store, unfortunately do not support it – instead sourcing their catering and maintenance
supplies from out of town.
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9.1.4 Case Study 4: Edenvale Heritage Precinct
Introduction
Pinjarra’s iconic Edenvale Homestead was the home
of former Premier of Western Australia Sir Ross McLarty
throughout his childhood and for most of his political life.
The building is heritage-listed and draws significant
attention from visitors to the town situated due to its
proximity to the major centres of Perth and Mandurah.
Location
Edenvale Homestead is situated in Pinjarra in the Peel
region of Western Australia. It is 82 kilometres from Perth
and 21 kilometres south-east of the coastal city of
Mandurah.
The picturesque town of Pinjarra is home to many unique
historic sites, including the only heritage rose garden in
the southwest. At the 2016 census, Pinjarra had a
population of 4,910.
Physical Description
The historic homestead of Edenvale in Pinjarra was built
by Edward McLarty in 1888, and was later owned by his
son, the former Premier of Western Australia, Sir Ross
McLarty. This influential Western Australian politician
lived in the homestead throughout his childhood and for
much of his political life.
The quality craftsmanship of its Victorian style 17 room
house is considered typical of the era. The heritage listed
building and surrounding outbuildings are owned and
maintained by the Shire.
Edenvale is now home to the Edenvale Heritage Tea
Rooms, the Roger May Machinery Museum, Pinjarra
Patchworkers and Quilters, Murray Districts Arts and
Crafts and the Murray District Historical Society. It has
coach parking, a picnic area, museum, art gallery, gift
shop, public toilets and visitor information.
Discussion
In 2017, the façade of the building was restored this
included the complete replacement of the verandah on
the eastern elevation. The project was a joint venture
between the Shire of Murray, Alcoa and Lotterywest. An
effort was made to preserve and repurpose as much
timber as possible from the original structure.
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The heritage site, a popular tourist destination, attracts approximately 95,000 visitors each
year.
In 2018, following a request from the Shire of Murray, the Pinjarra Railway Market
committee decided to move from opposite the Railway station, a location they had
occupied for 20 years, to the heritage hub. The Council offered free lease of the site, and
the local stall holders benefited from increased visitation due to event activation at the site
and overall visitor numbers to the Tea Rooms.
In September 2020 Fairbridge WA Inc. took over management of the Tea Rooms;
establishing the region’s first not-for-profit café at Edenvale Homestead and providing a
live training environment for hospitality students and participants in the Leadership. The
Tea Rooms team have implemented exciting initiatives which including seasonal picnic
baskets, workshops and pop-up events supported by a network of local and guest artists.
The initial free lease is for two years with an option to renew.
The project and programs associated with the Heritage Precinct align with the key Shire
economic development, planning and tourism outcomes.
Take outs:
The Murray Shire Council have been forward thinking in their utilisation of the heritage
site. Engaging organisations and business that complement each other and draw both
locals and visitors to the project and supporting them with peppercorn or free leases.
It should be noted that has a substantial local population and is in easy commuting
distance from both Perth and Mandurah.
9.1.5 Case Study 5: Karoonda Town Development Project
Introduction
This case study was selected because Karoonda South Australia, has a similar
demographic profile to Three Springs and because of the inclusion of a Silo Art/lighting
component into its town development project.
Tourism was identified as a key economic driver in the recently endorsed Karoonda East
Murray Economic and Tourism Development Strategy and implementation of some of the
key projects was enabled by the Federal Government fund for drought relief; including the
silo art and lighting, development of the Malleelands Pioneer Railways and Farm Museum,
building of the Karoonda Exhibition Shed and event activation.
Location
Karoonda is in the middle of the Murray Mallee region of South Australia (60 km
northeast of Murray Bridge). At the 2016 census, the locality of Karoonda had a
population of 512 of which 351 were living in and around the town of Karoonda.
Predominantly a wheat and sheep area, it is renowned for its merino stock.
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Physical Description
There are seven silos facing the road at
Karoonda, all of which have some permanent
artwork, but four have been left 80 percent
clear for projection purposes. The silo art
installation was completed in 2019 and
features local Mallee images, chosen in
consultation with the community.
Discussion
The concept behind the Karoonda silo project
is art by day and by night, with a permanent
projection of ever-changing art from local
South Australian artists. Since its inception,
visitation to town has significantly increased
and it has been estimated by the town’s
Economic Development, Tourism and
Communications Officer that 90% of new
visitors are coming because of the silos.
Surveys show that it has largely been by word
of mouth that the attraction has become so
popular.
The success of this project has resulted in a
number of business and community
development projects; with the establishment
of the Karoonda Business Incentive program
aimed at encouraging main street businesses
and landlords to invest in their commercial
properties.
The scheme offers $500 to businesses or landlords to increase the street presence of their
business or building. Preference is given to proposals that include new signwriting,
painting, or other shop front renovations.
Due to the visitor number increase, the caravan park has been upgraded with the
instalment of two, four-person cabins and planning is underway to extend the caravan
park area, offering more powered sites and additional cabin accommodation. The Shire
reports that while the park often only had one or two vans overnight, it is often now fully
booked. The town also promotes itself as RV friendly with its wide-open street, dump point
and spacious, lawned RV parking area.
Other town improvements include the:
•
•

refurbishment of the historical Karoonda Institute;
installation of solar power at the Wynarka Recreation Reserve;
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•

“Tourism has been
identified as a key
economic driver in
the recently
endorsed
Karoonda East
Murray Economic
and Tourism
Development
Strategy.
The caravan park
has enjoyed a
resurgence in
popularity in recent
times, attributed to
the publicity
around the silo art
awards, the
improvement in
town amenities,
streetscape and the
proximity to other
opportunities such
as The Bend
Motorsport Park
and events like
Sounds by The
River.”
1

District Council of Karoonda
East Murray Agenda – Ordinary
Meeting of Council (public)
(7.30pm Tuesday 8 June 2021)

•

•
•
•

replacement of the bore and water tank at the
golf club;
installation of a single unit disabled access
public toilet and storage shed at the Karoonda
Pioneer Park;
installation of two new township entry signs with
solar lighting for night-time illumination;
construction of the Karoonda Exhibition Shed
redevelopment of the Karoonda, Wynarka and
Wanbi playgrounds, creating the “Mallee
Playground Trail”

Since the Silo Art installation there has been two cafes
established, an increase in local art and craft sales,
extended visitor nights at both the hotel and the caravan
and employment growth. For example, the position of
Economic Development, Tourism and Communications
Officer is a newly created position. One of the position’s
criteria is to collect hard data on visitor’s demographic
profile, the drivers and experiences. One of the café
owners was previously employed in a neighbouring
town; now she employs several local staff. Another new
resident in the town started a pop-up shop in one of the
empty shops in the main street. They have recently
purchased an old church and are starting a craft shop
and gallery.
Farmhouse and Co, a craft and produce cooperative
have seen increased trade and are intending to extend
their operation. A local farmer has purchased the original
store which has a stone bakery attached. He is currently
researching the viability of establishing an ‘old fashioned’
bakery and smallgoods outlet.
A number of other agricultural and horticultural industries
are now also represented in the district. Each year the
Karoonda Farm Fair is held, a two-day event attracting
over 10,000 visitors to the town.
Take outs:
Tourism was been identified as a key economic driver for
Karoonda. The Council invested in projects that
enhanced both the community and visitor experience.
This has resulted in sound economic returns and
increased business investment.
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Further examples
Mareeba Museum

Lloyd’s Plaza Meekatharra
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9.2

Duffy’s Store Heritage Building Restoration Opinion of Probable Cost.
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The Opinion of Probable Cost has since been amended by the Quantity Surveyor in light
of building escalations due to Covid 19. His estimates, as a comparison, are:

Project Budget

11/12/2020

Construction cost
Design Contingency

$ 1,219,700.00

4/01/2022
15%

$ 1,402,655.00

5%

$

61,100.00

5%

$

70,132.75

10%

$

122,100.00

10%

$

140,265.50

Museum Shop Fitout

$

120,000.00

$

300,000.00

Tourism Centre Fitout

$

120,000.00

$

120,000.00

Loose Furniture

$

20,000.00

$

20,000.00

Totals excluding GST

$ 1,662,900.00

Construction Contingency

Compliance requirements
Professional Fees
Grand Total

$ 2,053,053.25

5%

$

83,200.00

5%

$

102,652.66

15%

$

249,500.00

13%

$

266,896.92

$ 1,995,600.00

$ 2,422,602.84
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9.3

Permission letter from CBH
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